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Preface to ”Durum Wheat Breeding and Genetics”

Durum wheat is grown primarily in the Mediterranean basin, with a total production that varies 
significantly every year due to unpredictable climatic conditions. The frequency and the intensity of 
extreme weather events are concomitant with changes in global climate, making the selection of new 
durum wheat varieties difficult. The Special Issue Book ”Durum Wheat Breeding and Genetics” is 
based on scientific papers addressing major concerns related to the genetic improvement of durum 
wheat. Seven chapters including two review papers provide an update on the progress in the genetic 
improvement of durum wheat, suggesting traits and strategies to maintain productivity and high 
qualitative standards, despite increasing water scarcity and higher temperatures. It is necessary to 
exploit the best modern technologies and the entire methodological arsenal currently available to 
prevent the stagnation of durum wheat production. Understanding the genetic bases of variation 
for the most important agronomic traits and identifying allelic variants associated with tolerance to 
abiotic stresses of durum wheat are a priority. To this end, it is necessary to explore the genetic 
variability existing within durum wheat species, including landraces and traditional varieties. 
This special issue offers new breeding opportunities for selecting modern varieties adapted to 
climate change and expanding the durum wheat production.

Pasquale De Vita, Francesca Taranto

Editors
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Abstract: This brief historical review focuses on durum wheat domestication and breeding in the
Mediterranean region. Important milestones in durum wheat breeding programs across the countries
of the Mediterranean basin before and after the Green Revolution are discussed. Additionally,
the main achievements of the classical breeding methodology are presented using a comparison
of old and new cultivars. Furthermore, current breeding goals and challenges are analyzed. An
overview of classical breeding methods in combination with current molecular techniques and tools
for cultivar development is presented. Important issues of seed quality are outlined, focusing on
protein and characteristics that affect human health and are connected with the consumption of
wheat end-products.

Keywords: Mediterranean basin; durum wheat; breeding; MAS; biochemical markers; quality

1. Introduction

Durum wheat (Triticum turgidum subsp. durum (Desf.) Husnot) is one of the most essential cereal
species and is cultivated worldwide over almost 17 million ha, with a global production of 38.1 million
tonnes in 2019 [1]. The largest producer is the European Union, with 9 million tonnes in 2018, followed
by Canada, Turkey, United States, Algeria, Mexico, Kazakhstan, Syria, and India [2–6]. Durum wheat
production and cultivation areas are concentrated in the Mediterranean. Moreover, the countries of the
Mediterranean basin are the largest importers and the largest consumers of durum wheat products
(flour, pasta, and semolina). Among European Union (EU) countries, Italy is considered the leader of
durum wheat production, with an average production of 4.26 million tonnes in the last decade (1.28
million ha growing area), followed by France with 1.89 million tonnes (0.37 million ha), Greece with 1.07
million tonnes (0.37 million ha), and Spain with 0.98 million tonnes (0.38 million ha) (Table 1) [2]. Since
durum wheat is mainly grown under rain-fed conditions in the Mediterranean basin, its productivity
is profoundly affected by rainfall and biotic (pests and diseases) and abiotic (drought, sunlight, cold,
and salinity) stresses.

Agronomy 2020, 10, 432; doi:10.3390/agronomy10030432 www.mdpi.com/journal/agronomy1
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Table 1. The world’s leading durum wheat producing countries (2010–2019) [2–4].

Country
Average Production
(Millions of Tonnes)

Canada 5.2
Italy 4.3

Turkey 3.7
USA 2.3

Kazakhstan 2.2
Syria 2.2

Algeria 2.2
France 1.9

Morocco 1.8
Greece 1.1
Spain 1.0

Tunisia 1.0

2. A historical Review of Durum Wheat Breeding

2.1. Prehistory and Early History

Wheat cultivation and human civilization have evolved together for at least 10,000 years since
humans first attempted to produce food during the “Neolithic Revolution” [7]. The first step in the
improvement of durum wheat involved the domestication of its wild progenitors [8] in the hilly area
of southwest Asia at the Tigris and Euphrates basin (ancient Mesopotamia) and in the mountains of
Iran, Turkey, Syria, and Jordan, in the area often referred to as the “Fertile Crescent” [9,10].

According to Shewry [7], an early and primitive form of plant breeding was carried out with the
first selections from wild populations of T. turgidum subsp. dicoccoides (Körn. ex Asch. and Graebner)
Thell. based primarily on yield, but also considering other genetic characteristics; mainly non-brittle
rachis and free-threshing naked kernels. It has been proven that the first trait is controlled by two major
genes, brittle rachis 2 (Br-A2) and brittle rachis 3 (Br-A3), on the short arms of chromosomes 3A and 3B,
respectively [11], while the free kernels originated from a dominant mutation at the Q locus [7,12].

The cultivated emmer (T. turgidum subsp. dicoccum (Schrank ex Schübler) Thell.) was the first
dominant wheat in Asia, Africa, and Europe in the early years of agriculture, in the seventh millennium
BC. Emmer grains were found in the tombs of the Egyptian Pyramids and were widespread in ancient
Babylon and Central Europe [13]. Seeds of emmer were discovered in archaeological finds dating back
to between 7500 and 6700 BC [10]. It remained a dominant cereal until the first millennium BC when it
was replaced by free-threshing durum wheat [14]. Its grains have been found in eight archaeological
sites of the Iron Age, dating from the end of the 2nd millennium BC to the end of the 4th century BC
in Northern Greece [15]. The first agricultural book on wheat was written using cuneiform on a clay
tablet around 1700 BC and was discovered in Israel in 1950 [13].

The written history of wheat science began 2500 years ago when the Greek botanist Theophrastus
(371–287 BC) wrote the study “Enquiry into Plants”. Later, the famous Roman writers Columella,
Varrone, Virgil, and Pliny the Elder described wheat as the primary agricultural food source in the
Mediterranean region [16].

2.2. Modern History

The modern history of durum wheat breeding in the Mediterranean region began in the early
20th century and was affected by the global evolution of agricultural science. A high yield, good
end-use traits, and resistance to abiotic and biotic stresses have always been targets for wheat breeders.
The initial approach in durum wheat breeding focused on the exploitation of local genetic resources.
Later, the Green Revolution resulted in the release of short, high-yielding durum wheat cultivars
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from International research institutions, which are used extensively in crosses in almost all national
breeding programs.

2.3. The Early Period, before the Green Revolution

At the dawn of the 20th century, the first systematic breeding efforts were made by public research
institutes in the countries across the Mediterranean basin that pioneered plant breeding at that time.
Initially, landraces were used as the starting materials in breeding programs (Table 2). Later, systematic
breeding schemes were gradually applied using parent cultivars with different useful agronomic
characteristics, such as high yield, good quality, and resistance to a range of disease.

Table 2. The main Mediterranean wheat landraces.

Country Reference

Italy
Biancuccia, Bivona, Castiglione, Ciciredda, Cotrone, Duro Lucano, Farro Lungo, Gioia,

Regina, Ruscia, Sammartinara, Timilia [17]

Greece
Roussias, Asprostachys, Tsipoura, Asprostaro, Diminitis, Trimini, Gremmenia, Kondouzi,

Mavragani, Zochovis, Deves, Rovaki, Arnaouti, Kokkinostaro, Floritsa, Mavrostaro [18,19]

Turkey
Uveyik, Sahman, Bagacak, Sorgul, Havrani, Menceki, Iskenderi, Kocabugday, Cambudayi,
Kibris bugdayi, Amik, Akbasak, Karabasak, Karakilcik, Kunduru, Sari Bursa, Sari Basak [20,21]

Algeria
Tuzelle, Mahon, Biskri, Bidi 17 [22]

Morocco
ML 19, ML 21, ML 22, ML 23, ML 24, ML 26, ML 28, ML 48, ML 49, ML 32, ML 33, ML 34,

ML 35, ML 36, ML 37, ML 38, ML 39, ML 41, ML 42, ML 43, ML 44, ML 45 [23]

Tunisia
Hamira, Richi, Mahmoudi, Jenah Khotifa [24]

In Italy, breeding was initially done through public research institutes, universities, and
departments from the Ministry of Agriculture [25]; later, private companies such as the Società
Italiana Sementi and Società Produttori Sementi Bologna became involved [26]. The pioneer in the
modern durum wheat breeding was the Italian Nazareno Strampelli (1866–1942). Strampelli began his
efforts with selections of local landraces from southern Italy, the Italian islands, and the Mediterranean
region. In 1923, Strampelli released the cultivar “Senatore Capelli”, which he had selected in 1915
from the local North African landrace “Jean Retifah”. This cultivar was a landmark for the cultivation
of durum wheat in Italy, as it covered 60% of Italy’s durum wheat acreage for many decades, but
also throughout the Mediterranean, where it has been widely used for crosses [16,27]. Casale, an
Italian breeder, crossed cv. “S. Capelli” with Palestinian cv. “Eiti 6” in the 1940s and released the
cultivar “Capeiti 8” which replaced “S. Capelli” in durum wheat cultivation in 56% of acreages due
to its higher yield, although its seed quality was low. Another important breeder, Forlani, saw the
possibility of improving durum wheat using interspecific crosses, particularly to introduce resistance
to diseases [16,28].

In Greece, modern wheat breeding was started in 1923 by Ioannis (Juan) Papadakis (1903–1997),
who founded the Institute of Plant Breeding, the first Research Center in the Balkan Peninsula.
Papadakis introduced the new methods of the era, such as selection and crossbreeding, and conducted
experiments in different locations using different controls and replications to evaluate the wheat’s
genetic material. Papadakis started by inserting selections into local breads and durum wheat landraces.
In 1924, he made the first crosses by selecting parents from both local and foreign landraces (Table 3) [29].
In 1929, Papadakis recorded and described in detail the genetic material of the wheat found in Greece,
according to Professor Percival’s classification [30]. This study included 47 local cultivars or landraces
of durum wheat cultivated in Greece [18]. The first durum wheat cultivars were released in 1932 [31].
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The local durum wheat landraces were cultivated until 1930 were then replaced gradually by the new
improved cultivars. The crosses of the plant breeding program of the Institute of Plant Breeding were
produced in 1946, resulting in the cultivars “Methoni” and “Electra”, which had better quality and
featured earlier maturation by one week compared to “Lemnos”. After 30 years, the new improved
cultivars covered 60% of the durum wheat cultivated area in Greece, with the improved cv. “Lemnos”
occupying 42% of the area [32].

Table 3. The main Mediterranean cultivars released before the Green Revolution.

Country Name
Year of
Release

Pedigree, Cross Name,
Origin

Agronomic
Characteristics

Reference

Italy Senatore
Capelli 1923 Selection from landrace

“Jean Retifah”
Waxy, tall, rather late

ripening, good quality [16,17,27]

Capeiti 8
(=Patrizio 6) 1955 S. Capelli × Eiti 6 Better yield and poorer

quality than S. Capelli [16,17,28,33]

Sincape 9 Sinai × S. Capelli
Agronomical

characteristics superior
to S. Capelli

[16,28,33]

Appulo 1964 (S. Cappelli × Grifoni 235) ×
Capeiti 8

Optimal grain quality
and yield [16,28,33]

ISA-1 1971 Patrizio × Sassari 0130 Very early [28]

Greece Lemnos 1932 Selection from Landrace
Akbasak

High yield, good quality
for bread [31]

Methoni 1954 Lemnos × 7-B-1231 Better quality and earlier
maturing than Lemnos [32]

Electra 1957 S. Capelli × [Lemnos ×
(Florence × Arditto) × Sinai2]

Better quality and earlier
maturing than Lemnos [32]

Spain Andalucia 344 Before 1940 Selection from Manchón de
Alcalá la Real [34,35]

Hibrido D Before 1940 S. Capelli/Colorado dc Jerez [34]
Ledesma Before 1940 S. Capelli/Rubio dc Belalázar [34]

Bidi 17 1950 Selection from Bidi or Blé
Gounod, from Algeria

Tall, large grains and a
weak yellow color index. [34]

France Bidi 17 1950 Selection from Algerian
population “Oued Zenatti”

Tall, large grains and a
weak yellow color index. [26,36]

Montferrier,
Mandon

Better yield, very
sensitive to leaf rust [28,36]

Agathe Better yield, moderately
sensitive to leaf rust [36]

Turkey Kunduru 1149 1967 Selection from Landrace Tall, drought tolerant,
good winter hardiness [20,21,37]

Berkmen 469 1970 Selection from Landrace Tall, drought tolerant,
good winter hardiness [21,37]

Morocco Oued.Zenati 1949 Selection from landraces Tall [23,38]
Zeramek 1949 Selection from landraces [23,38]

Kyperounda 1956 Selection from landraces Tall [23,38]

Tunisia Chili 931 1953 France [24]
Kyperounda 1954 Cyprus [24]

INRAT 69 1970 Mahamoudi981/Kyperounda [24,39]

At this initial stage of breeding, the classification of Triticum species was also the subject of
extensive study by Spanish researchers. In the early 19th century, Spanish botanists Clemente and
Lagasca compiled the “Ceres hispanica”, the first herbarium for Triticum species. Intensive work on the
collection and conservation of durum wheat types in the Iberian Peninsula began in 1930 by Arana and
was extended from 1950 to 1956 by Tellez, Prieto, and Garcia-Pozuelo. The first attempt to improve
durum wheat in Spain was performed at the Agricultural Research Center of Jerez de la Frontera by
Juan Bautista Camacho [40]. Based on the work that had been done in the previous years, selections
were made in local durum wheat populations, and crossing programs were carried out, which resulted
in the release of important cultivars, such as “Ledesma”, “Andalucia 344”, and “Hibrido D”, which,
in 1963, covered 12%, 10%, and 6% of the durum wheat cropping area in Spain, respectively [34].
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The characteristic resistance of local landraces to three types of rust has been studied at the Instituto
Nacional de Investigaciones Agrarias since 1954 [40].

Concerning France, until the 1960s, production and research programs have mainly been conducted
in Algeria, Morocco, and Tunisia. In 1930, breeding work was conducted in Algeria by Ducellier,
who identified 29 local cultivars or populations of durum wheat. Wheat research was performed
and coordinated by the Institut National de la Recherche Agronomique (INRA) in Montpellier until
Algeria’s independence in 1962, and then from The Algerian Center for Agronomic, Scientific, and
Economic Research (CARASE), or INRA, in Algeria. In the early 1970s, the production of durum wheat
increased drastically due to the release of the cultivars “Bidi 17”, “Oued Zenati 368”, “Hedba 3”, and
“Mohamed Ben Bachir”, which resulted from selections among local landraces [22]. Accordingly, before
the 1960s, breeding efforts in Morocco were focused on collecting local durum wheat landraces, from
which, after the selection programs, the cultivars “Oued Zenati”, “Zeramek”, and “Kyperounda” were
released (from 1949 to 1956). The latter cultivars were more productive than the local landraces, but
their quality was inferior [23]. A similar approach was recorded in Tunisia, where local durum wheat
landraces were mainly cultivated in the country until the 1940s. These were followed by cultivars
produced from selections within the aforementioned landraces [24].

The Ministry of Agriculture started a breeding program in Libya in the 1950s. Durum wheat
landraces, such as “Jlail-Dib” and “Hmira”, were used to develop improved varieties. During the
period of 1962–1965, nine durum wheat cultivars were collected and characterized [41]. Simultaneously,
breeding work for durum wheat took place in Egypt, another important North African country. In 1914,
Egyptian breeders released two cultivars with resistance to high temperatures, “Dakar 49” and “Dakar
52”, which were selected from local durum wheat landraces. In the 1920s, these breeders released the
cultivars “Hindi D”, “Hindi 62”, and “Tosson” using genetic material imported from India. Since 1942,
this breeding program has focused on creating cultivars with resistance to the three aforementioned
types of rust [42].

In Turkey, initial wheat research began in 1925 with the establishment of the first “Seed
Improvement Station” in Eskisehir. The early durum wheat cultivars that were released resulted from
selections within the local durum wheat populations and included “Kunduru 414/44”, “Sari Bursa
7113”, “Kunduru 1149”, “Berkmen 496”, “Akbasak 073/44”, and “Karakilcik 1133” [20,43]. Finally,
in Israel, the onset of genetic improvement in durum wheat was based on selections within local
landraces. Local wheat landraces, mainly durum wheat that was previously cultivated in Palestine,
were described as early as the 1920s. In 1948, Kostrinsky compiled a descriptive list of cultivars and
landraces [44].

2.4. Breeding Work in the Mediterranean during and after Green Revolution

A significant increase in yield was achieved in many national breeding programs through the
second half of the 20th century [45]. The key to the dramatic increase in wheat yields during the ‘Green
Revolution’ in the 1960s was the introduction of semi-dwarf genes into bread wheat, which resulted
in the replacement of tall cultivars with semi-dwarf cultivars characterized by their responsiveness
to inputs (e.g., fertilizers) and resistance to lodging. The primary donor of these genes was the
semi-dwarf cultivar “Daruma” from Japan. Initially, the cultivar “Norin 10” was developed as a
result of diallelic crosses between “Daruma” and some American cultivars. Norman Borlaug, at
the Centro Internacional de Mejoramiento de Maiz y Trigo (CIMMYT), used the cross “Norin 10” x
“Brevor 14” for the development of initial genetic material that was first shipped to Latin America and
Southeast Asia, where it was rapidly adopted for cultivation with spectacular increases in yield [46].
The cultivar “Norin 10” has also been widely used in breeding programs around the world for the
introduction of semi-dwarf genes in durum wheat, which has been recorded since 1956 [47]. This was
an important milestone that affected durum wheat breeding efforts worldwide. The CIMMYT durum
wheat germplasm continues to play an essential role in increasing the production and genetic gain of
national agricultural research systems for developing countries. Indeed, 77% of the cultivars released
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in developing countries in 1991–1997 originated from crosses between CIMMYT and indigenous
genotypes. Moreover, 19% of these included at least one parent from the CIMMYT collection [48].

Another critical event in the evolution of plant breeding was the foundation of the International
Center for Agricultural Research in the Dry Areas (ICARDA) in 1977 in Aleppo, Syria. Initially, this
center was intended to control the CIMMYT’s segregated wheat genetic material and pure lines. Since
1981, the ICARDA Improvement Program has worked on crosses, and, in 2003, this program became
independent [49,50]. The first successful cultivar of durum wheat resulting from ICARDA’s breeding
program was “Waha” [syn. Cham1, Plc/Ruff//Gta/Rtte], which was enlisted in Algeria’s National
Variety Catalogue in 1984. Another successful cultivar was “Om Rabi 1” [syn. Cham 5, Jori/Haurani],
which was released in Morocco in 1989. As of 2018, 130 cultivars that originated from the genetic
material of ICARDA’s breeding program have been released in 22 countries (Table 4) [50].

A comparison between old and new durum wheat cultivars bred in different periods is useful
to understand which of the yield components and other associated traits contribute to the increased
productivity of new cultivars. In ICARDA, the impact of 35 years (1977–2011) of public durum wheat
breeding resulted in a 0.7 genetic gain per year, mostly based on earlier flowering and an increase in
the spike density [50]. In Canada and Italy, durum wheat yield improvement is based on an increased
number of grains [51,52]. Similarly, new high yield CIMMYT cultivars increased their numbers of
grains per m2 as a result of the increased number of spikes per m2 and the grains per spike [48,53].
Royo et al. [54] studied the genetic changes in durum wheat yield components and their associated
traits by comparing 24 old (<1945), intermediate (1950–1985), and modern (1988–2000) Italian and
Spanish cultivars. As a result, it was found that the number of grains per m2 increased by 39% and 55%
in Italian and Spanish cultivars, respectively. This increase involves a 20% increase of plants per m2, a
29% increase of spikes per plant, and a 51% increase of grains per spike. The mean rate of increase in
the yield per plant was 0.41% per year, 0.11% per year for plant density, 0.55% per year for the number
of grains per m2, 0.48% per year for the harvest index, and 0.81% per year for the plant height [54]. The
number of spikelets per spike did not change, so the increased numbers of grains per m2 was due to
the higher grain set in the modern cultivars. Similar results were found in a study on durum wheat
cultivars released in Italy during the 20th century, where the genetic gain was mostly based on a higher
kernel number per m2 and spikes per m2 [52].

Apart from yield, durum wheat breeding programs significantly affect grain quality [52,55].
The evaluation of durum wheat cultivars released during different breeding eras shows that genetic
improvement reduces grain protein concentration as a result of improved yields, but without affecting
pasta cooking quality [53]. The lower grain protein percentage of modern cultivars is based on
the dilution effect caused by their heavier grains or increased amount of carbohydrates [55,56].
However, modern cultivars have increased gluten index, showing an improvement in pasta-making
quality [32,52,55,57].

Table 4. The main Mediterranean cultivars released after the Green Revolution.

Country Name
Year of
Release

Pedigree, Cross Name Origin
Agronomic

Characteristics
Reference

Italy Trinakria
Creso

1973
1974

(CpB144=Castelfusano) ×
{[(Yaktana54-Norin10-Brevor)

Capelli-63-4] Tehucan}

Good quality
Good quality, resistance
to Fusarium graminearum

and brown rust

[16,26]
[16,17,33]

Simeto 1988 Capeiti 8 × Valnova High yield, low tillering,
excellent adaptability [17,33]

Svevo 1996 Sel. CIMMYT × Zenit sib High quality for pasta [16,26]

Greece Mexicali-81 1981 Selection from Mexicali 75 High yield [58]
Selas 1982 Selection from Stork “S” Good grain quality [58]

Elpida 2010 Sifnos ×Mexicali-81 High quality and yield [58,59]
Thraki 2014 Simeto ×Mexicali-81 High quality and yield [58,60]
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Table 4. Cont.

Country Name
Year of
Release

Pedigree, Cross Name Origin
Agronomic

Characteristics
Reference

Spain Claudio 1999 (Sel. Cimmyt × Durango) ×
(IS193B×Grazia) [61]

Mexa 1980 GERARDO-VZ-469/3/JORI(SIB)//
ND-61-130/LEEDS [35,61]

Vitron 1983 TURCHIA-77/3/JORI-69(SIB)/
(SIB)ANHINGA//(SIB)FLAMINGO [35,61]

Cocorit 1978 CIMMYT [35]

France Durtal 1972 Triticum durum × T. aestivum High yield, short, good
earliness, poor quality [26,28,36]

Turkey Dicle 74 1975 RAE/4×TC//STW63/3/AA”S”
=Cocorit Spring wheat [20,37]

Gediz 75 1976 LD357E/TC2//JO”S“ Spring wheat [20,37]

Cakmak 79 1979 UVY162/61.130 Winter wheat, good
quality [20,21,37]

Kiziltan91 1991 UVY162/61.130 Winter wheat, good
quality [20,21,37]

Altintac 95 1995 KND//68111/WARD Irrigated winter wheat [21,37]

Selcuklu 97 1997 073/44×2/OVI/3/DF-72//61-130/
UVEYYK 162 Irrigated winter wheat [21,37]

Yilmaz98 1998 Irrigated winter wheat [20,21,37]
Ankara98 1998 Irrigated winter wheat [20,21,37]

Algeria Waha 1984 syn. Cham1, Plc/Ruff//Gta/Rtte ICARDA genetic
material [50]

Morocco Cocorit Yield potential, wide
adaptation, low quality [62]

Jori Yield potential, wide
adaptation, grain quality [62]

Haj-Mouline Yield potential, wide
adaptation, low quality [62]

Oum Rabia 1988 INRA 1718, Sel in “ Cyprus 3” High yield potential,
better grain quality [23,38,62]

Karim 1985 Bittern ‘S’ or sel in «
JO’S’.AA”:S’//FG’S’ »

High yield potential,
better grain quality [23,38,62]

Tunisia Karim 1982 (Jori“S”/Anhinga“S”//Flamingo“S”)
CIMMYT [24,39]

Khiar 1992 Chen“S”/Altar 84, CIMMYT [24]
Om Rabia 1987 Jori C69/Haurani, ICARDA [24]

Nasr 1990 GoVZ512/Cit//Ruff/Fg/3/Pin/Gre//Trob),
ICARDA [24]

Maali 2003

CMH80A.1016/4/TTURA/CMH74A370/
CMH77.774/3/

YAV79/5/Rassak/6/DACK”S”/YEL3”S”//
Khiar, INRAT

[24]

Salim 2010
ALTAR

84/FD8419-126-1-2/Razzak/3/Krf/
Baladia Hamra, INRAT

[24]

In tandem with the evolution of agricultural science occurring worldwide during the same
time, in 1956 in Italy, Gian Tommaso Scarascia Mugnozza and Francesco D’Amato embarked on
a pioneering durum wheat breeding program that included both fundamental genetic studies and
applied mutation breeding and led to 22 registered varieties, six of which resulted from a direct selection
of induced mutants [16,63]. An important cultivar that emerged from this program in 1974 was “Creso”.
Considerable work has also been done at Italian universities, such as at Palermo University (cv.
“Trinakria” in 1973 by G.P. Ballatore), at Sassari and Naples (cvs. “Maristella”, “Ichnusa” by R. Barbieri),
and at Bari University [cvs. “Messapia”, “Salentino”, “Salizia” by G.T. Scarascia-Mugnozza, A. Blanco
and coworkers). J. Vallega and G. Zitelli, at the Experimental Institute for Cereal Research in Rome,
used N. Borlaug’s selected genetic material in their crosses in their attempt to produce high-yielding
cultivars resistant to lodging and diseases; this material had semi-dwarf genes of “Norin 10” [16]. In
1988, Calcagno released the successful cultivar “Simeto”, which was bred at the Experimental Station
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for wheat at Caltagirone in Sicily. This cultivar was high yielding, low tillering, and had excellent
adaptability across different environments. Thus, it has been widely cultivated in all the countries
of the Mediterranean basin up to present with a large acreage [26] and is often used as a parent in
crosses. In the private sector, seed companies have released many notable cultivars, including “Duilio”
(Società Italiana Sementi, S.I.S.) and “Svevo” (Società Produttori Sementi), which are cultivated in
several important durum wheat productive countries offering high-quality pasta products.

In Greece in the late 1960s, E. Skorda induced artificial mutations with gamma rays and thermal
neutrons to increase genetic variability [64]. In the early 1980s, the breeder’s team from the Cereal
Institute in Thessaloniki released cultivars that were bred from intra-cultivar selections of genetic
material from the Mediterranean basin, including “Mexicali 81”, “Kallithea”, “Athos”, and “Selas”.
Furthermore, new cultivars selected from CIMMYT segregating germplasm were made available to the
farmers. Among the aforementioned released cultivars, “Selas” had an excellent grain quality and was
used until 2015 by the pasta industry in Greece. The newest durum wheat cultivars released by the
breeders from the Cereal Institute originated either from crossbreeding among different cultivars or
from selections among CIMMYT segregating material included in the Greek National and the Common
Catalogue of Cultivated Plants [58,60].

At the beginning of the 1960s in France, Pierre Grignac began the first durum wheat breeding
program, in which the first crossings among Mediterranean landraces were developed at INRA
in Montpellier. In the middle of the same decade, cultivars with good qualities, such as a good
yellow-amber color, were imported from North Dakota for cultivation in northern France, and
constituted a second genetic pool for the program [26]. Afterwards, Grignac used interspecific crosses
with bread wheat to select new lines with improved characteristics [28,36].

In Algeria, the Field Crops Development Institute (IDGC) was founded in 1974. This institute
was responsible for durum wheat breeding and has collaborated actively with CIMMYT and ICARDA
since 1980. As a result, more than 60 modern durum wheat cultivars have been released, and the peak
yields have been obtained with the cultivars “Hoggar” and “Sahel” [22]. In Tunisia, modern cultivars
developed from CIMMYT and ICARDA genotypes prevailed during the 1970s and were replaced in
the 1980s by more recent cultivars developed at INRAT [24].

In 1970, a result of the collaboration with CIMMYT and, later, with ICARDA was the introduction
of foreign durum wheat germplasm into Morocco in an attempt to develop new high-yielding,
early-maturing cultivars. The outcome of this program was the release of the cultivars “Marzak”,
“Karim”, “Sebou”, and others after 1984 [23]. However, this new germplasm was inferior in quality.

Finally, in Turkey, the agreement between the Turkish government and the Rockefeller Foundation
in 1967 resulted in the release of semi-dwarf, high-yielding, and disease-resistant cultivars [20,65].

3. Application of Classical Methodologies of Breeding

3.1. Classical Approaches, New Perspectives, and Tools for Wheat Breeding

The main targets of a durum wheat breeding program established in the Mediterranean basin,
where its cultivation is very well adapted, may focus on: (1) grain yield improvement; (2) yield
stability and a better understanding of genotype × environment interactions (G × E) and adaptation
mechanisms; (3) responsiveness to inputs and the use efficiency of recourses in different cultivation
systems; (4) resistance to biotic stresses (pests and diseases), and tolerance to abiotic stresses (drought,
salinity, etc.); or (5) improving grain quality.

The above parameters are taken into account by durum wheat breeders in the design of a breeding
program for cultivar development. They use common classical breeding methods, such as pedigree,
bulk, single-seed, backcross method, pure line selection, and recurrent selection, to develop cultivars
with the desired characters mentioned above. These methods can be applied with some alterations to
increase efficiency and reduce the duration of the breeding program. As an example, backcross (BC) is
a very common method mainly used in durum wheat for the transfer of traits controlled by only one or
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a few genes, such as resistance to diseases or quality parameters, from one donor parent to an elite line
(recurrent parent) [66,67]. Molecular markers can significantly shorten the time needed, compared to
the conventional backcross method, to identify the desired plants that have the target gene/genes and
apply negative selection for the donor genome to ensure the maximum recovery of a recurrent-parent
genome [68]. There are successful results in durum wheat breeding programs regarding the increased
disease resistance or quality characteristics. Marker-assisted backcrossing (MABC) through simple
sequence repeat (SSR) markers was shown to improve grain protein content in a wheat cultivar [69];
this method can assist the simultaneous selection of multiple stripe rust resistance genes and help
avoid escapees during the selection process. In a previous study, the successful targeting of the gene
transfer and reconstitution of the genome were completed in a period of four crop cycles, proving
the practical application of MABC in developing high grain protein lines in the background of any
popular cultivar [69]. In the single-seed descent method (SSD), only one seed from each F2 selected
plant is kept and bulked with all the others to produce an F3 population. The same procedure is
repeated until the F5–F6 generation. Two or more generations grow per year in the greenhouse, in
winter nurseries, or in a growth chamber. The selection of lines takes place in the F6 lines, which
have increased homozygosity, retaining a large part of the extensive genetic variability from the F2

generation. The single-seed descent method is considered a tool to exploit durum wheat genetic
resources [70]. In the bulk breeding method, some plants are selected from the F2 population, and their
seeds are bulked to form the F3 population. The same procedure is repeated until the F5 generation,
where the evaluation of lines begins until the F10–F11 generation. This is an easy method to apply, thus
saving breeders time and effort. Also, this method can increase the frequency of desirable genotypes in
a population, but is not very effective for traits with low heritability. However, a modification of this
method could be useful in wheat breeding when applied under salinity stress conditions [71]. In this
case, using molecular markers through a bulk segregant analysis (BSA) will increase the effectiveness
and shorten the needed time for all these processes [72].

Finally, the pedigree breeding method (and its modifications) is the most common method used
in breeding programs for the release of durum wheat cultivars. Generally, pedigree breeding includes
phenotypic selection in the early generations (until F3-4), and the normal yield test begins in the
generations with increased homozygosity (~F5). The selection for yield during early generations was
not very effective when the evaluation was done in normal plant density fields [73–76]; however, it was
found to be effective when the evaluation was applied in low plant density fields and the experimental
unit involved a single plant, as in the honeycomb methodology [77–80]. Finally, the selected lines from
the experiments with replications will be evaluated in large plots (drill strips) over ~2 years and ~5–10
locations to determine yield, stability across locations, maturity, plant height, semolina, pasta and
important quality characteristics for cooking [81]. Following a classical approach, a period of 9–12
years is needed from the beginning to the end of a breeding program, but this time could be reduced
significantly by using the Marker Assisted Selection (MAS) procedure [82].

It has been recorded that the effectiveness of breeding on durum wheat’s yield potential has
been remarkable in Spain, Morocco, Turkey, and Italy [20,35,62,83]. The improvement of grain yield
(GY) during the past decade has been attributed mostly to the increased number of grains m−2 and to
the increased number of spikes m−2 [83]. Thus, further improvements in these characteristics might
improve yield [83]. Important increases in yield were also achieved by increasing the harvest index,
which has almost doubled since the beginning of the 20th century [83,84]. Moreover, a further increase
in yield was achieved through an increase in biomass and a subsequent increase in yield, which
explains the stability of the harvest index over the last three decades [84]. Similarly, an increase in
biomass could result in an increase in yield in the future. Other characteristics that contributed to the
increased yield in the 20th century include a reduction in the heading date and physiological maturity
and an increase in the grain filling period [83]. Similar changes in these characteristics in the future
could result in an increase in yield, based on the results of the reduction of the effects of drought and
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heat stress. Moreover, an increased yield could be achieved through the release of cultivars with higher
water use efficiency [85].

Apart from the selection for increased yield potential, further improvements could be achieved
through selection for increased tolerance to abiotic and biotic stresses. Moreover, the importance of traits
that allow a plant to escape terminal drought and avoid critical stages of seed development (anthesis
and seed filling), such as early vigor and an early heading date, has been well recognized [86,87].
All the above classical breeding methodologies have succeeded in making considerable progress in
the yield and quality of durum wheat in the Mediterranean basin [24,57,88]. The main problem for
the classical methods is that they are time-consuming, and phenotyping procedures are costly. In an
effort to aid classical breeding methods, molecular genetics and associated technologies have been
developed, and they offer important tools for plant breeders.

The parental selection of wheat lines can be based on phenotypic characterization and biochemical
and DNA markers, which can estimate genetic variability even among phenotypically similar genotypes,
as identified in several studies undertaken in Mediterranean countries [89–93]. By employing molecular
markers in parental selection, the genetic diversity of wild and cultivated wheat can be exploited [94–98].
As an example, SSR markers were proven to be effective in the selection of genetically diverse genotypes
with phenotypical similarities [90]. A combination of molecular markers and pedigree data could help
in the exploitation of genetic diversity [91,99] and the selection of progenies, significantly increasing
the efficiency and precision of plant breeding programs. Molecular markers supply various advantages
over morphological markers in the linkage mapping of important agronomic traits. They are also
unlimited in number, highly polymorphic, and can be used at any developmental stage without any
environmental interference. Molecular markers can increase the precision and speed of selection in a
durum wheat program though: (a) selection in the early stages or a simultaneous selection of multiple
traits or traits that are difficult or expensive to evaluate; (b) the targeted introgression of useful genes
in wide crosses; and (c) accelerated backcrossing. MAS or molecular breeding offers an opportunity to
accelerate classical breeding approaches. MAS requires the establishment of a correlation between a
desired trait, such as disease resistance, and molecular marker(s); this can be obtained by phenotyping
a genetic mapping population followed by a quantitative trait locus (QTL) analysis [81]. For this
purpose, several markers that are known to be associated with QTL/genes for some major economic
traits are being deployed for MAS in wheat breeding programs. Several examples of the successful use
of MAS are now available for wheat, and more examples will become available in the future [100–102].
Furthermore, molecular allele mining can help in broadening the reduced genetic diversity of cultivated
wheat through the identification of allelic variation and the isolation of new rare alleles capable of
improving tolerance to abiotic and biotic stresses [103,104]. According to Sehgal et al. [104], by using
new technologies, unexploited genetic variation can further improve the drought and heat stress
tolerance of the elite wheat pool and enrich it with novel drought and heat tolerance genes. This will
contribute to achieve adaptability of the released cultivars to high temperature and drought that is for
the most important emerging problems emerging in the Mediterranean due to climate change.

3.2. Participatory Plant Breeding

Today, it is recognized that agricultural production requires the adoption of environmentally
friendly solutions, the preservation of crop biodiversity, and the release of varieties suitable for low
input environments to set new goals for wheat breeding that align with the real needs of farmers
and the market that are imprinted in the Mediterranean. Employing a participatory plant breeding
(PPB) approach may have many benefits, including increased and more stable productivity, faster
release and adoption of wheat varieties, better understanding of farmers’ various criteria, enhanced
biodiversity, the conservation of crop diversity on farms [105,106], increased cost-effectiveness, the
ability to facilitate the learning of farmers, and the empowerment of farmers [107].

Participatory plant breeding (PPB) methods incorporate the involvement of end users in the
breeding process [108] and the decentralization of selection sites into farmers’ fields [109]. This has been
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proposed as an alternative to formal plant breeding and is more likely to produce varieties acceptable
to farmers in marginal environments [110]. Social studies concerning the related historical and cultural
traditions can assess the needs of both farmers and the market for local products [111–113]. Usually,
end users value different traits than plant breeders [114]. Plant breeders contribute their expertise in
creating genetic variation, in population management, and in designing screening methods that can
separate genetic from environmental effects [110]. Participation provides flexibility in the selection
program. The objectives could be reoriented to ensure relevant end products in case some changes are
necessary during the breeding procedure. Moreover, there is a mistrust of modern varieties among
farmers, bakers, and consumers [81,115], and participatory plant breeding could rebuild client trust
with improved varieties [116]. In many breeding programs where there are G x E interactions during
evaluation, the lines selected under PPB have been found to perform better for farmer priority traits
than those selected via formal plant breeding methods [117,118]. PPB programs can also reduce the
costs of the breeding process. Cost savings primarily derive from the less frequent testing of advanced
lines [119]. Many studies have shown that participatory variety selection (PVS) can improve the
adoption of varieties [120–122], and thereby enhance productivity [123].

In Syria, decentralized participatory selection by farmers is significantly more efficient in
identifying the highest yielding entries in farmers’ fields than any other selection strategy [124].
Farmer-selected populations are not genetically homogenous, which may lead to higher yield stability
in varying environments [125]. PPB projects including farmers have resulted in the wider and simpler
adoption of new varieties [114,126,127]. Wheat populations after PPB will evolve by adapting gradually
and continuously to climate change [128]. A wheat population developed at ICARDA [129] has been
evolving for five years at a farm in Tuscany (using evolutionary participatory breeding principals);
the name of this population is ‘SOLIBAM Tenero Floriddia’ [130]. Thanks to the EU Commission
Implementing Decision (2014/150/EU), which provides specific derogations for the marketing of wheat
populations, this genetically heterogeneous population is now, for the first time, being marketed as a
certified seed [130].

3.3. The Application of Doubled-Haploid Techniques

The introduction of advanced in-vitro tissue culture techniques, such as androgenesis (anther or
microspore culture), chromosome elimination techniques (wide hybridization), and ovule cultures
(gynogenesis), in self-pollinating crop species, has helped breeders to accelerate trait fixation in
segregating populations of durum wheat in research conducted in Tunisia and ICARDA [131,132].
Of the techniques mentioned above, androgenesis (more precisely, an anther culture) can only
be incorporated into breeding programs if they ensure the production of a sufficient number of
genetically stable doubled haploid plants from a wide range of genotypes [133]. An anther culture,
despite its effectiveness and convenience, has the serious disadvantage of being firmly genotype
dependent [134,135]. Furthermore, durum wheat hardly responds at all to this technique (i.e., its
embryo production is deficient and most of the plants produced are albinos) [136,137]. For this
reason, chromosome elimination techniques are an attractive alternative approach, since they are not
genotype dependent [138] and are not influenced by the dominant Kr wheat crossover genes [139].
This technique is mainly used in producing new germplasm, not only in durum but also in bread wheat
and triticale. The fourth technique, gynogenesis, is another alternative for producing new germplasm.
In gynogenesis, haploid plant development is induced by an unpollinated ovary culture. However,
the use of an ovary culture is practiced more rarely in wheat breeding programs [140]. In a recent
study in Tunisia, Slama-Ayed et al. [132] compared three doubled haploid techniques and found that
gynogenesis is an exciting approach that could be used to produce new durum wheat genotypes as a
supplement to maize techniques.
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4. Breeding Challenges

Durum wheat breeding is considered to be one of the most cost effective and environmentally
safe ways to meet the future challenges that durum wheat productivity will face due to climate change.
The durum wheat is cultivated in rain-fed farming systems in Mediterranean basin. This is mainly
connected with the high temperatures and drought that are expected to become more severe the
next years and affect the cultivation across the Mediterranean [141]. In this context, investment in
the productivity of rain-fed areas that cover a significant portion of Mediterranean countries could
contribute to food security and rural growth. The UN reports several strategies for agronomic practices
based on output and productivity in semi-arid areas, including the use of adaptable varieties, which is
considered a very effective practice [142]. Breeding programs must be even more efficient due to the
upcoming climate change effects and increased food demands. The identification of genetic resources
and the study of genetic variability will provide further information regarding the increased tolerance
of durum wheat under abiotic and biotic stresses. This could contribute to the increase and stability of
production in future adverse climatic conditions. In this way, genetic studies for the identification of
QTLs/genes that control important agronomic traits [82,143–145] and disease resistance [146] could also
help. The identification of genomic regions that affect valuable target traits is known as quantitative
trait locus (QTL) (or linkage) mapping, and it is a useful tool for the exploitation of loci that are
co-segregating with traits of interest in a population [147]. QTL studies have been widely conducted
on durum wheat for the genetic dissection of important breeding traits using diverse molecular
markers and detailed genetic maps. Maps were used for the identification of QTLs controlling several
characteristics, such as grain yield and kernel characters [82,148], grain-milling traits [149], and quality
traits like endosperm color [150], grain protein content [151], and other pasta quality traits [152].
In extended experiments, including 249 recombinant inbred durum wheat lines evaluated in 16
environments, it was found that two major QTLs on chromosomes 2BL and 3BS have consistent effects
across different environments [82]. Also, a QTL for plant height was identified on chromosomes 1BS,
3AL, and 7AS, and three QTLs for heading date were identified on chromosomes 2AS, 2BL, and 7BS.
Moreover, 76 QTLs were identified for yield components along with several morpho-physiological
traits (peduncle length, the Normalized Difference Vegetation Index (NDVI), and leaf greenness at the
milk-grain stage expressed in Single-photon Avalanche Diode (SPAD) units) [143]. In a study under
salinity conditions, four SSR markers were closely linked with grain yield, which could thus be used in
the improvement of durum wheat through MAS under abiotic stress [144].

It is also expected that climate change will affect the vulnerability of durum wheat in different
diseases [153,154]. Biotic resistance has also been investigated for the identification of QTLs that confer
resistance to fungi [155] or pests [156]. Additional QTL studies use even greater genetic diversity,
such as multiparental crosses for the identification of yield-related QTLs [157]. Abiotic resistance
has also been under investigation for the identification of QTLs. A genome-wide association study
of a durum wheat core set using 7652 Single Nucleotide Polymorphism (SNP) markers allowed the
identification of major QTLs controlling the adaptation to heat stress [145]. Additionally, 12 loci were
found to control the main heat tolerance traits; among these loci, three activated only when heat stress
occurred. Moreover, two loci validated in a Kompetitive Allele Specific PCR (KASP) marker, are
ready for deployment via MAS and could result in increased productivity in heat-stressed areas and
improved resilience to climate change. A haplotype analysis of 208 elite lines confirmed that those
with positive allele at all three QTLs had an 8% higher yield in a heat-stressed field environment [145].

Another important parameter is the durum wheat quality in terms of its protein content, endosperm
texture, and glutenin content, which cannot be easily measured phenotypically. However, the methods
for testing quality are typically costly, time-consuming, and need relatively large amounts of grain,
which are available only in the late stages of breeding programs. Thus, markers for wheat quality
traits can be very useful to enable the screening of a high number of lines and can be used early
in breeding programs [158,159]. The durum wheat breeding programs carried out over the 20th
century have focused on an increase of yield in combination with quality characteristics for pasta
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products [52,160–162] and the achievement of better adaptability under Mediterranean conditions [52].
Little attention has been given to increasing other grain health-promoting components and nutritive
constituents of durum wheat, such as dietary fibre (DF), total and soluble arabinoxylan content, and
beta-glycan in semolina. There are indications that intense breeding either increases or does not affect
these parameters in modern cultivars compared to old cultivars [88], indicating that the breeding
process may contribute to a further improvement of durum wheat’s nutritive characteristics.

Thus, markers for wheat quality traits can be very useful to enable the screening of a high number
of lines and can be used early in breeding programs [158,159]. Six QTLs explained 49%–56% of
grain protein variations [163], and seven QTLs explain 62%–91% of the sodium dodecyl sulfate (SDS)
volume [160] in durum wheat germplasm. A number of markers targeting different glutenin alleles
have been referenced, including markers for Glu-B1 alleles, based on the sequence variations of Bx
type genes [161]. Further, MAS succeeded in increasing pasta-quality-associated properties through
the transfer of significant QTLs, such as the Gli-B1 locus containing γ-gliadin 45 and the Glu-B3 locus
containing Low Molecular Weight (LMW)-2 type glutenins [162].

4.1. Seed Storage Proteins and Quality

Seed storage proteins are prolamins that account for 80% of total grain proteins, and their role
is crucial in determining the technological properties of durum wheat end products [57]. Prolamins
are alcohol-soluble and can be classified according to their electrophoretic mobility in two classes:
monomeric gliadins and polymeric glutenins. The former can be further classified as α, β, γ, and
ω gliadins or as the high and low molecular weight glutenin subunits (HMW-GS and LMW-GS
respectively) [57]. Many reports have discussed the effects of gluten protein composition on durum’s
end products [164,165]. These effects are either genotypic or environmentally dependent [166,167].
It is well established that certain HMW and LMW glutenin subunits affect the end product quality
differently in durum wheat. For example, HMW GS 7+8 alleles are associated with better quality
compared to allelic HMW-GS 20 [110]. For LMW-GS, it has also been demonstrated that certain
subunits encoded by the loci located on chromosome 1B (Glu-) positively (LMW -2 group of subunits)
or negatively (LMW-1 group of subunits) affect pasta-making properties [168].

Wheat gliadin is also characterized by high intervarietal polymorphism, and most individual
cultivars show unique electrophoretic patterns [169–171]. In durum wheat, the presence of components
γ-42 and γ-45 encoded by allelic genes on chromosome 1B is reported to affect the viscoelastic properties
of gluten [172]. Gliadin γ-45 is associated with a group of LMW–GS subunits termed LMW-2, and
γ-42 is associated with LMW-1 glutenin subunits. Gliadin γ-45 could be used as a genetic marker for
high gluten quality, whereas gliadin’s γ-42 component could serve as a genetic marker for poor gluten
quality. Also, gliadin alleles were found to be correlated with resistance to cold and stem rust [173].
Finally, in breeding programs, knowledge of the allelic composition at each locus is beneficial in
identifying and using the genotypes that carry the most promising qualitative traits.

4.2. Seed Quality Characteristics Connected with Human Health

The durum wheat breeding programs carried out over the 20th century mainly focused on
increasing yield in combination with quality characteristics for pasta products [52,174–176] and the
achievement of better adaptability to Mediterranean conditions [52]. Little attention was given to
other grain health-promoting components. It has been suggested that intensive breeding has led
to decreased contents of health-promoting components in modern wheat cultivars [177]. Recently,
several researchers have investigated, in detail, the other nutritive constituents of durum wheat, such
as dietary fiber (DF), that have many health benefits; it was found that intense breeding has not
decreased DF in the modern cultivars compared to the old ones [88]. It was also observed that the
total arabinoxylan content in wholemeal or semolina is not differentiated between recent and old
genotypes, while modern cultivars have higher proportions of soluble arabinoxylan in wholemeals and
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of beta-glycan in semolina compared to the old genotypes [88]. These results show that the breeding
process could contribute to further improvements in durum wheat’s nutritive characteristics.

Apart from its value as a source of nutrients, wheat may cause inflammatory immune reactions
and disorders like wheat allergies, celiac disease and non-celiac wheat sensitivity (NCWS), fructose
malabsorption, and irritable bowel syndrome (IBS), highlighting the need for less-reactive wheat
products that can contribute to quality of life improvements [81,178]. Wheat proteins, including
gluten and non-gluten proteins like amylase/trypsin inhibitors (ATI) and others, are characterized as
triggering factors. Recent studies have sought to investigate the underlying causes of these immune
reactions [178]. According to the types of reactions caused, wheat-related disorders are classified
as: (a) allergies, including immunoglobulin E (IgE) and non-IgE mediated allergic reactions; and (b)
autoimmune, including celiac disease and herpetiform dermatitis [179]. Several studies have focused
on the factors that affect the immunostimulatory capacity of allergic factors present in cereals, since it
has been reported that short immunotherapy may represent a valid way to treat the disease [179,180].

Recent comparative studies on the nutritional characteristics of old and modern durum wheat
genotypes have found that the breeding process improves durum wheat’s gluten quality both in
terms of its technological performance in producing high-quality pasta products and its allergenic
potential [57]. More specifically, in modern cultivars, a higher gluten index was found to be connected
to increased glutenin content. Further, the breeding process contributed to the drastic reduction of a
significant allergen in wheat-dependent exercise-induced anaphylaxis (WDEIA), while the old and
modern durum cultivars were not different in their α-type and γ-type gliadin content, the former
being considered a factor associated with celiac disease toxicity [57]. Despite the existence of allergens
in wheat grain, there is genetic variability within wheat’s genetic resources, and further research is
necessary for the identification and the development of cultivars with lower reactivity and/or higher
secondary health-promoting ingredients to meet the different needs of consumers [81,174].

5. Future Prospects

Modern genome-wide association studies (GWASs) offer the advantage of performing association
analyses using the association of each marker and the phenotype of interest that has been scored across
a large number of unrelated genetic materials. Furthermore, GWASs take advantage of the higher
number of gene recombinations used within the panel compared to linkage mapping where meiotic
recombinations are limited. As a consequence, the aim of a GWAS is to locate important QTLs for
complex characteristics by employing diverse germplasm collections and modern molecular markers.
GWASs are complementary to QTL mapping [181]. GWAS studies have been conducted on bread
wheat to analyze important characteristics. A genome-wide association study of a durum wheat core
set using 7,652 single nucleotide polymorphism (SNP) markers facilitated the identification of a major
QTL controlling adaptation to heat stress [145]. Additionally, 12 loci were found to control the main
heat tolerance traits; among them, three were activated only when heat stress occurred. Twenty-nine
QTLs for three different yield components were identified by a GWAS in a panel of 233 tetraploid wheat
accessions, including durum wheat accessions, using SNP markers [182]. GWAS is a valuable tool
for breeders since broad genetic resources can be screened for market-trait associations. Germplasm
collections that contain a wealth of useful genes for valuable traits such as disease resistance could be
used to identify possible sources of resistance.

A GWAS that focuses on drought tolerance and 17 other agronomical traits was conducted for 493
durum wheat accessions; this study identified a putative QTL that controls drought tolerance [183].
Two QTL hotspots related to stress tolerance and yield were identified on chromosomes 2A and 2B
using 6211 diversity array technology (DArTseq) SNPs on a panel consisting of 208 durum wheat
lines [184]. Other GWAS studies have focused on other traits, such as disease resistance [185–188]
and important quality traits. Marcotuli et al. [189] identified 37 marker-trait associations and 19
QTLs, possibly underlining arabinoxylan content in the grains of 104 tetraploid wheat genotypes.
Arabinoxylans have been shown to have various health benefits. Furthermore, the co-migration of
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QTLs for grain protein content and the candidate genes related to nitrogen metabolism found in a
study of a durum wheat germplasm collection show that such approaches can be applied to MAS
breeding schemes [190].

The rapid development of next-generation sequencing (NGS) technologies has facilitated the
discovery of vast numbers of SNPs across genomes. SNP markers are now popular molecular markers
because they are ubiquitous in plant genomes and are very easy and cheap to score. The high-throughput
genotyping of wheat varieties is now applied routinely, especially after the construction of specific
genotyping arrays and the sequencing of wheat genomes. A recently-developed genotyping array for
wheat that includes 90,000 gene-associated SNPs is aiding the fast identification of genetic variation that
underlines trait variation in wheat genetic materials [191]. This genotyping array contains mostly bread
wheat SNPs, but also includes a large number of durum wheat SNPs. A total of 90 k genotyping wheat
arrays have also helped in the construction of a detailed SNP-based genetic map based on 140 RILs
developed from a cross between a wild emmer wheat population and a durum wheat cultivar [192].
More genetic maps are available today for durum wheat [193]. The durum wheat genome was only
recently sequenced, revealing more valuable information about the crop’s genome evolution during
domestication and selection [194]. It is expected that this genome will aid in clarifying marker–trait
associations and facilitate exploration of the genes underlying important characters. Durum wheat
transcriptomes have also become increasingly available, thus aiding MAS breeding [195,196]. Genome
sequencing is providing breeders with precise info about the nature of the genome changes in their
breeding lines. Furthermore, genetic information obtained by DNA sequencing and extracted with the
use of advanced bioinformatics tools will help in the application of new DNA-marker platforms and
is expected to help enormously in genomics-assisted breeding for yield and quality. NGS has made
possible the development of the first mutant library for wheat, which is now available publicly [197]
while plenty of DNA information has been deposited in public databases accessible to scientists
working on wheat all over the world.

Genotyping-by-sequencing (GBS) identifies genome polymorphism (SNP) NGS technologies,
which facilitate the discovery of genetic variation in natural populations of many plants, including
wheat. GBS is a useful tool and has revealed that winter durum wheat lines have significant genetic
diversity, which is crucial for breeding [198]. DArTseq and SNP markers based on GBS technology were
used to survey the genetic variation and the genomic characterization of 91 durum wheat landraces from
Turkey and Syria, revealing extensive mixing of landraces between the two geographical regions [199].
The use of GBS in a large wheat accession collection resulted in the discovery of thousands of new SNP
variations for drought and heat stress tolerance [104], which is useful for improving the elite wheat
pool and enriching it with novel drought and heat tolerance genes. According to Sehgal et al. [104],
this unexploited genetic variation can further improve the drought and heat stress tolerance of the elite
wheat pool and enrich it with novel drought and heat tolerance genes. As the ultimate MAS tool, GBS
can effectively facilitate breeding.

Furthermore, a very promising modern tool in plant breeding is genomic selection (GS). GS is
a strategy used to predict the genetic value of selection candidates based on the estimated genomic
breeding value, which is predicted using high-density molecular markers that are dispersed across
the genome [200]. GS bases its success on the use of genome-wide markers to ensure that minor to
medium effect QTLs cannot be left uncaptured unlike MAS, which focuses on the few markers linked
to major genes [201]. GS models have shown high forward prediction accuracies and an enhanced
genetic gain for semolina, as well as grain quality characteristics revealing that a combination of MAS
and GS can be used effectively to select for quality traits [202].

The development of speed breeding is a very promising technique that could substantially help in
this area. Speed breeding entails the use of specifically controlled-environment plant growth conditions
and extended photoperiods of 22 h light/2 h dark that accelerates plant development. As a result,
plant breeding speeds can reach up to 6–8 generations/year for wheat. Therefore, speed breeding
accelerates genetic gain and significantly reduces the length of breeding cycles [203]. Specifically,
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studies on durum wheat [204] have recently shown that the application of constant light and controlled
temperature greenhouse conditions allow the rapid growth of durum wheat seedlings and the quick
phenotyping for five important traits. Early selection in the F2 generation of a bi-parental cross has led
to the significant improvement of traits like crown rot tolerance, root angle, and root number, thereby
proving that a combination of speed breeding with early selection can facilitate the time and efficiency
of breeding programs, as recombinant inbred lines can be provided with the desirable alleles [204]. For
GWAS, using speed breeding, 393 durum Recombinant Inbred Lines (RILS) and DArT-seq markers
have identified a major QTL for the seminal root angle on chromosome 6A [204]. Speed breeding
coupled with genomics-based technologies and other advances in phenomics could yield significant
progress in the rate of genetic gain in breeding schemes.

Genetically modified wheat has been developed previously [205,206], but today no GMO wheat
is cultivated officially in any part of the world. However, new technologies like genome editing
and its relevant protocols provide promising tools for the future. Transcription activator-like effector
nucleases (TALENs) and clustered regularly interspaced short palindromic repeat (CRISPR)–associated
protein 9 (Cas9) systems have been used on bread wheat to modify three homoalleles that code
for mildew-resistance locus (MLO) proteins and a TaMLO-A1 allele, respectively, to make the
wheat resistant to powdery mildew [207]. Detailed improved protocols for the application of
CRISPR/Cas9-mediated mutagenesis are emerging; these protocols would help achieve fast and
efficient gene targeting in wheat [208–210]. Furthermore, gene editing could be used in studying gene
function. Resequencing of 1526 tetraploid and 1200 hexaploid wheat mutants created a database of 10
million sequenced mutations which, by more than 90%, result in truncations or deleterious amino acid
changes [211]. More precise mutations can be introduced in wheat by gene editing and this, coupled
with improved transformation technologies now evolving in wheat, would mean that researchers could
be further helped in their efforts to introduce novel allelic diversity for breeding durum wheat and
better understand basic gene function. However, since genetic modification in Europe is legally tightly
regulated and gene editing has recently been ruled out as a form of genetic modification, the production
of wheat cultivars based on these techniques has to be carefully considered in the future. Nevertheless,
all modern biotechnological approaches (high throughput genome analysis, gene editing, genetic
engineering, and proteomics and transcriptomics) are powerful tools to complement the classical
methods of breeding. It is now proposed that genome assembly, germplasm characterization, gene
function identification, genomic breeding, and gene editing constitute a comprehensive 5G approach
in modern breeding that could help develop new varieties with a high yield, good quality, and strong
resilience to changing climate conditions [212].

6. Conclusions

Classical breeding approaches will continue to play an important role in durum wheat
improvement for the release of cultivars. Advances in DNA sequencing and other technologies,
such as bioinformatics, statistics, and other scientific areas, could help breeders increase the efficiency
and speed of a breeding program to meet humankind’s growing demands for more food that is
nutritious and sustainably produced. Ultimately, the use of new molecular biology technologies is
essential, but also inexorably coupled with reliable and extensive testing under real field conditions.
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Abstract: Durum wheat is an important food crop in the world and an endemic species of sub-Saharan
Africa (SSA). In the highlands of Ethiopia and the oases of the Sahara this crop has been cultivated for
thousands of years. Today, smallholder farmers still grow it on marginal lands to assure production
for their own consumption. However, durum wheat is no longer just a staple crop for food security
but has become a major cash crop. In fact, the pasta, burghul and couscous industry currently
purchase durum grain at prices 10 to 20% higher than that of bread wheat. Africa as a whole imports
over €4 billion per year of durum grain to provide the raw material for its food industry. Hence,
African farmers could obtain a substantial share of this large market by turning their production
to this crop. Here, the achievements of the durum breeding program of Ethiopia are revised to
reveal a steep acceleration in variety release and adoption over the last decade. Furthermore, the
variety release for Mauritania and Senegal is described to show how modern breeding methods could
be used to deliver grain yields above 3 t ha−1 in seasons of just 92 days of length and in daytime
temperatures always above 32 ◦C. This review describes the potential of releasing durum wheat
varieties adapted to all growing conditions of SSA, from the oases of the Sahara to the highlands of
Ethiopia. This indicates that the new breeding technologies offer great promise for expanding the
area of durum wheat production in SSA but that this achievement remains primarily dependent on
the market ability to purchase these grains at a higher price to stimulate farmer adoption. The critical
importance of connecting all actors along the semolina value chain is presented in the example of
Oromia, Ethiopia and that success story is then used to prompt a wider discussion on the potential of
durum wheat as a crop for poverty reduction in Africa.

Keywords: Agro-industry; Ethiopia; oasis wheat; pasta wheat; Senegal River; value chain

1. Introduction

Durum wheat (Triticum durum Desf.) is an important food crop of the world, with an estimated
36 million t of annual global production [1]. The largest producing countries are Turkey and Canada
with estimated 2 million ha each [2,3], followed by Algeria, Italy and India, each cultivating over
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1.5 million ha [4–6]. Syria belonged to this group of large producers but the recent unrest has strongly
reduced crop production. France, Greece, Morocco, Pakistan, Portugal, Kazakhstan, Russia, Spain
and Tunisia cultivate durum wheat on between 0.5 and 0.8 million ha annually [3]. Azerbaijan, Iraq
and Iran combined grow durum wheat on over 0.7 million ha [6]. In addition, Egypt, Jordan and
Lebanon grow it on relatively large areas [7–9]. The Sonora desert and other small areas of Mexico
also target the production of this crop for the export market on approximately 0.2 million ha [10].
Australia is similarly exploring the cultivation of this crop with 0.1 million ha allocated annually to its
production [11]. In sub-Saharan Africa (SSA), Ethiopia is the largest producer of durum wheat, with
approximately 0.6 million ha [12].

A very large amount of genetic diversity exists for this crop and that diversity also extends to
the many traditional ways of consuming it, including several unique dishes that represent with pride
the national identities: pasta, couscous, bourghul, freekeh, gofio and unleavened breads, just to name
a few [13]. Regardless of its tight connection to the dishes of the tradition, durum wheat today is
cultivated in developed countries mainly as a cash crop to feed the booming food industry. The annual
production of pasta was estimated at 14.3 million t in 2013, with a global market approximated at
€14.9 billion and average global price of 1045 € t−1 [14]. On a global scale, most of its consumption and
production are in Europe, South America and the United States of America. Africa accounts only for
5.6% of total pasta production, mainly in Egypt, South Africa and Tunisia [14] and Asia consumption is
also on the raise. Detailed data for SSA are hard to obtain, as most statistics combine durum wheat with
bread wheat into single “wheat” data points but the estimations that could be gathered from several
sources suggest an import market of €337 million and an export market mostly within the continent of
€40 million (Table 1). Reliable data on the size of the internal market were not found. In this review,
the developing couscous and bourghul industrial markets are not included, as data are not readily
available. Italy, North African, South Africa and Turkey are the largest exporters of pasta to SSA [15].
However, the total area dedicated to durum wheat in SSA is limited to 630,000 ha, of which 90% is
cultivated in Ethiopia. Therefore, this is the only country capable of producing pasta using locally
grown grain, while for all other SSA countries the bulk of pasta production required the import of
€483 million worth of durum grain from Canada, Turkey and the USA (Table 1). It must be mentioned
that the pasta industry in SSA often utilizes bread wheat flour for its production and typically only
products from North Africa and developed countries meet the international standard definition of
‘pasta’ by using 100% durum semolina [14]. Clearly, there is huge agricultural and commercial scope
for expanding domestic production and marketing of durum wheat in SSA countries.

Durum wheat and rice are the most lucrative among the cereals, with prices usually 20 to 40%
higher than common wheat, millet, maize and sorghum [16]. While durum wheat remains a critical
staple food for smallholder farmers in marginal lands, thanks to its exceptional adaptation to climatic
stresses, its large-scale production is tightly linked to its greater monetary return. In the absence of
governmental subsidies that push toward the cultivation of other crops, farmers tend to prefer durum
wheat as long as the market continues to guarantee additional profits. In this regard, the existence of a
strong value chain for the pasta, couscous and bourghul industry is quintessential to the success of
durum wheat cropping.
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In this review, the current status of durum wheat production in SSA is discussed in comparison to
the needs of the local pasta industry to better understand the potential of its expansion through the
deployment of novel adapted varieties. Because of its industrial nature, durum wheat has often been
disregarded by SSA policy makers in favour of bread wheat as a more direct “food security” approach.
However, among the sustainable development goals set by the United Nations, “poverty reduction” is
considered as a strategic way to tackle famine, without causing nutritional deficits due to mono-food
diets. In this sense, durum wheat is at least as well suited as bread wheat in improving livelihoods.
Both aspects of durum wheat, as a “food security” staple food for smallholder farmers, as well as a
“poverty reduction” industrial crop will be considered here.

2. An Endemic Crop of SSA: Durum Wheat Second Centre of Origin in Ethiopia

Durum wheat originated from the domesticated form of a wild species named emmer wheat
(Triticum dicoccum Koern.) between 12,000 and 10,000 years ago, in the West Levantine [29]. Phoenicians
have traded it along the Mediterranean shores since historical times and throughout the rise of
civilizations this crop has encountered several waves of expansion until today’s global importance [30].
However, durum wheat did not originate solely in West Asia. Archaeological evidence suggests
that naked emmer reached Ethiopia approximately 5000 years ago [31], probably arriving from the
Levantine, through Egypt, along the Silk Road [32]. Today emmer wheat occupies approximately 7% of
the wheat production in Ethiopia under the local name of aja. Recent molecular data [33] indicated that
Ethiopian farmers repeated what had been achieved already in West Asia before, by deriving durum
wheat anew through the further domestication of emmer. This new origin of the same crop gave rise to
a subspecies known as T. turgidum ssp. aethiopicum or abyssinicum. Until relatively recently, landraces
belonging to this subspecies were widely cultivated by smallholder farmers in Ethiopia, with up to 80%
of the total durum land farmed with these unique biotypes [34]. The highlands of Ethiopia are known
areas of rich biodiversity and durum wheat is no exception [35,36]. For instance, one of the unique
characteristics identified among T. aethiopicum landraces is the purple colour of the grains, particularly
rich in anthocyanins [37]. Anthocyanins act as anti-oxidants and provide other health benefits, hence
these could be potentially exploited by the pasta industry to develop extra nutritious food products.
Morphological and molecular characterization of these landraces has only just begun and already
several traits such as resistance to diseases (e.g., stem rust, powdery mildew), drought tolerance,
long coleoptile, high tillering and resistance sources to Hessian fly have been identified [38,39]. This
biodiversity has already started attracting strong interest by the international community for utilization,
pushing the Ethiopian Government to protect it under strict germplasm exchange policy [18]. In order
to conserve these resources, the Ethiopian Biodiversity Institute (EBI) has established a holding of over
7000 accessions collected from different parts of Ethiopia [34]. These collections have been extensively
investigated for their morphological and molecular diversity by many researchers and useful traits
were identified and are now utilized by breeders and plant genetic conservationists in Ethiopia and
beyond [40–48]. In the past two decades, the acreage of traditional tetraploid wheat has drastically
diminished due to displacement by improved bread wheat varieties, extensive cultivation of Tef and
Kabuli chickpea, farmland fragmentation, policies favouring bread wheat and the absence of a strong
seed supply system [49]. To reduce this genetic erosion, EBI has established in situ conservation sites to
conserve the agro-biodiversity at the farm level in different parts of Ethiopia. Community biodiversity
practices were established in East Shoa and South Wollo zones with the aim of establishing community
seed banks, participatory variety selection and the re-introduction of local durum wheat biotypes,
food legumes and sorghum into the cropping system [50,51]. Regardless of their specific uses, these
landraces represent a treasure chest of potentially new and useful traits that breeders could be able to
exploit to deliver superior varieties with added market values.
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3. Durum Wheat in East Africa as a Staple and Cash Crop

East African countries cultivate almost 2 million ha of wheat, of which only 630,000 ha are farmed
with durum wheat (Table 2). Eritrea, Kenya, Somalia and Sudan combined harvested as little as
37,000 ha of durum wheat in 2014. Yet, these countries have maintained in their culinary taste the
influence of the past Italian presence in the region, with pasta imports reaching 40 million USD in
2017 in Ethiopia only. In the case of Kenya, national production is sufficient to support the export of
€0.5 million worth of pasta and durum grains.

Table 2. Durum wheat varieties currently cultivated in Sub-Saharan Africa.

Country Variety Name Adoption Pedigree Origin

Ethiopia ‘Cocorit71’ Old variety, still cultivated Enano/4*Tehuacan60//
Stewart63/3/Anhinga CIMMYT

Ethiopia ‘Langdon(LD)357’ Old variety, still cultivated LD308/Nugget USA

Ethiopia ‘Gerardo’ Old variety, still cultivated GerardoVZ466/3/
ND61130/Leeds//Grulla CIMMYT

Ethiopia ‘Ejersa’ Variety utilized by farmers in
Oromia Labud/Nigris3// Gan CIMMYT

Ethiopia ‘Bakalcha’
Widely cultivated variety, now

replaced due to susceptibility to
stem rust

Gedirfa/Gwerou15 CIMMYT

Ethiopia ‘Ude’ Variety that replaced Bakalcha in
most zones Chen/Altar// Jori69 CIMMYT

Ethiopia ‘Mangudo’ Covers several districts in Oromia Omruf1/Stojocri2/3/1718/
BeadWheat24//Karim ICARDA

Ethiopia ‘Asasa’ Low moisture area in Rift Valley Cho/Taurus//Yav/3/Fg/4/
Cra/5/Fg/Dom/6/Hui national

Ethiopia ‘Utuba’ New favorite by farmers,
cultivated already on 10,000 ha

Omruf1/Stojocri2/3/
1718/BeadWheat24//Karim ICARDA

Ethiopia ‘Sinana1’ 18,000 ha Emmer selection from
landraces national

Ethiopia ‘Lemesso’ 18,000 ha Emmer selection from
landraces national

Mauritania ‘Karim’ Cultivated by farmers along the
Senegal river and in oasis Jori/Anhinga//Flamingo CIMMYT

Mauritania,
Senegal ‘Haby’ New release under fats-track

multiplication
Mrb5/T.dico Aleppo

Col//Cham1 ICARDA

Mauritania,
Senegal ‘Elwaha’ New release under fats-track

multiplication
Oslks/5/Azn/4/BezHF/3/
SD19539//Cham1/Gdr2 ICARDA

Mauritania,
Senegal ‘Bani Suef 5’ New release under fats-track

multiplication Dipperz/Bushen3 CIMMYT

Senegal ‘Amina’ New release under fats-track
multiplication

Korifla/AegSpeltoidesSyr//
Loukos ICARDA

Mali ‘Biskri-Bouteille’ Old variety, still cultivated. Only
available recorded release Biskri/Bouteille national

South Africa ‘Kronos’ Most cultivated variety APB MSFRS pop selection USA
Kenya ‘Mwewe’ Old variety, still cultivated Flamingo/Leads CIMMYT

Sudan ‘Sham1’ Old variety, still cultivated Plc/Ruff// Gta/Rtte CIMMYT
ICARDA

Eritrea ‘Mindum XA10’ Old variety, still cultivated Mindum/Asmara10 USA
Nigeria ‘Anser8’ Holds potential for adoption Altar84/Alondra//Sula CIMMYT

The durum varieties used for production are old bred-lines from Centro Internacional de
Mejoramiento de Maíz y Trigo (CIMMYT) and International Centre for Agricultural Research in the
Dry Areas (ICARDA) such as ‘Mwewe’ (Flamingo/Leads), Mindum XA10 (Mindum/Asmara 10) and
Sham 1 (Plc/Ruff//Gta/Rtte), in Eritrea, Kenya and Sudan, respectively (Table 2). The most critical traits
of these varieties are earliness and tolerance to heat in irrigated Sudan and resistance to rust diseases
under rainfed cultivation in Eritrea and Kenya. Information from Somalia is scarce and hard to obtain.
Considering that the most cultivated durum varieties listed above are more than 30 years old, there is a
significant genetic yield gap that could be filled through the release and commercialization of more
modern varieties.
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The Ethiopian case is presented in some detail, including critical historical steps, as it provides
valuable lessons for other SSA countries planning to grow their durum wheat sector. In Ethiopia,
durum wheat is produced predominantly in the Gojam, Gonder, Shewa, Tigrai and Wollo regions [52].
The main growers are smallholder farmers in the highlands, where the environmental characteristics
are relatively low temperatures and high rainfall on black swelling/shrinking vertisol soils, with water
logging as a common problem. The crop is planted late in the growing season to avoid early water
logging and it continues to grow during the dry period on residual moisture at altitudes between
1800 and 2800 m.a.s.l. [44]. Due to late planting, it forfeits some of its additional potential yield in
favour of higher protein content. The crop is consumed in several different forms such as unleavened
breads, pancakes, macaroni, spaghetti, biscuits and pastries. The most common of the Ethiopian and
Eritrean recipes include dabo (Ethiopian home-made bread), hambasha (bread from northern Ethiopia),
kitta (unleavened bread), injera (thin bread normally made with Tef ), nifro (boiled whole grains), kolo
(roasted whole grains), dabo kolo (round and seasoned dough) and kinche (crushed kernels, cooked with
milk or water and mixed with spiced butter). Besides the role of grain in traditional food and processed
products, durum wheat straw is also greatly appreciated for its high palatability for livestock in the
mixed farming systems of the highlands of Ethiopia [53]. Ethiopia today cultivates 562,000 ha of durum
wheat [12], accounting for the vast majority of the cultivation of this crop in SSA (Table 2). Still, today’s
value represents just half of the land that was dedicated to durum wheat in 1967 [54] and this reduction
continues in favour of more extensive farming of bread wheat [23]. This is the combined result of
political will, the introduction of modern bread wheat cultivars that have replaced the traditional
durum wheat landraces and the absence until now of vocal local industry demand of high quality
pasta made from durum semolina. Ethiopia’s push toward bread self-sufficiency has resulted in a
monoculture of bread wheat (as well as maize), often cultivated in both the long (meher) and short
(belg) rainy seasons, which in turn created a favourable environment of continuous host presence for
the spread of damaging rust diseases and for the surge of tenacious weeds [55,56]. Tef, the largest
cultivated crop in Ethiopia, also contributes to an expansion of monoculture in Ethiopian agriculture.

Durum wheat research in Ethiopia started back in 1949 at the Paradiso Experimental Station near
Asmara [57]. Among several local durum landrace collections tested for productivity and stem and
leaf rust resistance, four selections (A10, H23, P20 and R18) were developed and released to farmers
in Eritrea in 1952. In 1956 and 1957, several crosses were made between local and exotic varieties
mainly for the purpose of transferring the stem and leaf rust resistance of A10 and R18 to cv. ‘Mindum’
from the USA (Table 2). This resulted in two new varieties, which unfortunately had to be rapidly
retracted due to susceptibility to new leaf rust races [58]. In the 1980s, the wheat research activities
at the Paradiso station were discontinued and durum wheat breeding was transferred to the Debre
Zeit Agricultural Research Centre [42]. At the Centre, many cultivars were developed and released,
derived from landrace selections, local crosses and introductions from the international durum wheat
breeding programs at CIMMYT and ICARDA. For clarity, in this review the word ‘cultivar’ has been
used to define germplasm cultivated on large amounts of land, while the word ‘variety’ is reserved to
define germplasm officially registered in the variety catalogue of one country. The first durum cultivars
released from local breeding selections were ‘Arendeto’ (DZ04-118) and ‘Marou’ (DZ04-688), obtained
by mass selection [59]. These were followed by the varieties ‘Cocorit-71′, ‘LD-357′ and ‘Gerardo’
obtained from the international agricultural research centres. Since 1982, a formal variety release
system has been put in place, which also rationalized the previous work into a variety catalogue,
which accounts today for 40 durum wheat cultivars (Figure 1). In the last two decades, many federal
and regional agricultural research centres have become involved in durum wheat improvement to
respond to the demand by 300 local flour and pasta manufacturers as well as the local consumers. This
push by the national food industry, combined with a stronger presence in the region of international
development agencies involved in breeding against the emerging Ug99 stem rust race threat [60],
has resulted in an increase in the release of durum cultivars, with 20 varieties inscribed in the last
10 years [61]. These new varieties are more responsive to chemical inputs, resistant to diseases and can
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reach average yields of 4–5 t ha−1 under rainfed conditions [62]. ‘Utuba’ was released in 2015 as an
alternative variety to ‘Mangudo’ and ‘Mukuye’ because of its amber seeds, high protein content and
high yield potential. The grain yield performance on research station ranged from 3.4 to 6.5 t ha−1 and
from 2.5 to 4.5 t ha−1 in farmers’ fields [63]. ‘Utuba’ (Omruf1/Stojocri2/3/1718/BeadWheat24//Karim)
takes on average 62 days to flower, 108 days to mature and it is also appreciated for its height (80–90 cm),
which ensures good amount of straw for the livestock. A survey conducted by ICARDA has indicated
that farmers that abandon the widely-grown durum cultivar ‘Ude’ (Chen/Altar//Jori69) to grow the
recent release ‘Utuba’ (Table 2), obtain an average yield gain of 32% and an equivalent monetary return.
Regardless of this clear advantage, adoption by farmers remains very low [64], mainly because of the
high cost of purchasing quality seeds, scarce access to agriculture micro-credits and a national seed
system incapable of reaching the more remote areas [65]. To solve some of these issues, international
agricultural research centres and development agencies together with the national agricultural research
institutes have launched a project to develop informal “Community Based Seed Enterprises” [66–69].
This informal system promotes farmers’ aggregation around the possibility to gain access to improved
seeds from their neighbours. Lead farmers are designated and provided free-of-charge with certified
seeds of improved varieties. These leaders are then responsible for multiplying the seeds and providing
them to their neighbours for a reasonable price agreed among each other, often involving exchange
of livestock, land rental or payments after harvest. A significant effort has been made to expand
the production of improved durum wheat cultivars to supply raw materials to the food industries.
For example, in the 2018–2019 cropping season, the Bale Zone Bureau of Agriculture up-scaled the
cultivation area of two durum wheat cultivars (cvs. Utuba and Mangudo) in nine districts covering
over 6244 ha. In the north Shoa-Amhara region, the Africa RISING project, in partnership with the
North Shoa Zone Bureau of Agriculture, expanded the area under these two cultivars to over 700 ha.
This fast adoption pace is due to the national and international effort of promoting the new varieties but
also the great farmers appreciation. Further, the recent contractual agreement between Minjar farmers
and the ALVIMA pasta processing factory is predicted to provide an additional push to its adoption.

Figure 1. Durum variety releases in Ethiopia since 1970–2012.

Until today, Ethiopia still cultivates emmer wheat, the ancestor of durum wheat. Its cultivation is
mainly restricted to marginal areas by about 300,000 households, covering 36,000 ha with an average
productivity of 1.7 t ha−1 as recorded during the 2013–2014 season [70,71]. This area also continues to
be drastically reduced due to expansion of modern bread wheat cultivars. Improvement of emmer
wheat is given little attention and only two cultivars (‘Sinana-1′ and ‘Lemesso’) have been released
through selection from landraces [61]. This crop is mainly used for the preparation of local food
products such as defo or dabo (bread), injera (flat pancake bread), porridge, kita (flat steamed bread),
Kinche (boiled coarse grain) and local drinks [72]. Emmer wheat is recommended for mothers as a
special diet to maintaining their health and strength after childbirth because of its high protein content
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and digestibility [73]. In fact, its grain protein content ranges from 8.5 to 21.5%, which is 5–35% higher
than in grain from oats or barley and it has a very low glycaemic index [74]. Emmer wheat is also a
good source of resistance to leaf and stem rusts, powdery mildew, Septoria glume blotch, Fusarium
head blight, Russian Wheat Aphid, in order of importance and tolerance to drought and heat [75–79].

4. Durum Wheat Value Chain in Oromia Region, Ethiopia

Recent investments in the pasta industry are proving extremely promising in Ethiopia thanks to
new food habits of the growing urban populations, which are looking for fast and tasty foods, while
still cheap and nutritious. Pasta has represented a ready-to-use option since its first introduction in
Ethiopia in 1938 by the pioneering Italian enterprise Colonalpi (currently called Kaliti Food Share
Company), later followed by the establishment of state-owned industries. Today the state industries
have been privatized and grouped, together with numerous others, as members of the Ethiopian
Millers Association. These pasta producers used to rely on massive importation of durum wheat
grains, which was not a sustainable long-term business strategy due to high and volatile costs. Further,
the purchase of foreign grains competed with other national priorities for the use of governmental hard
currency stocks. Indeed, the revamping of national durum wheat production has caused the reduction
of imports to negligible amounts in 2015 [80], after having equalled €129 million in 2013 (Table 1).
However, at the same time, pasta import increased two-fold between 2011 and 2015, when it reached
50,000 t at a cost of about €40 million [80]. To reverse this trend, the Ethiopian Millers Association
has eagerly explored the possibility to procure the needed raw material directly from local farmers to
reduce production costs and increase competitiveness against foreign pasta imports. Unfortunately,
the local production did not guarantee sufficient rheological grain quality to satisfy the industrial
needs. In fact, grain of tetraploid landraces does not meet industrial standards in terms of colour
or protein quality, while the high-yielding modern varieties tend to produce bleached and ‘chalky’
grains when grown on waterlogged vertisols in the absence of abundant nitrogen fertilization [81].
Hence, specific incentives needed to be provided to farmers to obtain industrial-grade harvests. The
scope of the Ethiopian-Italian cooperation project for the Agricultural Value Chain in Oromia (AVCPO)
was to re-direct some of the already existing bread wheat production system of the Bale zone toward
the more lucrative farming of durum wheat for the industry. The process acted on the key elements
required by the pasta industry to stabilize and self-sustain the value chain: competitive price, high
rheological quality for conversion into pasta, easy and timely delivery, consistent stock of grains
and predictable increases over years (Figure 2). Launched in April 2011, the initial steps relied on
just two durum varieties (Table 2), identified as highly productive, resistant to prevailing diseases in
the Bale zone and with good gluten strength: ‘Ejersa’ (Labud/Nigris3//Gan) and ‘Bakalcha’ (980SN
Gedirfa/Gwerou15). A total of 40 t of certified seed were purchased from the Sinana Agricultural
Research Centre (SARC). The dialogue with the pasta industries resulted in the signing of an innovative
supply contract that set the purchase value to the prevailing bread wheat price, with the addition of a
‘premium’ strictly proportional to kernel protein content. This contract provided the needed incentive
to farmers for the application of adequate fertilization strategies and has ensured high grain quality
since. Furthermore, to supply the industry with large and uniform stocks of grains, AVCPO promoted
farmer aggregation into 15 cooperatives and four unions and provided each with warehouses for
temporary storage of grain. To measure the required quality, AVCPO equipped the SARC durum
quality laboratory and trained researchers and technicians. Small-holder farmers cultivating around
0.5 to 2.0 ha of land were able to deliver their small sales to the warehouses and from there the industry
could purchase large bulked stocks, as needed. Technical assistance to farmers and needed continuous
research efforts were delivered by regional research and development institutions both from central
and district-commune branches.
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Figure 2. Durum wheat value chain in Oromia, Ethiopia. (a) Schematic of the intervention and value
chain key actor relationships: to promote increased income in rural areas, the industrial requirements
(market 2) were recorded and used to first promote contractual agreements for the sale of industrial-grade
seeds and to assemble the farmers into cooperatives around grain storages and second to drive the
research agenda with the release of superior cultivars and their multiplication via community-based
seed enterprises; (b) Success indicator measured as the amount of durum grain sold to the food industry
from the Oromia region since the inception of the project. SARC refers to the Sinana Agricultural
Research Centre.

Highly innovative contractual relationships were created among farmer cooperatives and
industries, pushing the surrounding authorities and public institutions to provide support and
surveillance on proper accomplishment of duties. Among these, SARC formally acted as neutral third
party for measuring the protein content and determining the final price. The emphasis on the highest
level of participation and ownership by all involved stakeholders was considered as the key element
for the success and sustainability of the development process [82]. Since the first harvest, durum
wheat provided to farmers a significant monetary gain per ha of 25 to 30% over concurrent bread
wheat and the industries were greatly satisfied with good rheological quality and reduced prices over
imports. The availability of seed stocks of the two selected varieties enabled for prompt expansion
of area planted through newly adopting farmers and cooperatives. Over time, the self-sufficient
nature of the AVCPO’s complex of cooperatives and institutions has created the premises for a vibrant
market-oriented community eager to absorb and valorise new varieties and technologies developed by
their research partners. Especially in the current situation of evolving rust races dramatically affecting
bread wheat in the Bale and other wheat belts, farmers attribute to durum wheat the role of a rescue
crop. By the convergence of all these factors, durum wheat production has exponentially increased
from 500 t in 2011–2012, to a record harvest of 4.6 million t in 2017 due mainly to the ‘Utuba’ recent
release and cultivation on large scale. ‘Utuba’ was christened and released as Ethiopian durum wheat
variety in 2015 [83]. In the meantime, the value chain is already expanding to nearby Arsi and Shewa
zones. The example of Oromia can be considered a successful approach on integration of the whole
durum wheat value chain [84], with a proven rapid and sustainable impact. Hence, it provides a good
example to follow for other SSA countries that rely today on durum wheat and pasta imports.

5. Durum Wheat in West Africa as a Future Cash Crop

West African countries cultivate over 7 million ha of irrigated rice but only 100,000 ha of wheat
(mainly bread wheat) and mostly in Nigeria. A recent steep increase of wheat area has been reported
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for Nigeria but these data are not yet available from FAO statistics, the main source used for compiling
Table 1. Still, all West African countries are importers of wheat grain and its derived products. A total
of €155 million worth of pasta and €193 million worth of durum grains were imported in 2013 (Table 1).
Benin is the largest importer of pasta in West Africa with almost €51 million worth imported in 2013,
followed by Niger, Burkina Faso and Togo, which are also among the largest importers in Africa with
€20, €22 and €27 million worth, respectively. Interestingly, €87 million worth of pasta are re-exported
each year, mostly by Côte d’ Ivoire and Nigeria. Since national durum production is close to zero, it
means that large quantities of durum wheat grain are imported internationally, converted by the local
industry into pasta products and then sold locally and to neighbouring countries. Hence, as was the
case for the Oromia region in Ethiopia, there is potential for national durum cultivation to support
this strong local industry, while sharing the €180 million worth per year of the current import market
with the local growers. In Nigeria, initial steps have already been undertaken to identify suitable
durum varieties at the Kadawa Kano field station. Here, 12 candidate varieties from CIMMYT’s
breeding program were assessed over two seasons. Trials revealed that grain yields exceeding 6.2 t ha−1

could be achieved in 100 days by the top performer ‘Anser8′ (Altar84/Alondra//Sula) under gravity
irrigation [85].

Mauritania is the largest importer of durum grain in West Africa with over €51 million spent
every year. This country has one of the most challenging agro-environments in West Africa, with
farming substantially restricted to the narrow band along the Senegal River, where rainfall of up to
600 mm per year and irrigation water from the river sustain crop production (Agriculture in Mauritania,
2009). The Senegal River basin has a potential of irrigating 135,000 ha [86], of which less than 20%
are currently utilized. The main crops are rice, pearl millet and cowpea. Wheat cultivation along the
river is estimated at 8200 ha, of which approximately 5000 ha are grown with durum wheat. The only
cultivated durum variety is ‘Karim’ (syn: ‘Yavaros79′, Jori/Anhinga//Flamingo), a widely adapted
+35 years old CIMMYT-derived variety. Wheat is cultivated during the winter season in rotation
with rice and cowpea under gravity irrigation. The window for growing wheat is rather narrow
to avoid interfering with the cultivation of the two seasons of rice. Sowing has to occur between
the end of November and the middle of December. The harvest is just 80 to 100 days later in early
March. Regardless of this short season, two recent projects carried on at the experimental stations of
Daara and Kaedi (U-Forsk2013 and SARD-SC) have revealed that yields of 3 t ha−1 could be reached
along the Senegal River Valley. In response to these results, three new durum wheat varieties (‘Haby’
[Mrb5/T.dico Aleppo Col//Cham1], ‘Elwaha’ [Oslks/5/Azn/4/BezHF/3/SD19539//Cham1/Gdr2] and
‘Bezater’ [Ossl1/Stj5/5/Bicrederaa1/4/BEZAIZSHF//SD19539/Waha/3/Stj/Mrb3/6/Stj3//Bcr/Lks4/3/Ter3])
were released in 2016 (Table 2) and their seed multiplication has begun [87]. On the opposite shore of
the river, the field station of Fanaye in Senegal obtained yields as high as 6 t ha−1, when early planting
towards the end of November was achieved. The irrigable agricultural land of Senegal is divided
along three rivers, (in order of importance): Senegal, Faleme and Casamance, thus providing a total
estimated irrigable land of 350,000 ha [88]. The Senegal River valley alone accounts for 240,000 ha
of potential arable land [89], of which 110,000 ha are currently used for rice cultivation. Since 2017
small-holder farmers started growing improved heat tolerant durum wheat varieties after completion
of the rice harvest, during the winter season, which is typically left at fallow. This research achievement,
if sustained by polices and market demand, could help replace the €46 million worth of annual durum
import by the national pasta industry. Furthermore, if the total rice area was to be converted to durum
wheat instead of the fallow period, then this would be sufficient to generate an overproduction of
durum grains to be exported to neighbouring countries for an interesting price. Just as the wheat-rice
rotation system has been the cornerstone of India’s food self-sufficiency with over 10 million ha still
cultivated today [90], it can also become a new boost for the West African agriculture. In addition, the
integration of a legume crop in the rotation with durum wheat and rice would be desirable to also
increase long-term soil health and agro-ecosystem stability. In this regard, a suggestion is made to
replace one rice season with cowpea, an excellent source of food and feed, with very high market
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value. The cropping model suggested would then become rice-durum wheat-cowpea. This expansion
into considering a pulse such as cowpea as part of the durum wheat production system is, however,
beyond the scope of this review and shall not be discussed further.

A third country relying on the Senegal River for irrigation is Mali, whose production is concentrated
along this and the Niger River. The total irrigable land is estimated at 340,000 ha [91] with a potential
to further expand. The vast majority of the land is utilized for the production of rice and maize during
the warm months. Wheat is cultivated during winter on just 10,000 ha, of which a very small portion
is durum wheat (Table 1). The old variety ‘Biskri-Bouteille’ (Biskri/Bouteille) is the only reported
release for Mali [92]. It is likely that the breeding activities and import from neighbouring countries
have resulted in more modern releases but no document could be located. Similar to its neighbours,
Mali imports large quantities of pasta (€14 million) and part of it is further exported (€0.2 million).
Hence, local production of durum wheat is a viable option for all three countries along the Senegal
River. Their total area currently cultivated with rice reaches 754,000 ha. Assuming the same conditions
apply to the whole surface, cultivation of durum wheat during the short winter fallow season has the
potential to generate additional food, without reducing the current production of their main staple
food. The newly identified super-early and heat tolerant durum varieties released in Mauritania and
Senegal (‘Haby’, ‘Elwaha’, ‘Bezater’ and ‘Amina’: Korifla/AegSpeltoidesSyr//Loukos) can provide
good industrial grain for the national industry and hold the potential to generate more than 1 million t
of additional food in Sub-Saharan Africa [87].

The situation in Nigeria is no different than that observed for the Senegal River countries, even
though, with over 80,000 ha farmed to wheat in 2013, it is already the largest bread wheat producer in
West Africa (Table 1). A recent push by the Nigerian government, such as the removal of subsidies
for the imported grains, has incentivized farmers to increase their wheat production and 2018/19
area harvested and production are estimated at 60,000 hectares and 60,000 tons, respectively [93].
Wheat is typically planted in November or December and harvested around April. The land used
for wheat production is then rotated for other rainfed crops during the rainy season, which lasts in
northern Nigeria from April to September. Rice is sometimes grown after wheat. The amount of
land occupied by durum wheat is not declared in any of the available documents. Certainly, Nigeria
imports €38 million per year of durum wheat grain to be converted into pasta for the national and
export market (€41 million worth). Hence, the local industry could certainly benefit from an increase
in national production. Considering that the area cultivated with rice exceeds 2.9 million ha and that
irrigation water is readily available in many parts of the countries, it certainly suggests great potential
for expansion.

Similarly, Guinea is a large importer of durum grain (for €17 million EUR) but none is currently
produced on the 1.6 million ha of rice cultivation. Côte d’Ivoire is the largest exporter of pasta
(€32 million worth per year) but also one of the largest importers of durum grain (€28 million worth),
with no production of wheat recorded on the 790,000 ha of rice cultivation (Table 1).

In summary, West African countries have the potential to convert their off-season of their 7.2 million
ha of rice fields into durum wheat cultivation, instead of having an unproductive winter fallow. New,
super-early and heat tolerant varieties have been developed, tested and confirmed along the Senegal
River [87] and their seed is readily available through the CGIAR WHEAT program. Their cultivation
could turn an annual import market of €185 million worth of grain and almost €200 million worth of
pasta into a national income to improve industrialization, create jobs and reduce poverty in rural areas.

6. Southern and Central Africa Durum Wheat Use in the Industry with Limited Cultivation

Southern and Central African countries cultivate 1.6 million ha of rice and 0.65 million ha of wheat.
Unfortunately, data on wheat cultivation in Central Africa are few and unsubstantial. Among Southern
African countries, durum wheat is cultivated on just 26,500 ha, mostly in South Africa and Zimbabwe.
The most widely cultivated varieties are the ‘Desert’ durum developed in Arizona and California, with
“Kronos” (Arizona Plant Breeders male sterile-facilitated recurrent selection population selection) as
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the preferred one (Table 2). All countries obtain yields above 4 t ha−1, which only partially meets the
national industry demand. Still, part of the grains is exported for generating an income of €38 million.

All countries combined imported €160 million worth of durum grain in 2013 (Table 1). The
largest importers of grain were Malawi, South Africa and Zimbabwe, which use it to sustain their
national pasta industry. In fact, South Africa utilizes the grain to generate pasta for re-export with a
value addition of over €11 million, while Cameroon reaches €1.4 million of pasta exports annually.
Interestingly, some SSA countries do not apply import taxes on durum wheat, which in turn has
promoted cases of illegal false labelling of bread wheat grain as durum wheat to avoid custom costs [25].
The import of pasta products in 2013 was €108 million worth and the biggest importers were South
Africa and Madagascar, with €31 and 26 million worth, respectively. Therefore, a business opportunity
exists for the local pasta industry, while creating the chance for growers to improve their livelihoods.
Considering an average price per ton of durum wheat grain of €300 on local markets and attainable
yields of 3 ton ha−1, approximately 160,000 ha of the currently cultivated 650,000 ha of bread wheat
would need to be converted to fill the production gap. Obviously, the reduction of bread wheat would
in turn open a gap in the availability of national bread flour, pushing the country to further imports.
However, import prices of bread wheat flour is significantly cheaper than durum wheat imports,
especially when considering that durum wheat production is a trade that does not require government
subsidies to be profitable. Hence, the national economy would overall benefit from a production shift
toward durum wheat, as long as this does not upset the higher price paid for semolina. Furthermore,
durum-bread wheat flour blends are commonly used in North Africa for the baking of affordable and
protein-rich breads.

A second consideration is in regard to the spread of diseases. In fact, South Africa has been
monitoring a growing threat of Karnal Bunt disease [94], while Uganda is the first country where the
devastating stem rust race Ug99 was observed, before it spread to the neighbouring countries [95].
Both of these diseases affect prevalently bread wheat, while durum wheat has thus far remained
resistant [96,97]. Hence, replacement of bread wheat by durum wheat would not only have a potential
valuable effect on the economy but also reduce the incidence of damaging diseases on the wheat crop.
Alternatively, durum wheat could be cultivated on part of the 1.8 million ha dedicated to rice during
the fallow off-season period, assuming that adequate rainfall or irrigation water is available. This
could be the case for Madagascar, where durum wheat could be cultivated during the off-season in the
same terrace fields grown with paddy rice [98]. In fact, a recent study on wheat suitability in SSA [23]
using geospatial analysis revealed that Angola, Mozambique, Zambia and Zimbabwe are the countries
with the largest potential extension of suitable land for establishing wheat production. The suitable
mega environments identified were highlands with high rainfall and frequent diseases (ME2A [99])
and drought prone rainfall with cold winter months (ME4A).

7. Durum Wheat Cultivation in the Saharan Oases: A Staple Food of Tradition

The Sahara oases are unique environments that remained impervious to modernization. In this
review, both types of oases are considered; those areas of desert where water surfaces from the
soil or where it can be collected by human activities through dams (barrage) or other methods
as defined by Zaharieva et al. [100]. Semi-nomadic tribes live in these locations and developed
self-sustaining agricultural systems based on the sporadic rainfalls and underground or aboveground
water accumulations. Several major oases can be found in SSA in Chad, Mali, Mauritania, Niger and
Sudan but also in Algeria, Egypt, Libya, Morocco and Tunisia. There are no extensive records of
the total area cultivated. The Saharan oases are estimated at a total surface of 900,000 ha, of which
approximately half is used for intensive agriculture [100]. Further, average sizes for oases are between
5 and 200 ha of cultivated land, depending on the abundance of yearly rainfall or available percolated
water and can sustain the life of up to 1000 people per oasis [101]. In Mauritania, 350 oases account for
a total surface of cultivation by wheat (bread and durum) of over 2000 ha [102]. Roughly the same area
is cultivated in the oases of Mali [103], while the five largest oases in Algeria (Ghardaia region) account
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for 2200 ha of cereal culture [104] and in Morocco the major oasis region of Errachidia cultivates an
approximate 5000 ha of cereals [105]. Cultivated crops include sorghum and millet as rainfed crops,
both types of wheat and cowpea as irrigated crops. Larger oases have access to a constant water
supply, allowing irrigation by pivot or drip irrigation, such as in the regions of east of Morocco and
Algeria [106]. In these cases, water is pumped as needed and wheat is often cultivated among date
palms with the moisture used by both cultures. In most other cases, large quantities of water are
available only during specific times of the year and to collect it in sufficient amounts for cultivation,
it is necessary to build temporary dams with clay, sand and stones. The dam is then opened at the
beginning of the winter and as the water recedes, holes are dug into the mud and cereal grains are
placed inside (Figure 3). Growing on residual moisture and with high temperatures, the yields rarely
exceed 0.5 t ha−1, while under pumped irrigation yields of 4 to 5 t ha−1 are common [107].

Figure 3. Wheat cultivation in oasis in Mauritania. (a) Holes in the mud for the planting of durum
wheat as the water retreats; (b) Gradient on plant maturity caused by the difference in planting time
following the retreat of the water.

The farmers of the desert cultivate mostly wheat biotypes of unique morphology defined as
oasiensis types, which represent mixtures of several tetraploid and hexaploid wheat species (for review
see Reference [108]). Durum wheat cultivation in the oases dates to the initial trade routes between
the Nile Valley and West Africa [100]. Several traditional dishes are made from this crop and its
straw is very important as feed for the small ruminants and camels. The ‘Alkama Binka’ is one of
the most frequently found landraces in the Saharan oases of Algeria and Morocco [109]. Modern
cultivars have also been introduced, such as ‘Waha’ (syn. ‘Cham1′, Plc/Ruff//Gta/Rtte) in Algeria
and ‘Karim’ in Mauritania and their superior yields are causing a contraction in the use of landraces
(Table 2). The wealth of genetic diversity of germplasm from the Saharan oases has been recognized
by several authors and several calls for better collection and conservation have been made but with
limited success [108]. In consideration of the harsh environment where these landraces thrive and
the fact that durum production will be increasingly stressed due to climate issues [110], they certainly
represent a valuable resource of useful alleles for heat, drought and salinity tolerance, which can
be deployed in breeding for stress adaptation. Furthermore, the oases represent fragile ecosystems,
where land availability is dependent on rainfall and maximum yields per unit of land are more critical
than anywhere else. In that sense, the introduction of modern agronomy and irrigation practices, in
integration with targeted breeding efforts could deliver true game changers. Alternatively, the reduced
available land surface could be used as an advantage to generate very exclusive durum products.
In fact, the ‘rarity’ could be exploited through well integrated value chains to deliver products at
elevated prices on the occidental markets, as is already the case for the oases dates. Considering that
oases produce less than 5% of their needs in cereals [104] and the rest is purchased from neighbouring
towns, the possibility of generating larger incomes would be a suitable strategy to tackle famine.
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In that sense, the already high value of durum grains could be further exploited via smart-marketing
to increase the revenues.

8. Future Prospects: A South-South Collaboration to Expand Durum Wheat Cultivation in Africa

All of Africa accounts for an annual import of €4.1 billion worth of durum grain to supply the
national pasta and couscous market. These are mostly imported to North Africa (NA) from Canada,
USA and Turkey (Table 1). North Africa already cultivates durum wheat on 2.9 million ha and the area
for further expansion is limited. This opens an opportunity for SSA to gain access to an €3.7 billion
annual market by filling part of the grain needs of NA. The current area dedicated to wheat cultivation
in SSA is limited to 2.6 million ha, mostly in Ethiopia, South Africa and Sudan. In Ethiopia, new
interest has sprung toward the promotion of industrial crops such as durum wheat to provide the local
manufacturers with prime raw material without the need of relying on expensive imports. In addition,
urbanization has shifted the food habits of many countries and pasta has gained steadily in appreciation
by African consumers. Furthermore, the case presented for cultivation of durum wheat in rotation with
rice along the Senegal River, matches what is already customary on over 10 million ha of wheat-rice
or wheat-rice-rice rotations in India [90]. In that sense, there is large potential for wheat expansion
on the 9.1 million ha of rice land in SSA. Since further expansion of the wheat areas will require
additional investments and will face the risk of reduced yields, it appears logical to seek the wheat
type that would provide the maximum monetary return for unit of land converted. Durum wheat
in this case would represent an ideal cash crop to help reduce poverty in SSA. For comparison, the
average import prices of major cereals to South Africa [111] for the year 2015 were at: US$ 502 t−1

aromatic rice, US$ 330 t−1 durum wheat, US$ 278 t−1 malt barley, US$ 209 t−1 hard red bread wheat,
US$ 171 t−1 sorghum and US$ 150 t−1 feed maize. While it is true that import prices change for each
country based on access to trade, existence of infrastructure and specific import policies, South Africa
provides a good example of a reactive trading nation in SSA. On this basis, it is evident that durum
wheat remains one of the most income advantageous winter cereals, significantly more expensive than
bread wheat and malt barley. However, to succeed in the utilization of the financial return of this crop,
it is necessary to have a well-integrated value chain capable of delivering profitable economic returns
to farmers. The example of the value chain in the Oromia region of Ethiopia could be repeated in
several other regions and should provide a good guideline to follow for out-scaling to other countries.
Still, the industrial machinery and the strategy for production need to be harmonized among African
countries to generate a fair and vibrant market. The desire for semolina-based food is expected to
increase in the years to come [112] but the national industry will be successful in targeting the demand
only if their products can compete not just in price but also in quality with the imported ones. In that
sense, great traditional and modern knowledge for cultivation and production of this crop exist already
in North Africa and Ethiopia. Breeding programs for this crop have been successful in targeting the
harsh drought conditions of North Africa and the disease pressure in Ethiopia. In order to expand the
production of this crop to non-traditional territories, the expertise gathered there could be transferred
to SSA in the form of novel and adapted varieties. It is therefore desirable that Ethiopian breeders
could produce varieties well adapted to the SSA mega-environment of type 2A, with high rainfall and
high disease pressure. Instead, Egyptian breeders could help in delivering varieties targeted to the
hot and irrigated areas of mega-environment type ME1, such as West Africa and Sudan. The other
North African countries could target ME4A, with low rainfall and cold winters, as well as help in
the further development of the Saharan oases. Altogether, this envisioned South-South collaboration
could ensure that varieties developed in traditional durum growing areas such as North Africa and
Ethiopia, would adapt to the conditions of the southern partners. Harvests could then be sold to those
African countries with strong pasta industries and the finished semolina products would be sold all
over Africa. This integrated value chain would ensure a steep increase in monetary circulation and an
overall reduction in the poverty of Africa. Recent publicly funded projects like Africa Rising [113],
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SARD-SC [114], TAAT [115] and U-Forsk2018 have targeted the increase in production of wheat in SSA
and created the basis to hope for a comprehensive “durum wheat revolution” in SSA.
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Abstract: Heat stress occurring during the reproductive stage of wheat has a detrimental effect on
productivity. A durum wheat core set was exposed to simulated terminal heat stress by applying
plastic tunnels at the time of flowering over two seasons. Mean grain yield was reduced by 54%
compared to control conditions, and grain number was the most critical trait for tolerance to this
stress. The combined use of tolerance indices and grain yield identified five top performing elite
lines: Kunmiki, Berghouata1, Margherita2, IDON37-141, and Ourgh. The core set was also subjected
to genome wide association study using 7652 polymorphic single nucleotide polymorphism (SNPs)
markers. The most significant genomic regions were identified in association with spike fertility
and tolerance indices on chromosomes 1A, 5B, and 6B. Haplotype analysis on a set of 208 elite lines
confirmed that lines that carried the positive allele at all three quantitative trait loci (QTLs) had a yield
advantage of 8% when field tested under daily temperatures above 31◦ C. Three of the QTLs were
successfully validated into Kompetitive Allele Specific PCR (KASP) markers and explained >10% of
the phenotypic variation for an independent elite germplasm set. These genomic regions can now be
readily deployed via breeding to improve resilience to climate change and increase productivity in
heat-stressed areas.

Keywords: heat stress; durum wheat; yield; tolerance; fertility; climate change; resilience

1. Introduction

Heat stress is a major environmental constraint to crop production. Terminal heat stress is defined
as a rise in temperature that occurs between heading and maturity. When this stress matches with the
reproductive phase of the wheat plant, it affects anthesis and grain filling, resulting in a severe reduction
in yield [1]. High temperatures at the time of flowering cause floret sterility via pollen dehiscence [2],
decrease photosynthetic capacity by drying the green tissues, and reduce starch biosynthesis [1,3].
These in turn result in a negative effect on grain number and weight [4–7]. The optimum growing
temperature for wheat during pollination and grain filling phases is 21 ◦C [8,9], and for each increase
of 1 ◦C above it is estimated a decline of 4.1% to 6.4% in yield [10]. Environmental temperatures
have been increasing over the last century and more frequent heat waves are predicted in the next
decades [11–13]. Therefore, breeding for tolerance to chronic as well as short term heat stress is a major
objective worldwide [14–19]. Breeding selection would benefit by a better understanding of traits
associated with tolerance to high temperatures, as well as the identification of the genomic regions
controlling these traits.

In wheat, a large number of quantitative trait loci (QTLs) has been identified under heat stress
via linkage analysis and genome-wide association study (GWAS) for yield, yield related traits,
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and some physiological traits such as chlorophyll content, chlorophyll fluorescence, and canopy
temperature [20–27]. Grain number per spike and chlorophyll content were found to be the most
critical traits for adaptation to warm conditions [24,25,28]. Heat stress reduces leaf chlorophyll
content [29] affecting the amount of carbohydrates transported to the grains and final grain weight
and size. High temperatures around anthesis reduce the number of grains per spike due to a decrease
in spike growth and development, and an increase in ovules abortion [2,25,29,30]. To the best of our
knowledge, molecular markers associated with heat tolerance are not generally used in wheat breeding
programs [31–33]. The limited understanding of genes underlying physiological mechanisms and the
regulation of yield components in wheat, and the lack of cloned major QTL for traits associated with
heat tolerance has restricted the improvement in breeding for tolerance to this stress.

In the current study, a set of durum wheat lines were heat stressed by imposing a > 10 ◦C raise in
maximum daily temperatures via the deployment of plastic tunnels at the time of flowering. GWAS
studies allowed the identification of major QTLs controlling the adaptation to this stress and these were
validated for marker assisted selection (MAS) in an independent germplasm set for rapid deployment
via breeding.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Plant Material

A subset of 42 durum wheat inbred lines were selected from a global collection of 384 genotypes
based on their similarity in flowering time and identified genetic diversity [34]. Briefly, the complete
collection is highly diverse and includes 96 durum wheat landraces from 24 countries, and 288 modern
lines from nine countries and two International research centers CIMMYT and ICARDA. The subset
selected for this study includes 34 ICARDA and CIMMYT lines, five cultivars and one landrace. The
list of the 42 genotypes and their details are provided in Table S1.

A second subset of 208 modern entries was also obtained from the global collection and field
tested under severe high temperatures during 2014–2015 and 2015–2016 seasons along the Senegal
River in Kaedi, Mauritania. Full details on this field experiment have been published in Sall et al. [35].

The third and final set was used for Kompetitive Allele Specific PCR (KASP) markers validation
and it was composed of 94 ICARDA’s elite lines that constituted the 2017 international nurseries 40th
International Durum Yield Trial (IDYT) and 40th International Durum Observation Nurseries (IDON).
This set was also tested at the station of Kaedi along the Senegal River in season 2015–2016.

2.2. Field Experiment Conditions and Phenotyping

The first subset of 42 entries was grown at Marchouch station (33◦34’3.1” N, 6◦38’0.1” W) in
Morocco during two successive crop seasons (2015–2016 and 2016–2017). Each entry was sown in
mid-November on a plot surface of 1.5 m2 per genotype at a sowing density of 300 plants per m2. The
experiment was an alpha lattice with two replications, block size of six, and two treatments arranged
in split-plot. Each six genotypes were arranged in close proximity to maximize competition between
the genotypes, and compose one block of 9 m2. Each block was surrounded by a border of barley to
avoid border effect. Each block was spaced 1 m apart to allow the application of the plastic tunnel. The
two treatments were normal rainfed conditions and plastic tunnel-mediated heat stress. The normal
treatment followed standard agronomic practices with a base pre-sowing application of 50 Kg ha−1 of
N, P, and K. At stage 15 of Zadok’s (Z) scale herbicide was applied in a tank mixture (Pallas +Mustang
at 0.5 L ha−1) to provide protection against both monocots and dicots. At Z17 ammonium nitrate
was provided to add 36 kg ha−1 of N and a final application of urea was used to add 44 kg ha−1 of
N before booting (Z39). Weeds were also controlled mechanically to ensure clean plots. The soil of
the experimental station is clay-vertisol type. The available on season moisture was 234 and 280 mm
for 2015–2016 and 2016–2017, respectively, during the growing season, whereas the average daily
temperature was 14.1 ◦C for the first year and 13.5 ◦C for the second year. The heat-stress treatment
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followed the same agronomic practices, with the difference that at the time of booting (Z45) a 10 m2

and 1.5 m high plastic tunnel was placed over each block (Figure 1) and left there until early dough
stage (Z83). An electronic thermometer (temperature data logger) was placed in the middle of each
block (normal and heat stressed) to reveal that the temperatures were up to 16◦ C higher inside the
plastic tunnels, to reach a maximum of 49 ◦C (Figure 1). Marchouch is a drought prone site, and no
rainfall occurred after Z45 in any of the two field seasons.

Figure 1. Mean temperature difference of 18 days over two seasons between the plastic tunnel-mediated
heat stress and normal field conditions between 8 a.m. and 8 p.m., and a picture of the plastic tunnel at
9 a.m.

The following traits were recorded: days to heading (DTH) measured at the moment when the
awns became visible, plant height (PH) measured from the ground to the top of the highest spike
excluding the awns, and the number of fertile spikes per meter square (Spkm2) was counted in a
0.25 m2 area. The whole plot was harvested by hand and the dry biomass (Biom) was weighed before
threshing. Grain yield (GY) was weighed for each plot and expressed as kg ha−1. The weight of a
thousand kernels (TKW) was expressed in grams. The harvest index (HI) was calculated as the ratio
between GY and Biom. The grain number per spike (GNSpk) was derived from dividing grain number
per meter square by Spkm2 as follows:

Grain number/m2 =
Grain weight of the plot

1.5m2 × TKW
1000

(1)

GNSpk =
Grain number/m2

Spkm2 (2)

The second and third sets were field tested in Kaedi, Mauritania (16◦14” N; 13◦46” W) during
season 2014–2015 and 2015–2016 where the temperature reached a maximum of 41 ◦C and an average
maximum daily temperature of 34 ◦C throughout the season. The trial was carried out under augmented
design with a plot surface of 4.5 m2. Standard agronomic management practices were adopted. Full
details for this experiment are published elsewhere [35].

2.3. Data Analysis

A mixed linear model was run using the lme4 package [36] in R [37] to obtain best linear unbiased
estimates (BLUEs) of the normally distributed traits. For count traits (DTH, Spkm2, GNSpk), the
generalized mixed linear model was used to get the BLUEs by Proc GLIMMIX in SAS. In both models,
genotype, treatment, year, and replication were considered as fixed effects and block as random effect
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nested in treatment and year. Broad-sense heritability was calculated based on variance components
from random model using the method suggested by DeLacy et al. [38]:

H2 =
σ2g

σ2g + σ2GxT
t + σ2GxY

y + σ2GxTxY
ty + σ2e

tyr

(3)

where: σ2
G×T = genotype × treatment variance, σ2

G×Y = genotype × year variance, σ2
G×Y×T = genotype ×

treatment × year variance, σ2
e = residual variance, r is the number of replications per treatment, t is the

number of treatments, and y is the number of years.
Box-and-whisker plots where constructed by ggplot2 package [39] using the BLUEs combined over

year per each treatment. The relationship between the target trait GY and yield components (GNSpk,
TKW, Biom, HI) was studied using the Pearson correlation coefficient and the additive regression
model. The critical value of the correlation significance was determined at 0.30 for p < 0.05 and 0.39
for p < 0.01 for 40 df using the corrplot package [40]. The additive model incorporates flexible forms
(i.e., splines) of the functions to account for non-linear relationship contrary to linear regression model
estimated via ordinary least squares [41]. For the additive model, the effective degree of freedom term
determines the nature of the relationship between the predictor and the response variables where EDF
= 1 indicates linearity and EDF > 1 the non-linearity. The additive regression analysis was performed
using the mgcv package [42].

Two stress tolerance indices were calculated to identify the heat tolerant genotypes. The stress
susceptibility index (SSI) [43,44] was calculated as follows:

SSI =
[1− (Ys)/(Yp)]

[1− (Ȳs)/(Ȳp)]
(4)

where Ys and Yp are yield values of the genotypes evaluated under heat stress and normal conditions,
respectively, and Ȳs and Ȳp are the mean yields of the lines evaluated under heat stress and normal
conditions, respectively.

The stress tolerance (TOL) [45] was calculated as follows:

TOL = Yp − Ys. (5)

The classInt package [46] was used to identify the possible number of class intervals of the indices
for the frequency distribution of the subset.

The cut-off value for tolerant vs. susceptible genotypes for SSI was equal to 1, with lines having
SSI < 1 being stress tolerant. Regarding the TOL index, the smaller TOL values indicate the genotypes
with low yield depression and hence more tolerant. The experiment-wide TOL mean (1608 kg ha−1)
was identified as the cut-off value for tolerant vs. susceptible. The emmeans package [47] based on
ANOVA model was used to discriminate among the grain yield means of haplotypes.

2.4. Genotyping and Marker-Trait Associations

Details of the genotyping step of the core set and panel have been previously discussed in
Kabbaj et al. [34] and Sall et al. [35]. Briefly, 7652 high-fidelity polymorphic single nucleotide
polymorphism (SNPs) were obtained, showing less than 1% missing data, minor allele frequency
(MAF) higher than 5%, and heterozygosity less than 5%. The sequences of these markers were
aligned with a cut-off of 98% identity to the durum wheat reference genome [48] (available at:
http://www.interomics.eu/durum-wheat-genome), to reveal their physical position. The average length
of the Axiom probe is of 75 bp, hence the 2% allowed miss-match was set to account for the existence of
1 SNP within each sequence. A sub-set of 500 highly polymorphic SNPs were selected on the basis of
even spread along the genome, and used to identify the existence of population sub-structure, which
revealed the existence of 10 main sub-groups [34]. To avoid bias, these 500 markers were then removed
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from all downstream association analysis. Linkage disequilibrium was calculated as squared allele
frequency correlations (r2) in TASSEL V 5.0 software [49], using the Mb position of the markers along
the bread wheat reference genome. Linkage disequilibrium (LD) decay was estimated and plotted
using the “Neanderthal” method [50]. The LD decay was measured at 51.3 Mb for r2 < 0.2 as presented
in Bassi et al. [51].

The genome wide association study (GWAS) was based on BLUEs of all the traits that displayed a
significant treatment effect and the two stress tolerance indices. Two models were fitted and compared
using two covariate parameters, Q (population structure) and K (Kinship). Q model was performed
using a general linear model (GLM), and Q + K model using a mixed linear model (MLM). The best
model for each trait was selected based on the quantile-quantile (Q-Q) plots [52]. Flowering time
(DTH) was used as covariate in all analyses to remove the strong effects of flowering genes from
the study. The value calculated for the LD decay of 51.3 Mb indicated that this association panel
interrogated the 12,000 Mb of the durum wheat genome via 248 “loci hypothesis,” and hence the
Bonferroni correction for this panel was set to 3.1 LOD for p < 0.05 as suggested by Duggal et al. [53].
Local LD decay for r2 < 0.2 was calculated for a 100 Mbp window around the marker with highest
LOD for all marker-trait associations (MTAs) identified at a distance inferior to 104 Mbp (twice the LD
decay). The MTAs that occurred at a distance inferior to twice the local LD were considered to belong
to the same QTL. QTL associated to flowering time were removed from all downstream analyses (Table
S2). A regression analysis was performed between the haplotype of the peak marker of each QTL to
determine possible duplicate or homeolog loci. In addition, all the MTAs analyses were performed
using Tassel 5 software [49].

2.5. Markers Conversion to KASP (Kompetitive Allele Specific PCR)

The array sequences of 20 markers associated to traits (MTA) were submitted to LGC Genomics
for in-silico design of KASP primers using their proprietary software. Those that passed the in-silico
criteria were purchased and used to genotype the independent validation set. For each marker that
amplified and showed polymorphism, the regression cut-off between phenotype and haplotype was
imposed at r = 0.105 following Pearson’s critical value [54]. KASP markers AX-95260810, AX-94432276,
and AX-95182463 were tested for association with grain yield, while AX-94408589 for association with
biomass. In addition, the top 20 and worst 20 lines were considered as the true positive and true
negative for heat tolerance. Hence, the accuracy was calculated as the ratio of the correct allelic call
among all, sensitivity as the ratio of the correct positive allelic among the top 20 yielding lines, and
specificity as the ratio of the correct negative (wt) allelic calls among the 20 worst yielding lines. The
sequence of the validated KASP markers is provided in Table S3, or the primers can be ordered directly
at LGC Genomics indicating the Axiom code used in this article.

3. Results

3.1. Agronomic Performance of the Genotypes and Sensitivity of Traits to Heat Stress

The combined analysis of variance across four environments (two different temperature treatments
over two crop seasons) revealed significant genotypic differences for all traits measured (Table 1). The
yield performance of the genotypes across environments averaged 2171 kg ha−1 and ranged from
352 kg ha−1 obtained under heat stress conditions for the lowest yielding line DWAyT-0215, to 4658 kg
ha−1 under normal conditions for the highest yielding line DWAyT-0217. The top yielding line under
heat-stress was the ICARDA/Moroccan cultivar ‘Faraj’ with an average yield of 2249 kg ha−1 over the
two seasons.
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Table 1. Descriptive statistics, component of trait variation, and heritability (h2) among a set of 42
durum genotypes (G) tested under two treatments (T): normal and plastic tunnel-mediated heat stress
during seasons 2015–2016 and 2016–2017.

Trait Acronym Mean Min Max
Genetic
Variance

(%)

Treatment
Variance

(%)

G × T
(%)

h2

Days to
heading

DTH 92 71 109 34 ** 1ns 1ns 0.78

Plant height
(cm)

PH 81 71 92 60 ** 1ns 16ns 0.76

Biomass (kg
ha−1)

Biom 8407 4792 13,108 49 ** 7 ** 7 ** 0.79

Spikes number
per m2 Spkm2 524 370 640 14 ** 1ns 2 ** 0.50

Grain yield (kg
ha−1)

GY 2171 352 4658 30 ** 44 ** 12 * 0.63

Harvest index
(%)

HI 26 1 50 15 ** 34 ** 13ns 0.20

Thousand
kernel weight

(g)
TKW 36 27 45 48 ** 1ns 18 ** 0.72

Grain number
per spike

GNSpk 13 3 24 19 * 29 ** 16 ** 0.46

*, ** Significant at the 0.05 and 0.01 probability levels, respectively.

The treatment effect was significant only for Biom, GY, HI, and GNSpk, whereas DTH, PH, Spkm2,
and TKW were not significantly affected by treatments (Figure 2). The yield components were all
significantly reduced under heat stress except TKW that showed a slight increase for the genotypes
exposed to heat. The genotypes tested under plastic-tunnels had 61%, 54%, 42%, and 17% lower
average GNSpk, GY, HI and Biom, respectively, compared to control. Relatively high heritability was
observed for all the phenological and agronomical traits except for HI that had the lowest heritability
(h2 = 0.20).

Figure 2. Boxplot of the best linear unbiased estimates (BLUEs) for various traits under two different
environmental conditions (Heat: plastic tunnel-mediated heat stress and Normal) across two years.
** indicate significant difference between the means of control and heat-stressed plants at p < 0.05.
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3.2. The Traits Interrelationship under Each Environmental Condition

Correlation analysis (Figure 3; Tables S4 and S5) was first conducted to investigate the
interrelationship among all agronomic traits. Under both treatments, GNSpk had the highest
association with GY (r = 0.81 under heat, r = 0.67 under normal), while Spkm2 and TKW were the least
correlated with GY. Biomass was also correlated with GY with r = 0.61 under heat and r = 0.67 under
normal conditions. HI also showed a significant positive correlation with yield under both treatments,
but its effect was stronger under heat stress (r = 0.72) than normal conditions (r = 0.54). DTH was not
significantly correlated to any trait except HI (r = −0.44) under normal conditions.

Figure 3. Relationships between grain yield (GY) and yield components (grain number per spike
(GNspk), harvest index (HI), dry biomass (Biom), number of fertile spikes per meter square (Spkm2),
weight of a thousand kernels (TKW)) under plastic tunnel-mediated heat stress and normal conditions
assessed by Pearson correlation and simple generalized additive model. The continuous grey line
represents a linear relationship; the dashed grey line represents a non-linear relationship. The thickness
of the line indicates the level of predictivity of the trait for GY. The length of the lines represents the
correlation, the shorter the line the more the trait is correlated to GY.

Among yield components, the only significant and positive associations under the two
environmental conditions were observed between Spkm2, TKW, and Biom and between HI and
GNSpk. Under heat conditions, a positive and significant correlation was noticed between GNSpk and
Biom while under normal conditions HI was positively associated to TKW (Figure 3; Table S4).

The additive model was then used to further determine the nature of the relationship between GY
and each predictor variable under normal and heat conditions (Figure 3; Table S5). The similarities
observed between the two treatments in terms of the nature of relationship between GY and each of
the predictors were the constantly linear and non-linear relationship between Spkm2, TKW and the
response variable GY, respectively.

GNSpk was considered the best predictor (deviance = 0.73%) with a complex relationship (EDF
= 2.64) with GY under heat stress, whereas under normal conditions this trait was the second best
predictor (deviance = 0.44%) with a linear relationship (EDF = 1). A similar trend was observed for
HI in both treatments. Biom was found to be the best predictor (deviance = 0.52%) for GY with a
non-linear relationship (EDF = 2.52) under normal conditions (Table S2; Figure S1).
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3.3. Stress Tolerance Indices

Two different stress tolerance indices were calculated for GY: SSI and TOL (Figure 4). The genotypes
showed wide variation for these indices. Seven SSI groups were identified with four having an SSI
lower than 1 and the three remaining groups of genotypes having SSI > 1. The frequency distribution
of the panel showed a wide variation and indicated the presence of susceptibility, with 45% of the
genotypes falling in the very heat-susceptible class of SSI higher than 1, and only 7% of the lines
showing high tolerance at SSI < 1. For TOL index, seven groups were also identified with 48% of the
lines showing high yield depression and 5% of the genotypes presenting high stability. The smaller
TOL values indicate the genotypes with low yield depression and hence more tolerant. However,
good heat tolerance can also be reached by low yielding lines, but their value for breeding would
be questionable. Hence, a scatterplot was devised to compare the GY under normal conditions and
each of the heat indices (SSI and TOL). Five genotypes (four ICARDA lines, one Moroccan cultivar):
Kunmiki, Berghouata1, Margherita2, IDON37-141, and Ourgh were found to have above average yield,
low yield depression (low TOL values) and good heat tolerance (SSI < 1).

Figure 4. Two different stress tolerance indices SSI (stress susceptibility index) and TOL (tolerance
index) of grain yield, comparing plastic tunnel-mediated heat stress with normal conditions for the
42 durum wheat genotypes. The bars plot shows the frequency distribution of SSI and TOL for the
genotypes tested. The dashed red lines mark the separation between tolerant (left) and susceptible
(right) genotypes. The scatter plot shows the yield performance of genotypes tested under normal
conditions against each of SSI and TOL. The vertical dashed red lines indicate the average GY. The
horizontal dashed red lines indicate the cut-off value for tolerant vs. susceptible genotypes for each
index. Red dots indicate genotypes that were identified as superior by both bi-plots.
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3.4. Markers Associated to Heat Stress Tolerance

A total of 204 MTAs were identified for four traits (GY, GNSpk, HI and Biom) under both stress
and normal conditions and 49 MTAs were recorded for the two GY stress tolerance indices. Regression
analysis and clustering based on local LD decay confirmed that these associations were distributed
over 12 loci (Table 2 and Table S6). Chromosome 1A had the highest number of MTAs (27) while
chromosome 4A had the lowest (6).

Under normal conditions, 56 MTAs were detected for three traits GY, GNSpk, and HI, with the
third trait having the highest number of MTAs (48). No common region for these traits was identified
under the non-stress environment. Under heat stress, a higher number of associations (148) were
identified with trait variation (r2) ranging from 0.25 to 0.36. The highest number of MTAs were detected
for GNSpk distributed over 10 different loci, followed by HI on six loci. A common region for GY,
GNSpk, HI, and Biom was identified under the heat condition on chromosome 6BS. Loci associated
with both GNSpk and HI were detected on 1AL, 1BL, 2AL, 3AL, and 3BL. For heat tolerance indices
(SSI-GY and TOL-GY), 49 MTAs were identified. The common loci associated with the two indices
were on chromosomes 2AL, 5AL, and 5BL, while the loci on chromosomes 1AL and 6BS were identified
only for TOL-GY and SSI-GY, respectively.

A comparison of the significant loci under each treatment and including the heat tolerance indices
indicated a locus on chromosome 2AL, which was consistently identified for the indices, and both
treatments for GNSpk and HI. Two loci on chromosomes 3AL and 3BL were associated with GNSpk
and HI under both control and stress conditions, but were not associated with any of the indices. Three
significant loci on chromosomes 1AL, 5BL, and 6BS were shared among heat stress treatment and stress
tolerance indices, but not under normal conditions, making of these the most interesting genomic
regions that specifically respond to heat stress. Overall, a total of 12 unique significant loci were
identified (numbered QTL.ICD.Heat.01–QTL.ICD.Heat.12) and can be consulted in Table 2. Local LD
decay was estimated for the 100 Mbp genomic region surrounding the peak marker. It varied between
31.7 and 108.7 Mbp, or a −38% to 112% variation compared to the average LD decay calculated for the
whole panel (51.3 Mbp). This variation was accounted for to determine the correct physical size in
each genomic region to assign multiple MTAs to the same QTL.
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3.5. Effect of Different Allele Combination on Yield Performance

The loci identified on chromosomes 1AL, 5BL, and 6BS appeared as the most critical for heat
tolerance and were then tested further. These regions were associated with the control of multiple
traits under heat stress: GY, GNspk, HI, Biom and the two indices SSI-GY and TOL-GY. A set of 208
modern lines were investigated for haplotype diversity at these three loci. Five groups with different
allelic combinations were identified (Figure 5). Their allelic effect on GY was then assessed when
field tested under high temperatures along the Senegal River [35]. The haplotype class with positive
alleles at all three loci had the highest GY average reaching 2381 kg ha−1 with a maximum value of
3856 kg ha−1. Genotypes of the haplotype classes with only two favorable alleles reached GY of 2199
and 2103 kg ha−1, while lines that only carried one positive allele 2103 and 2023 kg ha−1 (Figure 5).
ANOVA confirmed that the haplotype group with all three positive alleles was significantly superior
to the others.

Figure 5. Effect of different allele combinations of the significant loci on yield performance of 208
accessions tested under heat stressed conditions along the Senegal River. The circle indicates the
average of each class over 2 years, and the whiskers show the standard error of the mean. The accessions
were divided into five clusters based on their haplotype for three major QTLs: “+” mark the positive
and “-” the wild-type alleles. Letters (a, b, ab) indicate significant differences between the clusters.

3.6. Validation of Markers for Marker Assisted Selection

To effectively deploy in breeding the most interesting QTLs via MAS, it is first required a step
of validation using more affordable marker methodologies and in different genetic backgrounds and
environments. A total of 20 MTA sequences linked to important agronomical and spike fertility traits
were submitted for KASP primers design. Among these, only 14 could be successfully designed,
and 11 identified a polymorphism within the validation set. Four showed significant (p < 0.05)
correlation to the test phenotype (Figure 6). Three QTLs were represented by these four markers,
AX-95260810 and AX-94432276 tagged QTL.ICD.Heat.08 on chromosome 5AL, AX-95182463 underlines
QTL.ICD.Heat.09 on chromosome 5BL, and AX-94408589 tags QTL.ICD.Heat.10 on chromosome
6BS. The latter two QTLs are among the three main effect regions identified in this study (Figure 5).
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AX-95260810 reached 15% correlation to grain yield under heat, 74% accuracy, 43% sensitivity, and
100% specificity. Especially, its ability to identify 100% of non-heat tolerant entries is particularly
remarkable. AX-95182463 and AX-94408589 also reached significant correlations of 14% and 32% for
grain yield and biomass under severe heat, respectively, with sensitivities of 62% and 40%, accuracies
of 30% and 65%, and specificities of 4% and 90%. Overall, AX-9526081 and AX-94408589 appeared as
the most suitable for MAS application.

Figure 6. Kompetitive Allele Specific PCR (KASP) markers validation on an independent set of
94 elite lines of ICARDA tested under severe heat for grain yield and biomass. Correlation was
measured between the BLUE for grain yield recorded along the Senegal River and the haplotype
score. Accuracy, sensitivity, and specificity where determined using only the top 20 and worst 20 lines.
AX-95260810 and AX-94432276 tag QTL.ICD.Heat.08, AX-95182463 tags QTL.ICD.Heat.09, AX-94408589
tags QTL.ICD.Heat.10.

4. Discussion

4.1. Evaluation of the Phenotypic Performance of Yield and Yield Components under Normal and Heat
Stress Conditions

Several studies reported that wheat plants are very sensitive to elevated temperatures during
flowering and grain filling phases [9,55,56], due to a reduction in seed development and fertility [56–58].
This study evaluated a set of durum wheat genotypes derived from a global collection for GY and yield
components under heat and normal conditions. The genetic and phenotypic diversity shown by this
set together with its relatively similar flowering time, promote it as an ideal panel to test heat tolerance.
Further, the plastic tunnel method deployed here allowed to increase the temperatures well above
21 ◦C, the value that defines the absence of the stress [9]. A similar methodology was also successfully
deployed by Corbellini et al. [54] to study the effect of heat shock proteins on technological quality
characteristics. Compared to timely vs. delayed sowing experiments to simulate heat stress, the use of
the plastic tunnel method avoids incurring false discovery due to changes in the phenological behavior
of plants.

In the present study, a short and severe episode of heat stress was applied from the beginning of
heading to the early dough stage, and resulted in 54% reduction in grain yield. This was in agreement
with the study conducted by Ugarte et al. [59] that found a reduction of up to 52% when thermal
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treatment was applied via transparent chambers. Interestingly, our stress treatment caused an average
temperature increase of 10 ◦C, which caused an average GY reduction of 5.4% for each 1 ◦C raise. This
value is well within the 4.1% to 6.4% interval suggested by Liu et al. [10] for 1 ◦C raise in temperatures.
GNSpk was the most affected trait (−61%) with the highest positive correlation to GY. This is in good
agreement with previous studies that have shown that seed setting is the most sensitive parameter to
heat stress, with a noticeable influence on yield [28,60–62]. Still, its non-linear relationship to yield
confirms the complexity of the trait. Biom and HI were also found to have an influence on yield [63,64]
with different relationships based on the occurrence of the stress. The presence of dissimilarities
of the associations between the two treatments indicates clearly that there is a trade-off among the
yield components as previously reported by Sukumaran et al. [65] for grain weight and grain number.
Variation of one of the yield components affect the others positively or negatively. Compared to the
simple regression, the additive model allowed to reveal the complexity of the relationship between GY
and yield related traits.

The stress index SSI was developed by Fisher and Maurer [43] and modified by Nachit and
Ouassou [44] as a useful indicator and a good parameter for selection. It measures the severity of the
heat stress [66,67] and was also used in earlier studies in wheat to seek heat tolerant genotypes [23,68,69].
The TOL index is instead useful for selecting against yield depression, and it was used in several
studies for heat or drought tolerance in wheat [27,44,67,70]. Improving heat tolerance should not be
based on the use of these criterions alone as was suggested by Clarke et al. [71]. It is important to select
simultaneously for good yield performance coupled with good adaptability (SSI < 1) and stability
(low TOL) [44]. In that sense, the accessions Kunmiki, Berghouata1, Margherita2, and IDON37-141
originated from ICARDA durum wheat program, and Ourgh, a Moroccan cultivar, have been identified
as high yielding genotypes that also show good heat stress tolerance based on the two indices.

4.2. Dissection of Heat-Specific QTLs Associated with Yield-Related Traits and Stress Tolerance Indices

The significant correlation identified between yield and its components were not linear in nature,
and tend to change their mode of action based on the occurrence of the stress. Therefore, several
physiological processes are simultaneously involved in protecting the wheat plant from the heat
stress [72], and there is value in dissecting it into its genetic components. In this study GWAS was used
to identify the genetic regions controlling the response of the various traits. To prevent the confounding
effect that phenology-related loci might have [73], MTAs were identified for DTH and removed from
downstream analysis. Additionally, flowering time was used as covariate in all analyses for the other
traits. Very few MTAs for DTH were observed either in normal or stressed conditions due to the
synchronized flowering of the entries used in this study. This indicated the absence of confounding
effects between the two trials. i.e., almost all the accessions were exposed to the same conditions in
each developmental phase [74] before imposing the stress.

Out of 12 QTLs identified, three occurred only when the heat stress was imposed, including indices.
These three main genomic regions occurred on chromosomes 1AL, 5BL, and 6BS, and were considered
as QTLs controlling heat tolerance. These three loci were confirmed by mean of haplotype analysis
on a larger panel of modern lines (208 entries) field tested under severe heat along the Senegal River
valley [35], to confirm that the presence of the positive alleles at all three loci provided a significant GY
advantage of +182 kg ha−1 (+8%). The QTL on the long arm of chromosome 1A controlled GNSpk, HI,
and TOL-GY, and it explained up to 27% of the phenotypic variation. In a study with double haploid
population of bread wheat, Heidari et al. [75] identified a major QTL on the same chromosome (1A),
influencing grain number per spike, grain weight per spike, and spikes/m2. However, their phenotypic
assessment was not performed under heat stress, the marker systems used was different compared
to our study and the locus was identified in the short arm of chromosome 1A. Therefore, it is quite
difficult to align the results from that study to the current one. Another study had previously reported
many MTAs on chromosome 1A detected for yield components under heat stress, but all were found to
have a pleiotropic relationship with days to heading and were also located on the short arm of 1A [26],
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instead of 1AL found here. A heat-specific QTL was also detected on the same chromosome in the short
arm for spikelet compactness and leaf rolling in bread wheat [76]. An earlier study identified a QTL on
1AS for yield but associated with different stress conditions [77]. To the best of our knowledge, this is
the first time that this region on 1AL is presented as associated to GNSpk, HI, and TOL-GY in durum
wheat under heat stress conditions. The second major QTL region was detected on the long arm of
chromosome 5B and found to be associated with GNSpk and the two indices SSI-GY and TOL-GY,
contributing to 37% of the phenotypic variation. A region in the short arm of the same chromosome
has been previously reported to be associated with grain number per square meter in bread wheat [76],
and controlling thousand grain weight in durum wheat [27] under combined drought and heat stress.
Shirdelmoghanloo et al. [25] and Acuna-Galindo et al. [78] reported loci for grain weight and other
important traits on chromosome 5B under heat and non-heat conditions in hexaploid wheat. On
the other hand, the same chromosome has been previously suggested to carry heat-specific QTLs
for yield per se in bread wheat [26]. Sukumaran et al. [27] identified markers for heat susceptibility
(HSI or SSI) and tolerance (TOL) indices for yield and grain number per square meter on the short
arm of the chromosome 5B. Mason et al. [64] also detected QTL for HSI for kernel number on 5BL
in bread wheat. The genomic region identified in this study on 5BL is likely to be a new QTL since
no information has been reported earlier for this locus associated to GNSpk, SSI-GY, and TOL-GY
in durum wheat and specific to heat stress, but we cannot exclude that it overlaps with previously
reported QTLs. A third heat-responsive locus was identified on the short arm of chromosome 6B
related to GY, SSI-GY, GNspk, HI, and Biom accounting for 36% of the phenotypic variance. An earlier
study on bread wheat identified a locus on chromosome 6BS underpinning chlorophyll loss rates and
heat susceptibility index for grain weight and chlorophyll loss rates under heat-stress conditions [25].
Under post-anthesis high temperatures stress, Vijayalakshmi et al. [20] reported a QTL on the short
arm of chromosome 6B for senescence related traits in hexaploid wheat. McIntyre et al. [79] and Pinto
et al. [21] reported QTLs on chromosome 6BL that were associated with many important traits (grain
number per square meter and grain yield and water-soluble carbohydrate content) related to drought
and heat tolerance. Ogbonnaya et al. [26] found a locus on the short arm of chromosome 6B for grain
yield under heat stress in bread wheat. These previously reported QTLs in 6B could overlap with the
one identified in this study, but they were either identified not in association with heat tolerance or
detected in hexaploidy wheat. Therefore, this region is also assumed to have been reported for the
first time here in relationship to heat tolerance for durum wheat. This locus affects multiple traits
(GY, GNspk, HI, Biom, and two heat susceptibility indexes) and hence it is of good importance for
deployment in breeding. The principal breeding objective is to develop varieties with high grain yield
and stability when exposed to different stresses. However, grain yield is a complex trait controlled by
many genes and strongly influenced by the environment [80–86]. Therefore, a good understanding of
traits and underlying loci associated with tolerance to elevated temperatures is of a great importance
for breeding new heat tolerant cultivars [87].

4.3. Pyramiding Heat-Tolerant QTLS via MAS

Three loci on chromosomes 1AL, 5BS, and 6BS showed an additive nature by means of haplotype
analysis (Figure 5), revealing that only the combination of all three positive alleles generated a true
yield advantage. Among the most heat tolerant elite lines identified here ‘Kunmiki’, ‘Berghouata1’,
and ‘Ourgh’ confirmed to harbor the positive alleles for all three loci. This prompts their use in
crossing schemes to pyramid the positive alleles, as well as the deployment of simple marker system to
conduct MAS.

Axiom to KASP marker conversion and validation was attempted for 20 MTAs. Eleven KASP
markers generated polymorphic haplotypes in an independent set of ICARDA elite lines. Four revealed
a significant (p < 0.05) correlation to GY and biomass assessed under severe heat along the Senegal
River Valley (Figure 6). In particular, AX-95182463 tags QTL.ICD.Heat.09 located on chromosome 5B
and it revealed good correlation and sensitivity, but lacks in accuracy and specificity, and it is hence
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protected from Type II errors, but prone to Type I, with several elite lines wrongly identified as carrying
the positive alleles. AX-95260810 tags QTL.ICD.Heat.08, linked to the two stress tolerance indices for
GY (SSI-GY and TOL-GY) located on chromosome 5A. AX-94408589 tags QTL.ICD.Heat.10 located
on chromosome 6B, and associated to several traits GNspk, HI, Biom, SSI-GY. In these two cases, the
KASP markers explained 15% and 33% of the phenotypic variation of an independent validation set,
with 100% and 90% specificity, and 74% and 65% accuracy, but medium sensitivity (43% and 40%). As
such, these markers are protected against Type I errors (no false positive), but prone to Type II errors,
with several elite lines identified as not carrying the positive allele while instead being tolerant to heat.
Hence, while all converted KASP markers are prone to different types of errors, these three markers
can be considered as validated and ready to be deployed in breeding. The combination of the three
might represent a more stringent approach to protect against both types of errors. An additional nine
QTLs were identified in this study, and their KASP conversion and validation are still ongoing and
will require better targeted efforts to be achieved.

5. Conclusions

Heat stress causes a complex cascade of negative effects on the wheat plant, resulting in drastic
reductions in grain yield. The deployment of heat tolerant varieties that will benefit greatly farmers
requires first to enhance our understanding of this mechanism and loci governing it. Our study
combined a discovery phase with a core set tested over two field seasons in Morocco under artificial
heat-treatment with plastic tunnels, followed by a different confirmation set of germplasm grown for
two seasons in Kaedi, Mauritania under severe natural heat, and completed with one final validation
set tested one season in Kaedi. Our results confirmed that spike fertility (GNSpk) and maintenance
of green leaves (Biom) are the most critical traits to drive tolerance to this stress, and hence should
be the primary targets of durum wheat breeders. Further, the deployment of plastic tunnels proved
to be a strategic methodology to study this stress and reveal its mechanisms without affecting the
phenology of the plant. In addition, 12 loci were identified as responsible for controlling the main
heat tolerance traits. Among these, three were activated only when the stress occurred and hence
represent ideal targets for breeding. Two of these were validated into a KASP marker and are now
ready for deployment via MAS, especially if associated with a third, also validated, KASP. Finally,
three ICARDA elite lines and one Moroccan cultivar were confirmed as tolerant to heat, with high
grain yield, and carrying positive alleles for three main QTLs. These are freely available and should be
incorporated as crossing parents by other breeding programs. Altogether, this study has confirmed the
key traits for heat tolerance as well as a new methodology to study it in durum wheat, it has revealed
the main loci controlling these traits and proceeded to validate three of them for MAS, and it has also
provided freely available elite lines to breed new cultivars better adapted to the stress.

Supplementary Materials: Table S1: List of durum wheat genotypes evaluated under plastic tunnel-mediated
heat stress in the present study, Table S2: Markers associated with days to heading (DTH) under heat stress and
normal conditions, Table S3: Sequence information of the KASP markers, Table S4: Pearson correlation matrix
between all the measured traits under heat conditions (upper part) and normal (lower part) conditions. GY—Grain
yield; Biom—Biomass; HI—Harvest index; Spkm2—Spikes per square meter: GNspk—Grain number per spike;
TKW—Thousand kernel weight; DTH—Days to heading. *, ** Significant at the 0.05 and 0.01 probability levels,
respectively, Table S5: Correlation (r), linear regression estimated via ordinary least squares (OLS) and flexible
regression estimated via regression additive model. (a) Under heat stress. (b) Under normal conditions, Table
S6: Regression matrix between the haplotype of the peak markers for the 13 identified QTLs. *, significant loci
similarity at p < 0.05 consistent with homeologous relationship; **, significant loci identity (p < 0.01) consistent
with wrongly assigned genomic position, Figure S1: Plots of the additive regression model showing GNspk, biom,
TKW, spkm2 and HI as the spline function of the target trait grain yield (GY). (a) Under heat stress. (b) Under
normal conditions
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Abstract: Acid soils and associated Al3+ toxicity are prevalent in Ethiopia where normally
Al3+-sensitive durum wheat (Triticum turgidum ssp durum Desf.) is an important crop. To identify
a source of Al3+ tolerance, we screened diverse Ethiopian durum germplasm. As a center of diversity
for durum wheat coupled with the strong selection pressure imposed by extensive acid soils, it was
conceivable that Al3+ tolerance had evolved in Ethiopian germplasm. We used a rapid method
on seedlings to rate Al3+ tolerance according to the length of seminal roots. From 595 accessions
screened using the rapid method, we identified 21 tolerant, 180 intermediate, and 394 sensitive
accessions. When assessed in the field the accessions had tolerance rankings consistent with the rapid
screen. However, a molecular marker specific for the D-genome showed that all accessions rated
as Al3+-tolerant or of intermediate tolerance were hexaploid wheat (Triticum aestivum L.) that had
contaminated the durum grain stocks. The absence of Al3+ tolerance in durum has implications for
how Al3+ tolerance evolved in bread wheat. There remains a need for a source of Al3+-tolerance
genes for durum wheat and previous work that introgressed genes from bread wheat into durum
wheat is discussed as a potential source for enhancing the Al3+ tolerance of durum germplasm.

Keywords: aluminum; resistance; Ethiopia; durum; hydroponics; soil acidity; Triticum turgidum ssp.
durum Desf.

1. Introduction

Durum (Triticum turgidum ssp durum Desf.) wheat and bread wheat (Triticum aestivum L.) provide
the Ethiopian population with a large proportion of its caloric intake [1,2]. Despite a general increase
in production and productivity of wheat during the last two decades (1998–2016), Ethiopia imports
a substantial amount of both durum and bread wheat. Durum production as a proportion of the total
wheat produced in Ethiopia has declined over the past few decades from about 80% in the 1980s to
an estimated current proportion of only about 20%. Despite a reduction in the proportion of grain
produced in Ethiopia, durum constitutes 50% to 80% of the wheat grain imported in any given year [1],
indicating that demand for durum remains strong. One of the abiotic stresses that may be contributing
to the decline in durum production is the prevalence of acid soils in Ethiopia. Durum wheat is very
sensitive of the toxic Al3+ found in acid soil and is the most sensitive of the small-grained crops to Al3+
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toxicity [3]. By contrast, bread wheat has Al3+-tolerant alleles of TaALMT1 [4] and TaMATE1B [5] along
with other yet to be cloned Al3+-tolerance genes [6].

Worldwide, acidic soils are one of the most important limitations to agricultural production [7].
In Ethiopia, acid soils account for about 34% of agricultural land area that range from slight to strongly
acidic soils [8]. Acid soils generally occupy the western part of the country extending from southwest
to northwest, although strongly acidic soils occur mainly in the western part of the country including
the lowlands. Acid soils are particularly prevalent in the highlands of Ethiopia [9] and the application
of lime commonly results in improved yields of various crops [10,11]. The productivity of wheat
over acidic areas of Ethiopia is low as compared to parts of the country where soil acidity is absent.
For instance, in areas with strongly acidic soils, which occur widely in the western and southwestern
parts of the country, the productivity of wheat is as low as 0.8–2.0 t/ha. These areas include West
Wallaga, Illu-Ababora, Jimma, Gamo Gofa, Asosa, and Metekel zones. On the other hand, a relatively
higher grain yield, ranging from 2.5 to 3.1 t/ha, is obtained in regions with near neutral soil pH
including West Arsi, Arsi, Siltie, East Shewa, and Bale zones (Supplementary Materials file, Table S1).

Aluminum is solubilized in acid soils into the toxic Al3+ which in sensitive plants typically
affects the viability of the root apex. Al3+ inhibits root growth resulting in reduced uptake of water
and nutrients ultimately hindering plant growth and development [12]. In addition to its toxic effects
on plant tissues, Al3+ affects nutrient availability within the soil. All of these effects significantly reduce
crop yield. While management, primarily by application of lime, is important for neutralizing acid
soils, this can be costly and it can take years to correct acidity at depth. A complementary strategy for
improving crop production on acid soils is the use of Al3+-tolerant germplasm developed through
breeding or genetic modification along with liming practices. In several crop species, variation in
Al3+ tolerance has been identified and selective breeding programs can be implemented to increase
production on acid soils [13–15]. However as noted above, durum wheat is one of the most Al3+

sensitive of the small-grained crops and shows little variation in Al3+ tolerance [16]. Bread wheat is
hexaploid and possesses the A-, B-, and D-genomes whereas durum wheat is tetraploid possessing
only the A- and B-genomes. Although, as noted below, a major gene for Al3+ tolerance is found
on the D-genome of bread wheat, there are other genes for Al3+ tolerance in bread wheat found on
the A- and B-genomes [6]. Early reports that identified Al3+-tolerant durum genotypes with a level of
tolerance similar to that of bread wheat [17] can now be attributed to misidentification or contamination
of durum grain stocks with bread wheat [18], highlighting the importance of verifying the genetic
identity of germplasm. Bread wheat, in contrast to durum, shows a large variation in Al3+ tolerance
and much of this is conditioned by alleles of the TaALMT1 gene located on chromosome 4D [19]
and TaMATE1B located on chromosome 4B. TaALMT1 encodes an Al3+-activated membrane channel
permeable to malate with the malate exuded by root apices binding toxic Al3+ to protect the developing
roots. Another Al3+ tolerance gene in bread wheat is TaMATE1B that encodes a citrate transporter
in the plasma membrane and in some bread wheat genotypes confers a lower level of tolerance than
TaALMT1 [20] whereas in other genotypes TaMATE1B appears to be the predominant Al3+ tolerance
gene [21]. Both TaALMT1 and TaMATE1B have been introgressed from bread wheat into durum wheat.
This required use of the pairing homeologous (ph1c) mutant to enable TaALMT1 to be transferred from
chromosome 4D in bread wheat to chromosome 4B in durum wheat [20]. In contrast to bread wheat,
for durum seedlings grown on acid soil, TaMATE1B appears to provide a greater level of Al3+ tolerance
than TaALMT1 for reasons that are not understood.

Ethiopia has been considered as a center of diversity for durum germplasm and landraces grown
by farmers are a potential source of agronomically important genes [22,23]. A 90 K single nucleotide
polymorphism (SNP) chip analysis supports the notion that durum wheat in Ethiopia is particularly
diverse [24]. Furthermore, others undertaking similar phylogenetic analyses based on SNP markers
have suggested that Ethiopia is a second center of origin for durum wheat [25]. We speculated that
because of the diversity of the durum germplasm coupled with a strong selection pressure imposed by
extensive areas of acid soils in Ethiopia useful levels of Al3+ tolerance could have evolved in Ethiopian
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durum landraces. Cultivated durum genotypes sourced from various countries were found to be
all Al3+ sensitive [16] whereas others [26] identified relatively tolerant lines in a similar population.
The Ethiopian landraces are likely to be more diverse in their genetic makeup than the populations
previously screened for tolerance and provide an opportunity to identify unique genes that confer
tolerance of acid soils and Al3+ toxicity in particular. As an initial strategy it would be preferable to
identify Al3+ tolerance in germplasm already adapted to Ethiopian conditions instead of introgressing
genes from other sources. In this study we screened a diverse set of Ethiopian durum germplasm
for Al3+ tolerance using a rapid hydroponic screen and then assessed selected lines more thoroughly
in the hydroponic screen and finally in field trials on acid soil. Despite Ethiopia having conditions
that would favor the evolution of Al3+ tolerance, the diverse durum germplasm was found to be Al3+

sensitive and highlighted the importance of verifying the identity of grain stocks. The absence of Al3+

tolerance genes in diverse durum germplasm suggests that genes encoding Al3+ tolerance found on
the A- and B-genomes of bread wheat arose subsequent to the hybridization with the D-genome that
produced hexaploid wheat.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Germplasm

A total of 595 durum wheat accessions obtained from the Ethiopian Biodiversity Institute
(EBI: www.ibc.gov.et; Supplementary Materials file, Table S2), were screened in a series of non-replicated
trials for their Al3+ tolerance using a rapid hydroponic screen. Based on their performance at this
preliminary stage, accessions were classified as Al3+-tolerant, -intermediate, or -sensitive (see below).
Subsequently all the tolerant as well as selected accessions of the intermediate and sensitive classes,
totaling 150 accessions, were evaluated in a replicated hydroponic experiment and a field trial.
For the experiments that screened previously identified Al3+-tolerant lines of durum the selected lines
are described by Raman et al. [26]. A durum line (Langdon 4D (4B)) that has the 4B chromosome
substituted by the 4D chromosome of bread wheat [27] was included as a positive control of a confirmed
Al3+-tolerant durum line [18].

2.2. Hydroponic Culture

A rapid hydroponic screening was undertaken using an apparatus comprised of a plastic basin
(for holding nutrient solution), a plate that held seed of different wheat accessions separately submerged
in nutrient solution and an aeration system (Supplementary Materials file, Figure S1). The method is
based on one described previously [16]. Seedlings grown submerged in the aerated nutrient solution
remained viable and could be transplanted to soil when required to bulk up grain. Grain harvested
from single plants of selected seedlings from this “preliminary” screen was then used in a replicated
hydroponic experiment using the same growth conditions. For the replicated experiment, the average
performance of 10 seedlings for each accession was determined and the experiment repeated three times.

The nutrient solution comprised of 500 μM KNO3, 500 μM CaCl2, 500 μM NH4NO3, 150 μM
MgSO4, 10 μM KH2PO4, 2 μM FeCl3, and 5 μM of Al2SO4.18H2O as described previously [28]. The pH
of the solution was adjusted to about 4.3 with 1 M HCl. Dry grain was immersed in the solution
and seedlings allowed to grow submerged for 5 days in the solution culture with the nutrient solution
changed every day to maintain pH and Al3+ concentration relatively constant. After 5 days seedlings
had typically developed three seminal roots and the total root length was recorded to the nearest 0.1 cm.

We used conventional hydroponics with the same nutrient solution composition as described
above to compare the Al3+ tolerance of a set of durum and bread wheat genotypes in a range of AlCl3
concentrations. Relative root length for the various genotypes was calculated after 3 days growth
as root length in solution that contained Al3+ relative to root length in control solution that lacked Al3+.
Errors associated with relative root length were calculated as described previously [29].
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2.3. Determining the Identity of the Al3+-Tolerant Accessions

The morphological similarity between durum and bread wheat made it difficult to establish
whether the identified Al3+-tolerant lines were durum or bread wheat by using phenotypic traits
alone. Therefore, a polymerase chain reaction (PCR) assay that targeted the Dgas44 sequence was
used to determine whether the lines were durum or bread wheat [30]. Dgas44 is a D-genome specific
repetitive sequence that can be used to distinguish hexaploid wheat from tetraploid wheats that lack
the D-genome [31]. The sequence of forward and reverse primers of Dgas44 marker, respectively,
were 5′-CTTCTGACGGGTCAGGGGCAC-3′ and 5′-CTGAATGCCCCTGCGGCTTAAG-3′.

Ten grain of bulked up samples used in the field trial along with one verified bread wheat cultivar
(Enkoy) and one durum wheat accession (8317), distinguished by its reddish/pinkish seed color, were
planted in pots. Enkoy variety was included as a positive control (i.e., possesses the D-genome
since it is a bread wheat cultivar), while accession 8317 was used as a negative control since it is
a known durum accession that lacks the D-genome. Young green leaves were collected separately
from three individual plants for DNA extraction. Leaf samples were freeze-dried in liquid nitrogen
and pulverized with a Geno/Grinder 2000 and genomic DNA was extracted with a ZymoResearch
kit (Plant/Seed MiniPrep) following the manufacturer’s protocol. The extracted genomic DNA was
quantified with a NanoDrop 2000 UV-Vis Spectrophotometer (Thermo Scientific, Waltham, MA, USA)
and PCR of samples undertaken as previously described [18].

2.4. Field Experiment

The field experiment was conducted at Bedi (38◦36′3” E, 9◦5′59” N), which is located in
Watabicha Minjaro Kebele, Welmera District, West Shewa Zone, Oromia Regional State, Ethiopia
(Supplementary Materials file, Figure S2). It is situated at approximately 35 km west of Addis Ababa
and about 25 km away from Holeta town in the north-east. Crops are generally planted from around
mid-June, though it varies with crop type and the time of onset of rains.

Samples of the reddish-brown soil to a depth of 20 cm were collected from the experimental
plot with an auger in a regular pattern following a line transect. The soil samples were submitted
the following day to JIJE LABOGLASS PLC (Addis Ababa, Ethiopia) for analysis of the major parameters
using standard procedures as shown in Table 1. Characterized as a clay type, the pH of a water extract
of the soils was found to be 4.92 indicating acidity and the likely presence of Al3+ toxicity. Note that
a water extract will generally have a higher pH value than if a CaCl2 solution is used for the extraction.
For the limed treatments 451 kg of CaCO3 was manually applied to the soil the year prior to the trial
covering an area of 200 m2. The lime was obtained from Guder Lime Factory (Guder, West Shewa Zone,
Ethiopia) through collaboration with Oromia Agriculture and Rural Development Bureau. The plot
was then ploughed immediately and re-ploughed after a week to thoroughly mix the lime with the soil
to a depth of about 20 cm so that Al3+ would be detoxified in the soil solution.

A total of 150 accessions were selected based on their response to Al3+ toxicity in the preliminary
hydroponic screen described above. These accessions were planted during the major rainy season on
limed and un-limed plots in the field using a randomized complete block design. The two treatments of
the experiment (limed and un-limed blocks) were each replicated twice, and the replicated blocks were
spaced 1 m apart such that the long edge of the blocks were arranged adjacent to one another. All 150
accessions were planted side by side in each block resulting in a total area of 30 × 2 m for each block.
Individual accessions were planted within the blocks randomly in single rows 2 m long with 20 cm
spacing between rows. Contamination of un-limed plots with lime through erosion and splashing
was avoided by considering slope and spacing factors in the experimental layout. Specifically, plots
at a higher slope were assigned as un-limed plots and were separated from the limed plots by 2 m.
N and P fertilizers were applied after 3–4 weeks of planting as urea and di-ammonium phosphate
at blanket recommendation rate (100 kg/ha) since there was no pre-determined site-specific fertilizer
application rate. Hand-weeding was done at early seedling stage (about one month) and before
the booting stage. Mature plants were harvested to measure total biomass and grain yield.
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Table 1. Chemical and physical characteristics of the soils of the study area.

Soil Parameter Value

pH (water extract; 1:1.25) 4.92

Buffer pH (water extract 1:2) 5.57

Electrical conductivity (dS/m) 0.07

Organic matter (%) 4.01

Total N (%) 0.78

Available P (mg/kg) 8.87

Exchangeable acidity (meq/100 g) 2.23

CEC and exchangeable
bases (cmol (+)/kg)

CEC 27.19

Ca 5.27

Mg 0.66

K 0.91

Texture

Clay (%) 59

Silt (%) 28

Sand (%) 13

Soil class Clay

2.5. Statistical Analysis

Normality of distributions of the replicated hydroponic and field data were tested with SPSS
version 24 (IBM SPSS statistics for Windows 2016, Version 24.0. Armonk, NY, USA: IBM Corp.)
and RStudio (version 1.0.143: Integrated Development for R. RStudio, Inc., Boston, MA, USA.
Retrieved from www.rstudio.com). The non-parametric (Kruskal–Wallis) and parametric ANOVA were
computed either with RStudio or SPSS in order to determine whether there was significant difference
between accessions for their performance in Al3+ treatments. The general linear model in which both
accessions and replications were considered as fixed factors was used for analysis of variance.
The median absolute deviation, a non-parametric statistic, was computed with RStudio to assess the level
of variability attributed to the trait. Furthermore, post-hoc analysis was conducted using Tukey’s
honestly significant difference for parametric statistics, while a nonparametric post-hoc was done with
Dunn’s test, a Kruskal–Wallis test based post-hoc with “agricolae” package of RStudio. The coefficient
of determination (r2) was calculated to examine the relationship between various variables.

3. Results

3.1. Hydroponic Screen

Durum wheat accessions (595) were initially screened for Al3+ tolerance using a rapid hydroponic
method of submerged seedlings. These accessions sometimes comprised of two or more genotypes
since there was a large variation in performance between individual plants of the accession (Figure 1).
Furthermore, there were visually observable differences within an accession such as variation in grain
color. To take this heterogeneity into account an accession was scored based on its best-performing
seedling. The use of average performance of plants in representing an accession would have resulted
in rejection of many accessions because of a poor average performance such that a single plant within
the accession with an acceptable level of Al3+ tolerance would be lost.

Accessions were classified into three phenotypic classes based on their total root length as tolerant
(≥3.1 cm), intermediate (≤3.0 cm but ≥2.1 cm) and susceptible (≤2.0 cm). Moreover, accession 6956
was included in the tolerant class because of its exceptionally long primary seminal root. Using this
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criterion 21 accessions were classed as tolerant, 180 as intermediate, and 394 as susceptible to Al3+

toxicity (Supplementary Materials file, Table S3).

Figure 1. Examples of seedlings grown for 5 days in Al3+-containing nutrient solution. Accessions
204399 and 214516 were scored as tolerant as was accession 234641 that was clearly segregating for
tolerance. Accession 238131 was scored as sensitive. Individual seedlings identified within an accession
to be tolerant were planted out to bulk up grain and the harvested grain used in a further hydroponic
screen and a field trial.

A total of 150 accessions that included all 21 of the Al3+-tolerant class, 79 of the best performers
of the intermediate class, and a random selection of 50 of the sensitive class were evaluated in three
replications to more precisely characterize their Al3+ tolerance. In this experiment accessions were
represented in each experiment by the average performance of ≥10 seedlings using grain harvested
from individually selected seedlings. The performance of accessions in the replicated experiment
using the same hydroponic method as the preliminary screen was well correlated with the preliminary
screen (r2 = 0.72; Figure 2).

Figure 2. Relationship between total root length of the individual seedlings selected (total root length
from the preliminary screen, n = 1 for each accession) that had the longest roots and the total root
length of the resulting progeny of the selections showing the average of 10 or more seedlings (in three
replications). Error bars indicate the standard error of the mean for the three replications.

3.2. Field Experiment

The set of 150 selections used in the replicated hydroponic screen was assessed in the field
on an acid soil. As there was limited grain harvested from single plants of the selected seedlings,
the accessions were assessed as single rows 2 m long on both an un-amended plot and an equivalent
plot that had been amended with lime to neutralize the acidity. The grain yield and biomass means for
the limed plots of all accessions combined was greater than the means of the acid plot indicating that
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soil acidity was clearly present at this site. Grain yield on the acid site was reduced on average to only
18% of the limed site whereas biomass was reduced to 28% of the limed site (Figure 3).

Figure 3. Liming improves biomass and grain yield of Ethiopian accessions grown on an acid soil.
Ethiopian accessions (150) were grown in single rows 2 m long on an acid soil and the same soil that
had lime incorporated to a depth of 20 cm. Final biomass and grain yield were determined and data
of all accessions were combined with error bars indicating the standard error of the mean (n = 150).
Student’s t-test indicated significant differences between treatments (***; p < 0.001).

The performance of the Al3+-tolerant lines on the un-limed acid plot was remarkable and clearly
distinct from that of the sensitive accessions. Figure 4 shows the relative (un-limed/limed) biomass
and grain yields of the accessions selected for the field trial against the root length as determined in
the preliminary screen.

Figure 4. Root length as determined with the rapid screen identifies Al3+-tolerant accessions based on
both mature biomass (A) and grain yield (B). The preliminary root length is a measure of the total root
length of the most tolerant seedling in the pool of seedlings assessed for each accession. The dashed
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vertical lines denote the cut-off points for root lengths of seedlings initially classed as; tolerant: >3.0 cm;
intermediate: 2.0–3.0 cm; sensitive: <2.0 cm. The single seedling was grown to seed and the resulting
progeny grown in two replicates as 2 m rows on un-limed and limed plots. The mean of the replicates
was used to calculate the relative biomass and relative grain yields where values for the un-limed plots
were divided by the limed plots and multiplied by 100 to express data as a percentage. The solid line
shows a linear regression with r2 = 0.56 for (A) and r2 = 0.52 for (B).

Expressing data in relative terms takes into account inherent differences in plant vigor when
Al3+ is absent but a similar relationship was found when using unmodified data of only the acid plot
(Supplementary Materials file, Figure S3). Biomass and final grain yield of genotypes grown in the acid
trial were strongly correlated (Figure 5A). When biomass and grain yield data were combined within
each grouping of lines selected from the preliminary screen (sensitive, intermediate, and tolerant),
they showed rankings consistent with their grouping based on the screen (Figure 5B).

Figure 5. Relative biomass and relative grain yield are highly correlated and the classification of
accessions into groups with the preliminary screen of Al3+-tolerant, -intermediate, and -sensitive
is consistent with final biomass and grain yield. Biomass and grain yield of accessions grown on
the un-limed plot are expressed as a percent of the limed plot using the procedure described in
the legend of Figure 4. (A) Relationship between relative biomass and relative grain yield for all
accessions grown in the field (r2 = 0.84). (B) Relative biomass and relative grain yield of all accessions
allocated to the three classes were combined with error bars denoting the standard error and a one-way
ANOVA of the data showed significant differences between all groups for each of biomass and grain
yield (ANOVA on ranks p < 0.001 between classes; n = 47 for Sensitive, n = 83 for Intermediate,
and n = 20 for Tolerant classes).

Since previous studies have found that stocks of durum wheat lines can be contaminated with
bread wheat, we sought to verify that both Al3+-tolerant and -intermediate selections were indeed
durum wheat. It can sometimes be difficult to distinguish the species based solely on the phenotypes
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so we used the Dgas molecular marker that is unique to the D-genome to distinguish the species.
Using Dgas we found that all the Al3+-tolerant and -intermediate accessions were actually bread wheat
(Figure 6), with only the most sensitive genotypes being durum wheat.

Figure 6. Examples of accessions screened by PCR for the Dgas sequence. Panel (A) is of Al3+-tolerant
selections while panel (B) are all Al3+-sensitive selections except for the first lane after the DNA ladder.
Most samples are shown as duplicates in lanes side by side except for the last lane of (A) (arrow)
whose duplicate is the first lane of (B) (arrow). The lane on the left is a 100 bp DNA ladder with sizes of
the smallest four markers shown on the right. A band at about 300 bp is indicative of the presence of
the D-genome. Blk is a no DNA sample while C1 is a known durum wheat (accession 8317) and C2
is a known bread wheat variety (Enkoy). All lines (38 lines) that yielded more than 3.5 g per row in
the field trial (Supplementary Materials file, Figure S3B) were analyzed and all possessed the 300 bp
band indicating that they were hexaploid wheat.

3.3. Other Potential Sources of Al3+-Tolerant Durum Wheat

As discussed in the Introduction, the Al3+ tolerance of durum has been enhanced by introgression
of genes from bread wheat although not into Ethiopian germplasm [20]. As an alternate source of genes,
a previous report identified three out of 420 tetraploid genotypes screened that were comparatively
Al3+ tolerant although they did not approach the tolerance shown by a tolerant bread wheat used
as a check line [26]. The lines had been confirmed as tetraploid with a molecular marker specific for
the D-genome, so these genotypes were a potential source of genes that could be used in direct crosses
to Ethiopian lines. To establish if these three lines had a useful level of Al3+ tolerance, we assessed
their performance in hydroponic culture against bread wheat lines that varied in tolerance as well
as a 4D (4B) substitution line of durum. However, all three lines were rated as sensitive with the best
performer having a similar level of tolerance as Al3+-sensitive bread wheat (Figure 7). By contrast,
a durum line where the 4B chromosome was substituted by the 4D chromosome of hexaploid wheat
had a level of Al3+ tolerance comparable to the tolerant hexaploids.
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Figure 7. Relative Al3+ tolerance of durum wheat genotypes previously identified as being relatively
Al3+ tolerant in comparison to a durum substitution line with chromosome 4D of bread wheat and bread
wheat lines possessing Al3+-tolerant and -sensitive alleles of the TaALMT1 gene. Bellaroi is an Australian
durum wheat cultivar; lines 202, 249, and 267 are accessions previously classified as being Al3+-tolerant
durum genotypes [26]; Langdon is the parental durum cultivar used to generate the 4D substitution line;
4D (4B) is a durum line in the Langdon background where chromosome 4B has been substituted with
chromosome 4D; Egret is an Al3+-sensitive bread wheat cultivar; ET8 and Carazinho are Al3+-tolerant
bread wheat lines. Root length is expressed as percent relative to a zero control and error bars indicate
cumulative errors of three to five seedlings.

4. Discussion

4.1. A Rapid Screen Proves Robust and Correlates with Grain Yield in Field Trials when Ranking Wheat
Germplasm for Al3+ Tolerance

In this work we screened Ethiopian durum accessions for Al3+ tolerance first using a high
throughput method with hydroponics, then with a replicated hydroponic screen and finally in the field
on acid soil. Ethiopian durum accessions that include landraces are reported to show great diversity
for many traits and molecular analyses have verified the unique nature of this germplasm [24].
However, despite this diversity our work shows that there does not appear to be useful levels of Al3+

tolerance in Ethiopian durum wheat and that seedlings identified to be Al3+ tolerant were in fact
contaminating bread wheat. It should be noted that many of the accessions classed as tolerant only had
a few Al3+-tolerant seedlings indicating that the durum grain stocks had been contaminated with bread
wheat grain. This was verified by the use of a molecular marker that confirmed Al3+-tolerant seedlings
to be bread wheat. We conclude that the rapid screen was sufficiently robust as a preliminary screen
to identify Al3+-tolerant bread wheat contaminants. The accessions ranked as having intermediate
tolerance in the preliminary screen could still have conferred a useful level of Al3+ tolerance for durum
if they ranked similarly in the field. However, in the field the best performing accessions ranked
as having intermediate Al3+ tolerance from the preliminary screen were all identified as bread wheat
(Figure 6 and Supplementary Materials Figure S3B). Nevertheless, there exist Al3+-sensitive genotypes
of bread wheat so the rapid screen does not replace the use of a molecular marker in identifying
bread wheat lines. Verifying the identity of durum wheat grain stocks is of particular importance for
germplasm banks but should also be confirmed by researchers. Bread wheat genotypes in the past
have been mistakenly identified as durum wheat and the most relevant to this study was the incorrect
identification of Al3+-tolerant durum lines that were subsequently found to be bread wheat [17,18].
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In some cases, bread wheat has morphological characteristics in the field that are similar to durum
wheat emphasizing the need for molecular analysis to establish the species identity [32].

The absence of Al3+ tolerance in unmodified Triticum turgidum ssp durum Desf. is consistent
with previous studies that screened durum cultivars with presumably a lower level of diversity than
the Ethiopian germplasm and also showed no or only a comparatively low level of Al3+ tolerance [16].
The simple and rapid screen undertaken with minimal equipment over only 5 days growth with
seedlings submerged in nutrient solution showed a remarkable consistency in classifying the relative
tolerance of germplasm grown in the field and measured for mature biomass and even grain yield
(Figure 5B). Although there was a good general agreement of the hydroponic screens with performance
of accessions in the field, there were exceptions. For instance, several accessions rated as having
intermediate tolerance with the preliminary screen were the best or amongst the best for grain yield in
the field (Figure 4B). This finding emphasizes the importance of verifying selections on acid soil whether
in the field or in pots and that while hydroponic screens allow for rapid assessment of germplasm,
the relative tolerance of genotypes can differ when grown in soil. For instance, a durum line carrying
the TaMATE1B gene introgressed from hexaploid wheat (see below) shows marginal Al3+-tolerance in
hydroponics that is considerably less than a line carrying TaALMT1, whereas the situation is reversed
when the lines are grown on acid soil, with TaMATE1B lines outperforming TaALMT1 lines [20].

4.2. The Evolution of Al3+ Tolerance in Bread Wheat Occurred Subsequent to the Hybridization of
the D-Genome

Here we show that durum lines previously reported to be relatively Al3+-tolerant [26] had a level
of tolerance similar to sensitive wheat (Figure 7), confirming the absence of useful Al3+ tolerance in
durum wheat germplasm (excluding lines where genes from hexaploid wheat have been introgressed
as discussed below). This observation is puzzling given reports of the presence of Al3+ tolerance genes
on the A- and B-genomes of bread wheat. Although TaALMT1, the major gene for Al3+ tolerance in
bread wheat, is located on chromosome 4D, there are several loci on the A- and B-genomes reported to
confer Al3+ tolerance [6]. For example, TaMATE1B the only Al3+ tolerance gene other than TaALMT1
that has been cloned from bread wheat, is located on chromosome 4B [33]. We surmise that the absence
of Al3+ tolerance genes in diverse durum germplasm suggests that the multiple Al3+ tolerance genes
found in bread wheat arose subsequent to the hybridization of the D-genome with the A- and B-genomes
some 10,000 years ago. Transposable elements have been shown to enhance the level of expression of
genes encoding transport proteins such as those of the MATE family [34] that confer Al3+ tolerance.
The event of polyploidization commonly results in genome instability including the activation of
transposable elements [35]. It is conceivable that activation of transposons when the hexaploid was
formed has been key in enabling bread wheat to evolve Al3+ tolerance.

4.3. Strategies to Enhance the Al3+ Tolerance of Ethiopian Durum Wheat

To date the only durum germplasm verified to be Al3+ tolerant are those that were developed
by introgression of Al3+ tolerance genes from bread wheat into durum wheat [20]. In those cases,
the ph1c mutant was used to introgress the TaALMT1 gene located on chromosome 4D of bread wheat
and steps taken to avoid the hybrid necrosis that can occur when crossing bread to durum wheat to
introgress the TaMATE1B gene on chromosome 4B. This germplasm is not considered to be genetically
modified since it was developed by so-called natural means and can therefore be used in the field
without restrictions. The germplasm is a source of Al3+ tolerance genes in a durum background that
could be used to introgress one or both genes derived from bread wheat into selected Ethiopian durum
germplasm. Many of the farms that grow durum wheat in Ethiopia are small holdings and it has
been found that landraces otherwise known as “farmer’s varieties” perform better than “improved”
germplasm under many situations [36]. With this in mind it may be useful to cross the Al3+-tolerant
germplasm described above into selected landraces adapted to local regions. Using local landraces
as recurrent parents in multiple backcrosses while tracking the presence of Al3+ tolerance genes using
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molecular markers should maintain the germplasm with various valuable landrace traits that could
otherwise be lost [37]. The TaMATE1B gene seems a preferred candidate at this stage since it appears
to be more effective than TaALMT1 in a durum background and there exists a co-dominant marker
that can be used to track the tolerant allele [20]. A recent publication has shown that the TaMATE1B
gene introgressed into a durum genetic background confers a marked ability of roots from mature
plants to withstand Al3+ toxicity when grown in an acid soil [38]. A simple backcrossing program
where a single gene is introgressed into landraces could be useful in establishing whether or not
TaMATE1B can improve durum grain production of landraces on acid soils of Ethiopia. We speculate
that introgressing both TaALMT1 with TaMATE1B may provide the greatest level of Al3+ tolerance to
durum wheat as has been found for some bread wheat genotypes.

5. Conclusions

Here we show that despite the diversity of Ethiopian durum germplasm and large regions of acid
soils, conditions conducive for the evolution of Al3+ tolerance, a useful level of Al3+ tolerance was
not detected. A high throughput screen identified Al3+-tolerant seedlings within accessions but all of
them were shown to be contaminating bread wheat. This finding highlights the importance of correct
identification of germplasm and confirmation of species identity with molecular markers particularly
for closely-related species. The finding that Ethiopian durum germplasm is Al3+ sensitive is consistent
with Al3+ tolerance having evolved in bread wheat subsequent to the hybridization of the D-genome
with the A- and B-genomes. A field trial on acid soil showed biomass and grain yields that correlated
with classifications based on a high throughput screen, confirming the utility of the rapid screen for
preliminary assessment of germplasm.

Supplementary Materials: The following are available online at http://www.mdpi.com/2073-4395/9/8/440/s1,
Figure S1: Photographs of the components of the hydroponic system. (A) The plastic cups to which dry grain was
added. The holes allowed aeration of grain while the cups themselves separated the accessions from one another.
The slots in the plastic stands at the end of a series of cups enabled the long air stone to be inserted and held
firm. (B) Top view showing air stones and pumps along with the plastic basin used to hold the nutrient solution.
(C) Top view of assembled equipment showing plastic cups with a partitioning plate inserted within each cup so
that two accessions could be placed into each cup and separated from one another. Nutrient solution was added to
the basin to fill and cover the cups that held the grain. The holes in the cups allowed sufficient aeration for growth
of seedlings. Nutrient solution was changed every day to maintain pH at about 4.3 and Al2SO4 at 5 μM. Figure S2:
Location of the study area in Ethiopia. Figure S3: Relationships between Al3+ tolerance determined with a rapid
screen and (A) biomass or (B) grain yield for durum accessions grown on an acid plot in the field. Table S1:
Wheat production across zones and special districts of Ethiopia showing yields averaged over 5 years. Table S2:
Passport data of durum accessions used in hydroponics screening for Al3+ tolerance. Table S3: Preliminary screen
of Al3+ tolerance of 594 Ethiopian durum wheat accessions grown in Al3+-containing nutrient solution where
total root length after 5 days growth was used to classify genotypes.
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Abstract: In Chile, durum wheat is cultivated in high-yielding Mediterranean environments, therefore
breeding programs have selected cultivars with high yield potential in addition to grain quality.
The genetic progress in grain yield (GY) between 1964 and 2010 was 72.8 kg ha−1 per year. GY
showed a positive and significant correlation with days to heading, kernels per unit ground area and
thousand kernel weight. The gluten and protein content tended to decrease with the year of cultivar
release. The correlation between the δ13C of kernels and GY was negative and significant (−0.62,
p < 0.05, for all cultivars; and −0.97, p < 0.001, excluding the two oldest cultivars). The yield progress
(genetic plus agronomic improvements) of a set of 40–46 advanced lines evaluated between 2006 and
2015 was 569 kg ha−1 per year. Unlike other Mediterranean agro-environments, a longer growing
cycle together with taller plants seems to be related to the increase in the GY of Chilean durum wheat
during recent decades.

Keywords: agronomic traits; carbon isotope; days to heading; grain quality; yield components

1. Introduction

Durum wheat (Triticum turgidum L. ssp. durum) covers ~17 million hectares worldwide, which is
less than 10% of the total wheat area. However, its importance for human consumption is very high
because it is used for making pasta, couscous, burghul and firik [1]. According to the International
Grain Council, the largest producers of wheat in the world are the European Union, Canada, the United
States, Turkey and Algeria.

For the production of high-quality durum wheat, dry environments are necessary, with warm days
and cold nights during the growing season so that large grains are obtained with yellow color, vitreous
kernels (more than 95%), hard texture and high test weight (about 82 kg hL−1), alongside high protein
content (greater than 10%) and strong gluten (greater than 30% wet gluten), which gives elasticity to
dough for industrial use [2]. In Chile, durum wheat is grown in Mediterranean climate environments
from the Valparaíso Region (32 ◦S) to the Biobio Region (37 ◦S), but mostly under irrigation conditions
or in areas where rainfall is sufficient to satisfy most or all of the crop potential evapotranspiration.
The sowing area has increased from 9600 ha in 2001 to 27,000 ha in 2015, and the average yield for
2011–2015 was 6.7 Mg ha−1 [3].

Wheat yields in different regions of the world have increased greatly since the 1960s as a result of
genetic improvement and better agronomic practices [4]. With the Green Revolution, breeding programs
have seen the introduction of semi-dwarfing genes that interfere with the action or production of
gibberellin [5], leading to a reduction in plant size and an increase in the partitioning of the above-ground
biomass towards spikes and grains [6,7]. In bread wheat, the genetic gain in grain yield (GY) was
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positively correlated with harvest index and the number of grains per spike and per m2 [6,8]. In durum
wheat, a Spanish study conducted with 12 cultivars from Italy and 12 from Spain released between
1930 and 2000 showed that the changes in grain yield were also associated with increases in the harvest
index and number of grains per m2 [9]. Another study carried out on 14 cultivars released in Italy
between 1900 and 2000 indicated that the total aerial biomass had not changed and that the increase
in yield was associated with a reduction in plant height and an increase in the harvest index and
number of grains per m2 [10]. These studies in durum wheat have been conducted under rain fed
conditions and yields were below 6 Mg ha−1, however, there is no information about the genetic
progress in durum wheat in high yield potential environments (>10 Mg ha−1) and how grain quality
traits have been affected. Moreover, these works have not focused on studying exclusively the trends
in breeding advances of post-Green-Revolution (i.e., semi-dwarf) durum wheat cultivars during the
last half-century. This is despite the importance of this issue in the context of climate change and the
fact that at least for bread wheat, there are studies reporting a stagnation in yields (or at least a drastic
decrease in genetic advance) during the last decade [11].

In bread wheat, grain protein content, sedimentation value and wet gluten have increased in
modern cultivars [8,12–14]. In durum wheat, modern dwarf and semi-dwarf cultivars have a higher
gluten index compared to landraces or traditional Mediterranean cultivars [15]. Subira et al. [16] also
reported significant changes in grain quality traits in a historical series of 24 durum wheat cultivars
released in Italy and Spain in different periods of the 20th Century, particularly in gluten strength,
sedimentation index and yellow color index. High protein content and ‘strong’ gluten are necessary to
process semolina into a suitable final pasta product.

Physiological changes associated with breeding advances have also been reported for bread and
durum wheat. For instance, modern bread wheat presented higher stomatal conductance (on an area
basis) and carbon isotope discrimination (Δ13C; or a lower carbon isotope composition, δ13C), and
lower oxygen isotope composition (δ18O) than older varieties [8,17–19]. In durum wheat, modern
varieties have higher Δ13C (or lower δ13C) compared to landraces [20–22], although no clear differences
were found for δ18O [21]. However, no information exists for durum wheat growing in a high-yielding
Mediterranean environment.

The aim of this work was to analyze a) the changes in agronomic traits, grain quality and isotope
composition in a set of ten durum wheat cultivars released in Chile between 1964 and 2010; and b) the
progress in grain yield, plant height and test weight in selected advanced lines from the Instituto de
Investigaciones Agropecuarias (INIA)-Chile breeding program. The experiments were conducted in a
high-yielding Mediterranean environment between 2006 and 2015.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Experimental Site, Plant Material and Growing Conditions

The experiments were conducted at the Santa Rosa experimental field station (36◦32′ S, 71◦55′ W;
220 m.a.s.l.) of the Centro Regional de Investigación (CRI)-Quilamapu, Instituto de Investigaciones
Agropecuarias (INIA). The climate corresponds to a humid Mediterranean type. During the
experimental period (2006–2015), the monthly minimum average temperature was 3.1 ◦C (July)
and the maximum 29.6 ◦C (January), and the average annual precipitation was 903 mm (Supplemental
Table S1). The soil was a sandy loam, humic haploxerands (Andisol). Soil chemical characteristics of
the top 10 cm were: pH 6.0, 8.87 mg kg−1 of N-N03; 17.05 mg kg−1 of P (Olsen), 0.45% of N-total, 4.5%
of C and 0.33, 5.75, 0.65 and 0.48, cmol kg−1 of available K, Ca, Mg and Na, respectively [23].

Two different experiments were conducted. In the first experiment, ten cultivars released by the
INIA breeding wheat program from 1964 to 2010 (Table 1) were evaluated during three consecutive
seasons (2010 to 2012). The INIA cultivars derive from germplasm introduced from the International
Maize and Wheat Improvement Center (CIMMYT) and probably all of them have the Rht-B1 gene.
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Table 1. Cultivars of durum wheat released by the wheat breeding program of the Chilean INIA
between 1964 and 2010.

Cultivar Year 1 Cross/Pedigree

Alifén 1964 CAPELLI//ST 464
Quilafén 1970 YT54/Nl08//LD 357/2 *TC
Chagual INIA 1986 2156 3/AA” S”//PG” S”
Chonta INIA 1990 FRIGATTE”S”//RUFF/FLAMINGO”S”
Licán INIA 1990 RUFF “S”/FG”S”//MEX/3/SHWA”S”
Llareta INIA 1997 D67.54.4.9A//JORI’S’/ROSNER DURUM 119-200-4Y/3/ SAHEL77
Guayacán INIA 1997 ALTAR84/STINT”S”//SILVER
Corcolén INIA 2002 ALGA”S”/3/CANDEALFENS5/FLAMINGO”S”//PETREL”S”/

4/CHURRILLA”S”/5/AUK”S”/6/RUFF”S”/FLAMINGO”S”//
FLAMINGO”S”/CRANE”S”/3/YAVOROS 79/HUITLES”S”

Lleuque INIA 2009 YEL”S”/BAR”S”/3/GR”S”/AFN//CR”S”/5/DOM”S”//CR”S”*2/
GS”S”/3/SCO”S”/4/HORA/6/LAP76/GULL”S”/7/LICAN

QUC 3104–2005 2 2010 ALTAR84/ALD”S”//STN”S”/CHEN”S”/ALTAR84/4/ATES1D
1 Year of cultivar release; 2 experimental line.

The experimental design was a complete block with four replications. Each plot consisted of
five rows of 2.5 m length and 0.2 m apart. Sowing dates were in August of each year and the sowing
rate was 220 kg ha−1. Fertilization consisted of 1.5 t ha−1 of lime (88%–90% CaCO3) before sowing,
260 kg ha−1 of diammonium phosphate (46% P2O5, 18% N), 200 kg ha−1 of potassium magnesium
sulfate (22% K2O, 18% MgO, 22% S), 90 kg ha−1 of potassium chloride (60% K2O), 10 kg ha−1 of
boronatrocalcite and 3 kg ha−1 of zinc sulfate (35% Zn) at sowing. After sowing, an extra 133 kg ha−1

of urea (46% of N) was applied at tillering initiation (Zadoks 20; [24]) and 201 kg ha−1 at the first
node (Zadoks 31). Plots were furrow irrigated according to the needs of the crop (3–4 irrigations of
~50 mm each, per season). Weeds were controlled using the pre-emergence herbicide Bacara Forte
360SC, Bayer Crop Science (800 mL ha−1; 12:12:12% w/v a.i. of flufenacet/flurtamone/diflufenican)
and the post-emergence Ajax, Anasac, Chile (10 g ha−1; 50% w/w a.i. of metsulfuron-methyl) and
MCPA 750 SL, Anasac, Chile (800 mL ha−1; 95% w/v a.i. of 2-methyl-4-chlorophenoxyacetic acid)).
Since the oldest cultivars showed susceptibility to rust (Puccinia striiformis and Puccinia triticina), two
applications were made of the foliar fungicide Juwel-Top, Basf (100 mL ha−1; 12.5:12.5:15% a.i. of
kresoxim-methyl/epoxiconazole/phenopropimorph). These applications were made before symptoms
appeared, to avoid any interference of these diseases in the development of the plants.

In the second experiment, a selection of 46 advanced lines (F6–F8) of durum wheat from the
breeding program (Durum Yield Nursery) and four check cultivars (Llareta-INIA, Corcolén-INIA,
Lleuque-INIA and Queule-INIA) were tested each year from 2006 to 2015. Two trials of 25 genotypes
each, including check cultivars, were established each year in an α-lattice design with five incomplete
blocks per replicate, each block containing five genotypes. There were four replicates per genotype.
The plots consisted of five rows of 2 m length and 0.20 m between rows. The seed rate was the
equivalent of 220 kg ha−1. The sowing date was August of each year. Crop fertilization and weed
control were as recommended for each year. Plots were furrow irrigated according to crop need
(3–4 irrigations of ~50 mm each, per season). These trials were regularly conducted by the breeding
program in order to test the most promising advance lines in comparison with the commercial cultivars
(check cultivars); those advance lines with outstanding performance were evaluated for more than one
year, and the rest were replaced by new ones. As a consequence, the set of advance lines evaluated in
each year was composed of different elite genotypes.

2.2. Agronomic Traits

In Experiment 1 the following traits were evaluated: (a) Days from emergence to heading (DH)
through periodic observations (twice per week), when approximately half of the spikes in the plot
had already extruded; (b) the number of spikes per m2 (SM2) by counting the spikes in a 1.0 m length
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of a row; (c) the harvest index (HI), determined from a sample from the 1.0 m row at maturity and
calculated as the ratio of grain dry weight to total above ground dry weight; (d) the number of kernels
per spike (KS) and thousand kernel weight (TKW) from 25 spikes taken at random from each plot and
(e) the number of kernels per m2 (KM2) calculated as SM2 × KS. In Experiments 1 and 2, plant height
(PH) from the ground to the top of the spike, excluding awns, was measured at maturity, and GY was
assessed by harvesting 2 m2 (five rows, 2 m long).

2.3. Grain Quality

The test weight was evaluated in Experiments 1 (2010) and 2 (2006 to 2015), in samples of wheat
free of impurities (obtained from each genotype and replicate) using a 250 cc Schopper scale (Louis
Schopper, Germany). In addition, grain samples obtained from the genotypes and replicates evaluated
in Experiment 1 (in 2010) were ground in mill for wet gluten and protein content determination.
Wet gluten content was determined according to the International Approved Methods of Analysis
(AACCI Method 38–12.02) in 10 g of pure flour mixed with 5.5 mL of a 2% saline solution, which
was homogenized and then placed in a gluten washer (Glutomatic® 2200, Perten Instruments, USA)
for 5 min; then the wet gluten was weighed and expressed as a percentage of the amount of pure
flour. Protein content (%) was also determined in ground grain samples placed in a quartz cuvette and
the reflectance spectrum between 800 and 2500 nm was determined using near infrared reflectance
spectroscopy (NIRS), Bruker, USA. Yellow berry incidence was assessed on 100 g of kernels, separating
and weighing the affected grains and then expressed in percentage.

2.4. Total N Content and C and N Isotope Analyses

Measurements were performed in mature grains harvested in 2011 (Experiment 1). The total
N content was analyzed using an elemental analyzer (Flash 1112 EA; ThermoFinnigan, Bremen,
Germany). The stable carbon (13C/12C) and nitrogen (15N/14N) isotope ratios of the same mature grains
were determined in the same elemental analyzer coupled with an isotope ratio mass spectrometer
(Delta C IRMS, ThermoFinnigan, Bremen, Germany). Nitrogen was expressed as a concentration (g N
per g of dry weight) and atropine was used as a system check in the elemental analyses of nitrogen.
The 13C/12C ratios of plant material were expressed in δ notation: δ13C = (13C/12C) sample/(13C/12C)
standard – 1, where ‘sample’ refers to plant material and ‘standard’ of known 13C/12C ratios. The
15N/14N ratios were also expressed in δ notation (δ15N) using international secondary standards of
known 15N/14N ratios. More details are described in del Pozo et al. [8]. Measurements were performed
at the Scientific Facilities of the University of Barcelona.

2.5. Data Analysis

Complete block analysis of variance (ANOVA) were performed for the set of cultivars evaluated in
Experiment 1 using IBM SPSS Statistics software (SPSS Inc, USA). In addition, correlation analyses were
performed between the year of cultivar release and agronomic, grain quality and isotope composition
traits, and among the different traits. Trends for grain yield, plant height and test weight of 46 advanced
lines and cultivars evaluated from 2005 to 2015 in Experiment 2 are also presented.

3. Results

3.1. Agronomic Traits in Cultivars Released During the Past Six Decades

Days to heading differed significantly among cultivars and also the year × cultivar interaction
was significant (Table 2); it reduced in the 1990s, but then increased in the 2000s (Figure 1A). Plant
height was significantly (p < 0.001) reduced from 108 cm in the 1960s to 90 cm in the 1970s, with a
slight increase in 2010 (Table 2; Figure 1B).
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Table 2. Mean sum of squares of the analysis of variance (ANOVA) for agronomic traits of ten durum
wheat cultivars cultivated during three growing seasons (2010–2012).

Source of
Variation

d.f. DH GY PH SM2 KS KM2 TKW HI

Year 2 238.9 187.9 418.1 413,645 420.6 345.5 × 106 63.5 0.017
Cultivar 9 84.2 20.3 456.7 36,213 287.0 50.4 × 106 292.5 0.019

Block 3 0.7 9.0 6.9 5219 16.3 19.5 × 106 0.2 0.001
Year × Cultivar 18 2.7 3.0 12.1 16,296 29.6 20.1 × 106 7.1 0.001

Residual 87 0.4 1.7 10.3 5040 11.5 12.8 × 106 2.9 0.001
Total 120

Level of significance is indicated in bold (p < 0.01) and cursive (p < 0.05). DH: Days to heading; GY: Grain yield; PH:
Plant height; SM2: Number of spikes per m2; KS: Kernels per spike; KM2: Kernel number per m2; TKW: Thousand
kernel weight; HI: Harvest index.

Figure 1. Relationships between the year of release of ten durum wheat cultivars and: Day to heading
(A), plant height (B), grain yield (C), harvest index (D), number of spikes per square meter (E), number
of kernels per spike (F), number of kernels per square meter (G) and thousand kernel weight (H).
Values correspond to the average (±SE) of three growing seasons (2010–2012) except for HI, which
was determined in 2010 and 2011. The oldest (1964) cultivar (open circle) was not considered in the
regressions. Mean values of cultivars for each year of evaluation are shown in Supplemental Table S2.
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GY exhibited a positive and linear relationship with the year of cultivar release (R2 = 0.66;
p < 0.001), this analysis excluding the oldest cultivar (1964; Figure 1C). The rate of increase in GY after
1960 was 72.8 kg ha−1 per year, and excluding the oldest cultivar it was 63.4 kg ha−1 per year. The SM2
of the ten cultivars ranged between 450 and 595 and increased significantly (R2 = 0.43; p < 0.05) with
the year of release (Figure 1E). The HI was 0.36 in the 1960s and increased to 0.45–0.53 in the 1970s and
onwards, whereas TKW was 51.1 g in the 1960s and rose to 57–68 g after the 1970s, but neither trait
was correlated with the year of cultivar release (Figure 1D,H). Similarly, KS was not correlated with
the year of release (Figure 1F), but KM2 increased significantly (R2 = 0.40; p < 0.05) with the year of
cultivar release (Figure 1G).

The correlation matrix among the agronomic traits of the 10 cultivars evaluated during three
growing seasons indicated that days to heading exhibited a positive and significant correlation with
GY (p < 0.05) and KS (p < 0.01), and GY showed a positive and significant correlation with KM2
(p < 0.05) and TKW (p < 0.001; Table 3). Plant height was not correlated with GY. However, plant
height showed a negative and highly significant (p < 0.001) correlation with TKW and HI. SM2 had a
positive correlation with KM2 but a negative correlation with KS.

Table 3. Correlation matrix among agronomic traits evaluated in ten cultivars during three growing
seasons (2010–2012).

DH GY PH SM2 KS KM2 TKW HI

DH 1.00
GY 0.44 * 1.00
PH 0.36 0.08 1.00

SM2 −0.30 0.08 0.20 1.00
KS 0.50 ** 0.30 0.09 −0.61 *** 1.00

KM2 0.06 0.39 * 0.33 0.76 *** 0.03 1.00
TKW 0.14 0.59 *** −0.55 *** −0.03 0.01 0.01 1.00

HI −0.21 0.02 −0.75 *** −0.32 0.34 −0.11 0.51 * 1.00

*: p < 0.05; **: p < 0.01; ***: p < 0.001 DH: Days to heading; GY: Grain yield; PH: Plant height; SM2: Spike number
per m2; KS: Kernels per spike; KM2: Kernel number per m2; TKW: Thousand kernel weight; HI: Harvest index.

3.2. Grain Quality and Kernel Isotope Composition in Cultivars Released During the Past Six Decades

The test weight increased curvilinearly with the year of cultivar release (Figure 2A). The gluten
and protein content tended to decrease with the year of cultivar release, although the correlations were
not significant (Figure 2B,C). Yellow berry was higher in two cultivars, but there was no clear pattern
with the year of cultivar release (Figure 2D).

The relationships between the year of cultivar release and N concentration or δ15N in kernels were
not significant (Figure 3A,B). The δ13C of kernels tended to decrease with the year of cultivar release,
although the correlation was not significant (Figure 3C). In addition, δ13C was negatively correlated
(r = −0.62; p < 0.05) with GY, but δ15N was not correlated (r = 0.03; p > 0.05).
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Figure 2. Relationships between the year of release of 10 durum wheat cultivars and kernel test weight
(A), wet gluten content (B), protein content (C) and yellow berry (D), determined in 2010. Values
correspond to the average (±SE) of four replicates.

Figure 3. Relationships between the year of release of 10 durum wheat cultivars and the (A) total
nitrogen, (B) natural abundance of 15N (δ15N) and (C) carbon isotope composition (δ13C) in kernels,
determined in 2011. Values correspond to the average (±SE) of four replicates.
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3.3. Agronomic and Grain Quality Traits in Advanced Lines During the Last Decade

The GY and plant height of advanced lines increased from 2006 to 2015, reaching a maximum in
2011 with averages of 12.7 ± 0.8 Mg ha−1 and 96 ± 4.2 cm, respectively (Figure 4A,B). GY was highly
correlated with plant height (r = 0.85; p < 0.001). The check cv. ‘Corcolén’ followed a similar trend to
the advanced lines. The average GY of advanced lines and cultivars had a positive and significant
(R2 = 0.50; p < 0.001) relationship with the year of evaluation; the regression analysis indicated that
the rate of increase in GY between 2006 and 2015 was 569 kg ha−1 per year. The test weight did not
increase during this period (Figure 4C). No significant (p < 0.05) correlation was found between GY of
advanced lines and the average temperature (maximum, minimum or mean) for the wheat growing
season (August–January) from 2006 to 2015.

Figure 4. Grain yield (A), plant height (B) and test weight (C) for 40–46 advanced lines and cultivars of
durum wheat grown under full irrigation in Santa Rosa, from 2006 to 2015. Box and whisker plots show
the population minimum, 25th percentile/median/75th percentile and maximum. The open symbols
indicate outlier data and the closed symbols indicate the check cultivar ‘Corcolén’.
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4. Discussion

4.1. Agronomic Traits

Modern cultivars of spring durum wheat from Chile have a very high yield potential (~13 Mg ha−1)
in a Mediterranean environment, under fully irrigated conditions. The yield potential achieved in
Chile is clearly higher than values recorded in the Mediterranean basin. For example, high-yielding
conditions in Spain usually do not surpass 8 Mg ha−1 [25,26], which is clearly lower than those
achieved in the Mediterranean conditions of Chile. The high-yielding conditions in Spain usually
imply several irrigations per season, particularly during the critical period from stem elongation to the
middle grain filling, which alongside natural rainfall aims to balance the water lost due to accumulated
evapotranspiration. Even so, the potential yields achieved in Spain are lower than in Chile due to a
number of factors, such as Spain’s shorter crop cycle duration, its higher night temperatures and the
higher temperatures during the reproductive stage. The genetic advance in GY of spring durum wheat
in the high-yielding environment of central Chile was 72.8 kg ha−1 per year (0.73% per year) for the
period 1964–2010, and 63.4 kg ha−1 per year when the cultivar released in 1964 was excluded from the
analysis (Figure 1). This is higher than the findings for spring bread wheat (43.5 kg ha−1 per year or
0.51% per year) for a similar period (1964–2008) and in the same Mediterranean environment [8]. It is
also clearly higher than the increase reported for durum wheat in Spain (24 kg ha−1 y−1; 0.44% y−1)
from 1980 to 2003, with no clear additional improvements occurring thereafter [26]. In northwest
Mexico, under fully irrigated conditions, the genetic progress of spring durum and bread wheat
varieties developed by CIMMYT was 0.49% and 0.41% per year, respectively, between 1966 and
2003 [27], and 0.88% per year when comparing eight bread wheat cultivars released between 1962 and
1988 [28]. A more recent study conducted at the same site in Mexico indicated that the GY progress
was 30 kg ha−1 per year (0.59%) for spring bread wheat cultivars developed from 1966 to 2019 [29].
In Spain, under moderately irrigated conditions, the genetic progress of GY was 0.36% and 0.44%
for Italian and Spanish cultivars of durum wheat, respectively, for cultivars released between 1920
and 2000 [9]. In South Australia, under rain fed conditions, the annual rate of increase in GY was
25 kg ha−1 for 13 cultivars released between 1958 and 2007 [30]. In North China, the annual genetic
progress of spring bread wheat ranged from 0.48% (32.0 kg ha−1) for cultivars released between the
1960s and the 1990s [31], and in Henan Province values of 51.3 kg ha−1 per year have been reported for
the last three decades [32].

The yield progress observed in advanced lines of the INIA-Chile breeding program (Experiment 2),
which includes genetic and agronomic progress, has been much higher (569 kg ha−1 per year) than in
all the studies discussed above. This large increase in GY is explained partly by the genetic progress,
but overall the improvements have derived from better agronomic management of durum wheat in the
central-south of Chile, and this has included modifications to irrigation and particularly adjustments
in fertilization practices conducted during the first three years of the program. In winter bread wheat,
the yield progress was 246 kg ha−1 per year (2.6%) between 1976 and 1998 in central Chile under fully
irrigated conditions [14]. Clearly, fine tuning of crop management can have large impacts on GY in
high-yielding environments when lines or cultivars of high yield potential are available.

Plant height was reduced from 107 cm in 1964 to an average of 90 cm for the period 1970–2010
(Figure 1A), and this was the consequence of the introduction of semi-dwarfing genes in Chile in the
late 1950s [33]. Plant height was negatively correlated with the year of release in Australia, in cultivars
developed between 1958 and 1973, but not in cultivars released after 1973 [30], and in China, in cultivars
released between 1960 and 2000 [34]. A negative correlation between plant height and GY was also
reported in the study of Zhou et al. [34]. However, the comparison of advanced lines produced during
the last decade (Figure 2) showed a positive correlation between plant height and GY. These results
suggest that plant height of semi-dwarf wheat below 70–80 cm may limit light interception and thus
canopy photosynthesis and yield potential in high-yielding environments.
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The HI increased between 1964 and 1970, but after that there were no changes. Furthermore,
the correlation between GY and HI was not significant. The maximum values of harvest index (0.53)
found in the current work were higher than those reported by Royo et al. [9] in a set of Italian and
Spanish cultivars of durum wheat released between 1920 and 2000 and tested in Spain. In studies
where cultivars released before and after the green revolution were evaluated, HI and the year of
cultivar release were positively correlated (e.g., [9] for durum; [6,8,31] for bread wheat), but there was
no correlation in cultivars released after 1970 (Figure 1C; see also [29]).

The increase in GY was positively associated with days to heading and KM2 and TKW (Table 3).
The increase in the crop cycle in an irrigated Mediterranean environment contrasts with the breeding
trend observed in rain fed Mediterranean areas, where early flowering, shorter duration cultivars are
selected to escape post anthesis drought [9,35,36].

TKW increased significantly from 1964 to 1970, but the correlation with the year of cultivar release
was not significant for the period 1970–2000 (Figure 1F). Genetic progress in TKW can be positive,
negative or null depending on whether kernel weight has been a selection target for breeders and
whether there have been changes in the number of grains per year (the trade-off between seed size
and number in crops; [37]). For instance, in durum wheat growing in Mediterranean environments,
kernel weight was superior in modern cultivars in Turkey [38], but remained unchanged in Italian and
Spanish cultivars from the 20th century [9]. In bread wheat, kernel weight has been reduced [8,14,39]
or has not changed [31] with genetic improvement.

4.2. Grain Quality and Kernel Isotope Composition

The test weight increased in modern cultivars and was positively correlated with TKW (r = 0.44;
p < 0.05). The values of test weight obtained in this work are higher than those found in durum
wheat genotypes grown under rain fed conditions in different zones of Spain [40,41]. Unfortunately,
gluten and protein content did not improve between 1964 and 2010. Other studies comparing older
cultivars or landraces to modern cultivars of durum wheat from Mediterranean countries have revealed
lower grain nitrogen or protein content in the more modern cultivars [15,16,20,21,42]. In addition,
the presence of Rht dwarfing genes in bread and durum wheat seems to reduce the concentration of
Zn, Fe, Mn and Mg in kernels [43].

A number of studies have reported a negative correlation between grain protein concentration and
GY in durum wheat [44] and in bread wheat [45,46]. It is probable that the lack of genetic progress in
protein content is related to the strong increase in GY of the Chilean cultivars. However, this negative
relationship should not be a limitation for genetic improvement in quality traits in grains of durum
wheat because protein composition seems to be more important than the concentration [16,47].

The relationship between kernel δ13C and GY was negative, suggesting that genotypes
exhibiting higher water use are the most productive [21,48]. In bread wheat under fully irrigated
conditions, modern and more productive cultivars showed lower δ18O and δ13C, and higher stomatal
conductance [8,18,21,25]. This negative relationship between δ13C and GY (or positive relationship
between Δ13C and GY) has also been found in rain fed Mediterranean conditions ([21] for durum
wheat; [49,50] for bread wheat), suggesting that the most productive lines are those able to maintain
higher stomatal conductance and use more water [51]. In addition, the stomatal conductance of post
green revolution wheat cultivars in Australia seem to show a lower sensitivity to vapor pressure deficit
above 2 kPa compared to older cultivars [52], and this can be associated with lower (more negative)
δ13C values.

In summary, changes in a number of traits have occurred in durum wheat cultivars selected for
high-yielding environments in Chile. The large genetic progress in grain yield was associated with
increases in days to heading, KM2 and TKW. The test weight has also increased with the year of cultivar
release, but the gluten and protein content have not improved between 1964 and 2010. Interestingly,
the increase in yield potential seems related to longer duration and somewhat taller plants that are
able to use more water.
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5. Conclusions

This study provided evidence that a high genetic advance in GY for durum wheat is feasible
under high yielding conditions. The increase in GY was a consequence of a greater number of kernels
per m2 and higher kernel weight in the more modern cultivars. The test weight was lower in the
1960s and increased curvilinearly with year of cultivar release. The gluten and protein content did
not improve between 1964 and 2010. GY was negatively correlated with kernel δ13C, suggesting
that genotypes exhibiting higher water use are the most productive. The yield progress of a set of
advanced lines evaluated between 2006 and 2015 was very high, due to genetic progress, but this was
also due to management improvements, particularly adjustment of fertilization practices conducted
during the first three years. Unlike other Mediterranean agro-environments, a longer growing cycle
together with taller plants seems to be related to the increase in the GY of Chilean durum wheat during
recent decades.
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Table S2: Mean values of cultivar traits according to the year of evaluation.
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Abstract: Seminal roots are known to play an important role in crop performance, particularly
under drought conditions. A set of 37 durum wheat cultivars and local landraces was screened
for variation in architecture and size of seminal roots using a laboratory setting, with a filter paper
method combined with image processing by SmartRoot software. Significant genetic variability was
detected for all root and shoot traits assessed. Four rooting patterns were identified, with landraces
showing overall steeper angle and higher root length, in comparison with cultivars, which presented
a wider root angle and shorter root length. Some traits revealed trends dependent on the genotypes’
year of release, like increased seminal root angle and reduced root size (length, surface, and volume)
over time. We confirm the presence of a remarkable diversity of root traits in durum wheat whose
relationship with adult root features and agronomic performance should be explored.

Keywords: proxy traits; genetic resources; root screening; root architecture

1. Introduction

The root system of wheat includes two main types, seminal (embryonic) and nodal roots,
also known as the crown or adventitious roots [1,2]. Both types of roots play a crucial role in plant
growth and are active throughout the whole plant life. Seminal roots, however, could be more
important under specific circumstances, like drought conditions, as they penetrate deeper into the soil
layers than nodal roots, making water in deep layers accessible to the plant [3–5]. Seminal roots also
play a capital role during crop establishment, as they are the only roots existing before the emergence
of the fourth leaf. Seminal roots include one primary root, two pairs of symmetric roots at each side,
and, at times, a sixth central root [6].

The main features of root systems are encompassed under two categories, root system architecture
(RSA) and morphology. RSA is related to the whole, or a large subset, of the root system, and may be
described as topological or geometric measures of the root shape. Root morphology, as defined by
J. Lynch, refers to “the surface features of a single root axis as an organ, including characteristics of
the epidermis such as root hairs, root diameter, the root cap, the pattern of appearance of daughter
roots, undulations of the root axis, and cortical senescence” [7]. The traits often used to describe
wheat roots are total root length, root surface area, root volume, root angle, number of roots, and root
diameter [8–10].
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Roots are difficult to measure readily in natural conditions. Root trait determination has become
accessible through the development of phenotyping methods in artificial systems, for instance,
gel chambers [11], rolled germination paper [12], clear pots and growth pouches [13], “Termita”
chamber and Whatman paper system [14], or growth pouches system [15]. Seminal roots can be
phenotyped early and easily compared to the root system of mature plants [16,17], and for this reason,
they have been proposed as good candidates to act as proxy traits in wheat [18] and maize [19,20].
Nevertheless, phenotyping these traits could be of interest only if they are useful to predict root growth
and functioning in adult plants [21,22]. Indeed, several studies have found useful associations with
traits in adult plants of wheat species [23–26]. For instance, the seminal root angle was correlated with
nodal root angle [5,27], and with grain yield under drought conditions [28]. The seminal root number
was correlated with thousand kernel weight (TKW) under stress, while the primary root length at the
seedling stage was correlated with TKW under wetter conditions [25]. A steeper angle between the
outermost roots and a higher root number in wheat seedlings have been linked to a more compact root
system with more roots at depth in wheat [11,24,29].

Genotypic variation in root architecture has been reported within genotypes of different crop
species [30–32], including wheat [13,21,25,33]. The presence of variation for the trait of interest
is an essential requirement to improve the adaptability of crops under changing environmental
conditions [34].

Local landraces are considered well adapted to the region where they were grown and contain
large genetic diversity useful to improve crops like durum wheat [35]. These landraces were replaced by
high yielding but more uniform semi-dwarf cultivars, better adapted to modern agriculture. However,
scientists are convinced that local landraces still constitute a genetic resource useful to improve
commercially valuable traits [36]. It is assumed that root traits enhance response to drought stress [37],
but the realization of their contribution to superior grain yield depends on the type of drought and the
agro-ecological conditions [38]. A deep rooting ideotype (“steep, cheap, and deep”) was proposed
by [39] to optimize water and N acquisition, building on the assumption that deeper rooting genotypes
will use water that is beyond reach for shallower rooting genotypes. Modern breeding has caused some
shifts in the root system architecture of durum wheat, from shallower and densely rooted systems in
landraces of Mediterranean origin to deeper and more evenly distributed systems throughout the soil
depth in cultivars worldwide [5].

The current study aims at evaluating the diversity of seminal root traits, including root angle and
depth, during early growth of a set of durum wheat genotypes, consisting of modern cultivars and
local landraces which are representative of the germplasm adapted to the mostly semi-arid conditions
of Algerian cereal-growing regions before and after the advent of modern breeding. The study aims to
reveal morphological diversity that could have agronomic relevance and, therefore, interest breeders.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Plant Material

We studied thirty-seven genotypes (landraces and modern cultivars), representative of durum
wheat (Triticum turgidum ssp. durum Desf.) grown in Algeria. Geographical origins were varied
(Algeria, France, Italy, Spain, Tunisia), and included genotypes produced at international breeding
programs addressing semi-arid areas, namely the International Maize and Wheat Improvement Center
(CYMMIT), the International Center for Agricultural Research in the Dry Area (ICARDA) and the Arab
Center for the Studies of Arid zones and Drylands (ACSAD). These genotypes are representative of
different periods of agriculture in Algeria, before and after the Green Revolution (Table 1).
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Table 1. Name, type of cultivar, origin, and year of release of 37 genotypes of durum wheat used in
the experiment.

Nº Genotype Type/Pedigree Origin Year of Release

1 Beliouni Landrace Algeria 1958
2 Bidi 17 Landrace Algeria 1930
3 Djenah Khotifa Landrace North Africa 1955

4 Gloire de
Montgolfier Landrace Algeria 1960

5 Guemgoum R’
khem Landrace Algeria 1960

6 Hedba 3 Landrace Algeria 1921
7 Langlois Landrace Algeria 1930

8 Mohammed Ben
Bachir (MBB) Landrace Algeria 1930

9 Montpellier Landrace Algeria 1965
10 Oued Zenati 368 Landrace Algeria 1936

11 Acsad 65 Gerardo-vz-469/3/Jori-1//
Nd-61-130/Leeds ACSAD 1984

12 Altar 84 Ruff/Flamingo,mex//
Mexicali-75/3/Shearwater CYMMIT 1984

13 Ammar 6 Lgt3/4/Bicre/3/Ch1// Gaviota/Starke ICARDA 2010
14 Bousselem Heider//Martes/ Huevos de oro ICARDA 2007
15 Boutaleb Hedba 3/Ofanto Algeria 2013
16 Capeiti Eiti*6/Senatore-Cappelli Italy 1940
17 Chen’s Shearwater(sib)/(sib)Yavaros-79 CYMMIT 1983

18 Ciccio Appulo/Valnova(f6)//
(f5)Valforte/Patrizio Italy 1996

19 Cirta Hedba-3/Gerardo-vz-619 Algeria 2000
20 Core Platani/Gianni Italy 2008

21 GTA Dur
Crane/4/Polonicum

PI185309//T.glutin enano/2*
Tc60/3/Gll

CIMMYT 1972

22 INRAT 69 Mahmoudi/(bd-2777)Kyperounda Tunisia 1969
23 Korifla Durum-dwarf-s-15/Crane//Geier ICARDA 1987
24 Mansourah Bread wheat/MBB Algeria 2012
25 Massinissa Ofanto/Bousselem Algeria 2012
26 Megress Ofanto/Waha//MBB Algeria 2007

27 Mexicali 75 Gerardo-vz-469/3/
Jori(sib)//Nd-61-130/Leeds CIMMYT 1975

28 Ofanto Ademelio/Appulo Italy 1990
29 Oued El Berd Gta dur/Ofanto Algeria 2013

30 Polonicum Triticum polinicum/Zenati boulette
1953-58 France 1973

31 Sahell Cit”s”/4/Tace/4*tc//2*zb/
wls/3/aa”s”/5/Ruff”s”/Albe”s” CYMMIT 1977

32 Simeto Capeiti-8/Valnova Italy 1988
33 Sitifis Bousselam/Ofanto Algeria 2011
34 Vitron Turkey77/3/Jori/Anhinga//Flamingo Spain 1987
35 Waha Plc/Ruff//Gta’s/3/ Rolette ICARDA 1986
36 Wahbi Bidi 17/Waha//Bidi 17 Algeria 2002
37 ZB × Fg Zb/fg“s” lk/3/ko 120/4/Ward cs 10604 Algeria 1983

*: Backcross.

2.2. Root Phenotyping

2.2.1. Preparation of Seeds

Twelve seeds of uniform size and healthy aspects were visually selected from each genotype
and surface sterilized in a sodium hypochlorite solution (1.25% + one detergent drop, Mistol Henkel
Iberica®). Seeds of each genotype were soaked and shaken in the solution for 15–20 min. Then,
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they were rinsed four times with sterile deionized water, in sterile conditions. Twelve seeds of each
genotype were placed in Petri dishes, each with two filter papers soaked with 4 mL of sterile water.
Then the Petri dishes were placed in a dark room at 4 ◦C for four days, and then at 22 ◦C/18 ◦C in a
growth chamber with a 12 h light/darkness photoperiod for about 16 h.

Finally, the pre-germinated grains were transferred to the rhizo-slide system, described in detail
in the next section and Figure S1. The experiment was carried out at the Laboratory of Cellular Biology
and Genetics, Department of Biomedicine and Biotechnology of the University of Alcalá, Spain.

2.2.2. The Rhizo-Slide System

The rhizo-slide system was constructed as a sandwich made with glass plate, black cardboard,
filter paper, and a black plastic sheet. Sheets of A4-size black cardboard (180 g/m2, www.liderpapel.com)
and filter papers were previously sterilized in an autoclave and then soaked in the nutritive solution
Aniol [40]. The nutritive solution was prepared by dissolving 0.5550 g of Ca Cl2, 0.8215 g of KNO3,
0.6352 g of MgCl2·6H2O, 0.0165 g of (NH4)2SO, 0.0400 g of NH4NO3 in 100 mL of distilled water,
to which 500 μL/L of Plant Preservative Mixture (PPMTM, Plant Cell Technology) at pH 5.8 was added.
Each 8 mL was used to prepare 1 L of nutritive solution. Black cardboard with a nick made at the
top center was placed on a glass plate with the same dimensions; then the pre-germinated grain
(with embryonic part downward) was positioned just below the nick and covered by a filter paper.
A black plastic sheet was used to cover the filter paper to ensure obscurity for roots, shifted ~2 cm
upwards to allow better contact of the cardboard, and filter paper sheets with the nutritive solution.
Two rhizo-slides were confronted to each other by the glass plate side, and the set was placed vertically
in a glass box (internal dimensions of 32.2, 22, and 16 cm, length, width, and height) with two liters of
the nutritive solution at the bottom, and then secured with two paper clips. Each glass box held 6 glass
plates with two rhizoslides each, for a total of 12 seedlings, consisting of two genotypes, 6 seedlings for
each (Figure S1). In total, each genotype was replicated 12 times. More details on the system are found
in Ruiz et al. (2018) [25].

Once placed in the rhizoslides and the glass boxes, the seedlings were grown in a growth chamber
for 7 days at 22/18 ◦C and 12/12 h photoperiod, day/night. The 37 genotypes were processed in batches
of 6. Pre-germinated seeds of each 6 genotypes were placed into six glass boxes, each holding 6 seeds
of two different genotypes. A complete batch comprised six boxes, three glass boxes prepared each
Monday, and three each Thursday, every week. In total, 7 batches (14 runs) were performed until
the experiment was completed (accounting for some seedlings that had to be replicated for various
reasons). The set of genotypes for each run was selected randomly.

During the experiment, the boxes were replenished with distilled water every two days, to refill
to the initial solution level. At the same time, to minimize seedling failure, each single seedling
received 10 mL of the nutritive solution, applied with a pipette, near each seed. On the eighth day,
the rhizo-slides were opened and shoots were immediately collected. The fresh roots were scanned
using a Canon “LiDE210” scanner at 300 ppi to capture the first image then overlapped roots were
manually separated and a second scan was done. The individual plant shoot dry weight (SDW) was
obtained after oven-drying at 80 ◦C for six hours.

2.2.3. Image Analysis

The two images of a rhizo-slide were analyzed using SmartRoot software v.3.32 [41] plugin for
ImageJ1.46R (http://imagej.nih.gov/ij/download.html). The first image was used to measure only
root angles and the second one to assess the other root traits using manual and semi-automatic
SmartRoot procedures. Each root of the seedling was traced, semi-automatically, and then SmartRoot
automatically generated the corresponding traits. In total, ten variables from the Smartroot output
were recorded for each seedling: total root length (TRL), primary root length (PRL), mean length of the
other seminal roots (MRL), total root surface area (Surface), mean root diameter (Diameter), total root
volume (Volume), root number (RN), and shoot dry weight (SDW). The root angle was determined
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for each root with respect to the vertical (90◦). From this determination, we extracted the maximum
vertical angle (MVA) represented by the root growing with the steepest angle, the least vertical angle
(LVA) represented by the root growing with the widest angle, and mean vertical angle (MRA) of all the
roots, for each seedling.

2.3. Statistical Analysis

The experiment was considered a completely randomized design, with 12 replicates per genotype.
Statistical analyses were performed using the REML (Restricted maximum likelihood) procedure with
Genstat 18 [42]. Genotypes were considered as fixed factors and replications were considered as a
random factor. The “Genotype” factor (n-1 degrees of freedom) was broken down into a single degree
of freedom comparison of landraces vs. cultivars (named “Type” effect), and a “within type” factor
(n-2) which corresponds to the variation of genotypes within each type. Multiple means separation was
carried out using LSD at 0.05 level, for variables in which the F-value for “Genotypes” was significant.
A principal component analysis (PCA) and a hierarchical cluster analysis (HC) were performed
using the R package FactoMineR [43]. The hcut function was used for tree cutting levels truncation.
The R package Factoextra [44] was employed for extracting and visualizing the results. Broad-sense
heritability (h2) was calculated on an entry mean basis using the REML procedure, as follows:

h2 = σ2
g/(σ2

g + (σ
2

e/r)) (1)

where σ2
g is the genotypic variance, σ2

e is the error variance and r is the number of replications.

3. Results

3.1. Genotypic Variability

We found remarkable genetic variability for all measured traits, as revealed by the highly significant
differences among genotypes in the analyses of variance (Table 2). Significant differences were also
found in the “type” comparison for most traits, except for Diameter and RN (Table 2). For the other
traits, the mean squares for type were 4 to 12 times larger than those for genotypes.

The means of landraces showed higher or equal mean values compared to cultivars for all traits,
except root angle (MRA, LVA, and MVA), which was higher in cultivars (Figure 1). It is worth
mentioning that the landrace group presented higher root depth (PRL) than the cultivars.

All traits but SDW were root-related traits so, henceforward all the traits will be referred to
generally as root traits unless stated otherwise. All traits (except RN) showed a near-normal distribution
(Figure 1) which denotes their polygenic control. A wide range of phenotypic values was observed
for most traits (Table 2). The landrace group showed a larger range of variation for TRL, Surface,
Volume, and SDW than the cultivars. For the other traits, the cultivars had higher ranges of variation
(Tables S1 and S2).

The coefficients of variation (CV) ranged from small values like 5.19 (Diameter) to 24.60 (MRA,
Table 2). The exception was the large CV found for MVA, 59.82. When calculated separately for
landraces and cultivars, slightly higher CV for most traits were found in landraces compared to
cultivars (Table S2). All the traits exhibited high broad sense heritability (h2), ranging from 0.80 for
MVA to 0.98 for MRA (Table 2).
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Figure 1. Boxplots for root traits for the cultivar (red) and landrace (blue) groups. Horizontal lines
splitting the boxes indicate the median values; box limits indicate the 25th and 75th percentiles; whiskers
extend 1.5 times the interquartile range from the 25th and 75th percentiles; outliers are represented by
dots. Variable names coded as in Table 2. Genotype mean values are in Table S1.

3.2. Relationships between Traits

Highly significant correlations were found between most traits (Table 2). TRL, Surface and Volume
were highly and positively correlated among them. There were moderate positive correlations between
TRL, surface, and Volume, with PRL, SDW, RN, and negative ones with root angle variables (seedlings
with higher TRL, Surface, and Volume tended to have steeper root angles). Seedlings with higher
RN tended to have roots with thinner root diameter, indicating that there could be some kind of
compensation between these traits (more roots with a finer diameter and vice versa). Interestingly,
seedlings with higher primary root length produced more shoot biomass. Performing correlations
between traits within each group (cultivars and landraces) showed, in general, similar patterns to the
correlations performed for the entire dataset (Table S2). The moderate relationship of PRL with MVA
and RN disappeared in the landrace group, compared to the cultivars and the whole dataset (Table S2).

3.3. Time Trends of Root Traits

When the genotypic means were plotted against year of release of the genotypes, different
trends were observed (Figure 2 and Figure S2), in which, all the traits presented significant regression
coefficients except Diameter, RN and PRL (Table S3). This trend was largely influenced by the
comparison of landraces vs. cultivars because landraces are older. The trend was positive or negative
depending on the trait. Overall, cultivars reduced their seminal root length and developed a shallower
root angle compared to landraces (Figure 2). The root surface and volume of root presented the same
trend as root length, as they were highly correlated, as mentioned above. MVA and LVA showed the
same trend as MRA. No substantial variation was observed for RN, Diameter, and PRL. Regarding the
shoot, a remarkable and steady reduction in SDW over the years was detected (Figure 1 and Figure S2).
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Figure 2. Time trends for total root length (TRL) and mean root angle (MRA) in seedlings of 37
durum wheat varieties. Yellow symbols correspond to landraces; blue symbols correspond to cultivars.
The coefficients of determination (R2) of the regression lines are indicated in each graph.

3.4. Grouping of Genotypes According to Root Traits

The first two principal components explained 69.63% of the total variation (Figure 3A). The first
component (46%) was most related to Surface, TRL, Volume, and SDW, with the respective contributions
of 20.19, 19.04, 18.16, and 11.51 (Table S4). MRA, LVA, and Diameter had the highest loadings for
the second component (PC2). Correlations between these traits are discussed above (Table 2). Thus,
the first axis (PC1) was related to root size traits and the second one to root architecture traits.

Figure 3. Biplot of the first two principal components (A) and dendrogram resulting from hierarchical
clustering (B) based on seedling traits for 37 durum wheat genotypes. Ellipses in (A) encompass the
individuals according to the clustering presented in (B). Yellow symbols correspond to landraces; blue
symbols correspond to cultivars. Genotypes coded with numbers as in Table 1.
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Genotypes were better distributed along with the first component, as a result of the contrasting
position between landraces, many with large positive scores on PC1 (due to their higher root size and
shoot weight) and the cultivars, with lower positive or negative scores in PC1, so the discrimination
between these two groups was clear (Figure 3B). From the hierarchical classification, which was carried
out based on the original data, four groups were created (G1 to G4) (Figure 3B). G1 was mostly formed
by landraces. G2 was the largest one and was constituted by cultivars, and two landraces. This group
was at a central position in the biplot graph (Figure 3B), presenting close to average values for most
traits. G3 was located on the negative side of PC1, contrasting with G1 by having a relative smaller
root size. Finally, the last group (G4) was formed by only three genotypes depicted on the negative
quadrant, for both PC1 and PC2, having smaller values for both classes of root traits; fine, steeper root
angle and reduced root traits related to biomass. This group included landrace Montpellier (genotype
9), which showed a special root system architecture compared to other landraces, with steeper root
angle, and lower SDW, closer to two cultivars from Italy and ICARDA.

4. Discussion

The durum wheat collection used in this study was assembled to explore the seminal root
variability present in a set of genotypes cultivated in Algeria, with a historical perspective on the
possible changes caused by modern breeding. The method chosen enabled data acquisition and
processing of 444 single plants, by one person, in two months. Its performance could be easily
expanded by increasing the number of boxes and operators. Therefore, it is amenable to the scale
needed for the type of studies carried out in plant genetics and breeding. Root number together with
root length, the main results of this type of experiment, describe how extensively the seminal axes
can potentially explore the rooting volume. These easily measurable traits at an early stage can have
agronomic implications. For example, root spread angle is an additional feature whose variation
can influence how crops cope with water-limited conditions and/or other environmental constraints,
such as high pH, toxic ions, or low nutrient availability [45,46]. The root angular spread at an early
growth stage can be used to predict the partitioning of root biomass in the soil profile at the adult
plant stage [5,27,28], a feature relevant for water use efficiency in wheat [21,47]. Therefore, artificial
systems are efficient at revealing phenotypic (and presumably genetic) variability, but its implications
on agronomic performance must be validated later under field conditions.

4.1. Large Genotypic Variation for Seminal Root Traits

An overview of the results found in different studies sheds more light on the actual genetic
variation available for seminal root traits, better than any single study. Differences among studies may
be partly due to slight differences in the experimental methods, but also to the size and scope of the
genetic material used. Nevertheless, some meaningful conclusions can be derived.

We found significant genetic variation for all traits. We found a range of values for the least
vertical root angle (LVA) from 20.40◦ to 61.47◦. Multiplying these values by two (range from 40.80◦ to
122.94◦) allows the comparison of our study with others, in which the values of the total opening of the
angle of the root system was reported. Our range was superior to those found by others in durum [47]
and bread wheat [24,29]. Our wheat genotypes displayed similar low ranges of variation in mean
root number as in similar studies in durum [47,48], with a slightly higher mean. In our genotypes,
the sixth root was present in about a third of all genotypes, with no significant differences between
landraces and cultivars. This is a similar proportion than found in a study of Mediterranean and
North-American elite material [47], with the striking difference that in the former study they reported
almost absence of the sixth seminal root in native Mediterranean materials [47]. Neither sample of
landrace materials was large enough to derive definitive conclusions from these studies, but at least we
can say that Algerian landraces are not more likely to lack the sixth seminal root than modern cultivars.

Based on the coefficients of variation, overall, landraces showed higher slightly variability for most
traits, especially for root angle, even though the sample size was lower than for cultivars. Previous
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reports indicate that native Mediterranean landraces are likely to provide additional genetic variability
for root architecture [46], particularly in wheat accessions that experienced long-term natural selection
in drought-prone environments [49], and in barley [50]. Overall, the Algerian landraces showed
sizeable genetic variation for most traits, indicating that they harbor relevant root morphology variation
that should be further investigated by geneticists and breeders.

4.2. Classification of Durum Wheat Genotypes According to Root Morphology

Overall, genotypes with higher root length tended to have larger root number, as found in a
previous study [47], and a narrower root angle. Other authors [24,51] found no correlation between
root angle and root number. Sanguinetti et al. [47] also found no correlation of root angle with other
traits and suggested that the root angle was controlled by an independent set of genes. In our study,
however, given the negative correlation between MRA and root size traits, we cannot rule out that
these two traits are controlled by the same set of genes.

We found that higher root length and Diameter were associated with higher SDW (r of 0.55
and 0.40, respectively, Table 2), suggesting a size effect that affected the whole plant. Rather similar
observations were done in the Spanish core collection of tetraploid wheat, but the plant size effect was
visible for subsp. dicoccon and turgidum, but not for durum [25]. Correlation between root length and
volume and SDW was also found in hexaploid wheat [52]. We found no correlation between RN and
MRA, in agreement with previous studies [24,51]. It seems that an overall plant size effect that affects
harmonically roots and shoots is common in wheat species.

Our genotypes displayed different seminal root system patterns, from vigorous and steep to a
small and shallow root system. These root patterns may be related to phylogenetic relationships,
regional origin, and functional plant adaptation to different environments, as indicated in previous
studies [53]. There were differences in the length of the seminal roots of single plants. This was made
evident by calculating the difference between the length of the primary root (PRL), and the average
of the rest (MRL). G2 and G3 had a higher difference between PRL and the mean length of other
roots (MRL), compared to groups G1 and G4, which had roots with more similar lengths (Table S5).
G2 genotypes combined a significantly longer primary root (Table S5) with the largest difference
between it and the other seminal roots (together with G3). This rooting pattern, based on dissimilar
growth of the roots, could have an impact on overall soil exploring capacity that should be explored
further, particularly its usefulness in semi-arid environments, to access to stored water at deep layers
at critical periods (flowering and grain filling), while keeping enough shallow roots to take advantage
of in-season precipitations.

Two groups (G1 and G3) showed the highest contrast in the multivariate analysis (Figure 3).
G1, with a majority of landraces, displayed a vigorous seminal root system, in contrast with G3,
formed entirely by cultivars with small root systems. Our finding was in agreement with the study
of a collection of 160-durum wheat landraces [33] in terms of larger seminal root size. This study
found that landraces coming from the eastern Mediterranean region (Turkey), the driest and warmest
areas considered in the study, showed the largest seminal root size and widest root angle compared to
landraces from eastern Balkan countries. The authors claimed that these differences were due to the
adaptations of landraces to the contrasting environmental conditions of these two regions. The larger
root size and wider root angle from Turkish landraces would allow better exploration of the full
soil profile and better water capture. Among the four groups found in this study, no one combined
the highest MRA and TRL, comparable to Turkish landraces. Therefore, there could be room for
improvement for the root systems of durum wheat for Algeria. Crosses to combine these traits in
a single genotype should be devised, and Turkish landraces could be tested in Algerian conditions,
to assess their potential.

In our germplasm, the landraces showed on an average narrower angle and higher root size.
Previous studies on Mediterranean durum wheat [33] found that the genotypes with the narrowest
angle came from the western Mediterranean region and that they also had heavier grains [54,55].
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Additionally, it was reported that Triticum turgidum subsp. dicoccon landraces coming from cooler
and wetter zones had shallower seminal root systems than those from warmer and drier areas [25].
The subsp. durum landraces, developed in warmer and drier areas, tended to have larger and steeper
root patterns than landraces coming from cooler and wetter zones. Accordingly, the root system
architecture of the Algerian landraces would indicate adaptation to a warm and dry environment.
Other studies have found different root morphologies in apparent adaptation to stressful conditions.
For instance, the drought-tolerant bread wheat cv. SeriM82 has a compact root system [21], associated
with a limited water use early in the season, facilitating access to stored water later in the reproductive
phase. Contrary to our landraces, SeriM82 exhibited less vigorous shoot growth. In contrast with
our findings, a study of bread wheat germplasm grown historically in the semi-arid northwestern of
China [56] found that breeding caused a narrowing of the seminal root angle, reduced root number,
and increase of primary seminal root length. In that study “newer cultivars produced higher yields
than older ones only at the higher sowing density, showing that increased yield results from changes
in competitive behavior.” This view was confirmed and expanded later [57], confirming that the
advantage of new Chinese wheat cultivars came from the attenuation of inter-plant competition and
increased plasticity in root morphology. A seminal root architecture with fewer, longer seminal roots
with narrower root angle, would overlap less with neighbors, leading to less competition between
individuals [58], and these trends agree with the hypothesis of weakening of “selfish” traits [59].

The shift in root morphology observed in Algeria in the step from landraces to modern cultivars
does not conform to the scenario described in those works. There was a reduction of overall root
length and volume after the advent of modern breeding, which could be consistent with the reduction
of inter-plant competition but combined with the widening of the root angle, which does not bode
well with that hypothesis. It seems that wheat breeding may have resulted in different trends for root
morphology in different parts of the world. This could be the result of the adaptation of Algerian
landraces to agronomic conditions different from current agriculture. The difference in rooting
patterns between landraces from different geographical areas and cultivars may lie in the agronomic
environments in which they were developed. In general, modern durum wheat cultivars were bred
under high plant densities [57], whereas landraces were grown in stands with density adapted to the
environment. The morphology of Algerian landraces (long seminal roots growing in steep angles)
conforms to the “steep, cheap, and deep root ideotype” [60], and could be the result of adaptation to
accessing water in deep soil layers. Further studies with adult plants are needed to evaluate if root
features of seedlings are maintained when the competition between individuals for root growth is
increased (as the seminal and nodal roots require more space and resources than just the seminal roots
of the seedlings). A shovelomics experiment is being carried out with the same genotypes, which
could elucidate this issue at least for some measurable traits like root angle.

The high SDW of our durum landraces compared to cultivars could be related to the lack of
dwarfing genes in the landraces. This hypothesis was already confirmed previously for bread and
durum wheat for some height reducing genes [61], which reduced the first seedling leaf growth in Rht
genotypes compared with the corresponding tall wheat lines.

4.3. Conclusions and Perspectives

We have found wide genetic variability in a collection of durum wheat genotypes cultivated in
Algeria and unraveled a possible historic trend that sheds light on the outcomes of modern breeding.
An important issue is to what extent this variability found at the seedling stage can reflect the variability
in the field with the same genetic material, more precisely, which traits can be consistent across plant
phases (seedling and adult plant), enabling the selection at the early seedling stage. If this relationship
is not found, then the room for the testing of seminal root traits is very limited. Experiments to evaluate
this relationship are ongoing.

Overall, landraces showed a larger root size and steeper root angle. These two traits could be
involved in the adaptation of landraces to water-stressed environments. The dwarfing genes seem to
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influence biomass partitioning; screening the current germplasm for these genes would elucidate this
issue. The root size and shape in our data indicated some independence that would open opportunities
to design cultivars with the desired combinations of traits.

Overall, the current genotypes present a diverse root system architecture, from compact
deep-rooting to wide shallow one. This opens the opportunity to test the four different root ideotypes
found (G1–G4) for functional implications under water and nutrient-limited environments. Based on
the above results, we hypothesize that root architecture difference between cultivars, landraces (or
steep deep vs. shallow root systems) may result in different strategies of adaptation to the availability
of water and nutrients over the soil profile.

Supplementary Materials: The following are available online at http://www.mdpi.com/2073-4395/10/5/713/s1,
Table S1. Mean values and standard errors (12 replications) of the seminal root traits for the 37 durum wheat
genotypes. Table S2: Descriptive statistics and correlation coefficients for seedling traits, calculated separately for
the cultivar and landrace groups. Table S3: Results of linear regressions of traits over years of release. Table S4:
Contribution (%) of the traits to the first two principal components (PC1, PC2), as represented in Figure 3A.
Table S5: Means comparison between groups formed by hierarchical clustering for the traits assessed. Figure S1.
(A) One-week-old durum wheat seedlings in the rhizoslide system; (B) pictures of two genotypes contrasting for
root angle, landrace Gloire de Montgolfier (left) and cultivar Oued El Berd (right); (C) schematic representation of
a glass box, holding 6 glass plates, each holding two rhizoslides. Figure S2: Time trend of seminal root traits over
the year of release.
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Abstract: Water deficit and high temperatures are the main environmental factors which affect
both wheat yield and technological quality in the Mediterranean climate. The aim of the study
was to evaluate the variation in the gluten protein assembly of four durum wheat genotypes in
relation to growing seasons and different nitrogen levels. The genotypes, Marco Aurelio, Quadrato,
Pietrafitta and Redidenari, were grown under three nitrogen levels (36, 90 and 120 kg ha−1) during
two growing seasons in Southern Italy. Significant lower yield and a higher protein concentration
were observed in the year characterized by a higher temperature at the end of the crop cycle. The effect
of the high temperatures on protein assembly was different for the genotypes in relation to their
earliness. Based on PCA, in the warmer year, only the medium-early genotype Quadrato showed
positive values along the “protein polymerization degree” factor, while the medium and medium-late
genotypes, Marco Aurelio and Pietrafitta showed negative values along the “proteins assembly”
factor. No clear separation along the two factors was observed for the early genotype Redidenari.
The variation in gluten protein assembly observed in the four genotypes in relation to the growing
season might help breeding programs to select genotypes suitable for facing the ongoing climate
changes in Mediterranean area.

Keywords: durum wheat; glutenin polymers; gluten quality; high temperature; nitrogen fertilization

1. Introduction

Durum wheat (Triticum turgidum L., subsp. durum Desf.) is the most widespread cereal crop in
Mediterranean countries and is grown in various climatic conditions [1].

Water deficit and high temperatures are the main environmental factors which affect both wheat
yield and technological quality in the Mediterranean climate [2,3]. According to studies performed by
the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC), further increase in temperatures is predicted
in Europe, especially in the Southern and Central parts [4,5]. In this context, the maintenance of
adequate yield and quality standards is of particular interest, since the annual variability of product
quality cannot be acceptable, especially for dry pasta production [6].

The wheat grain quality mainly depends on the quantity and type of gluten proteins, as well as
on their aggregation/polymerization level [7,8]. In particular, gliadins, which are monomeric proteins,
are mainly responsible for the viscous nature of the dough, and interact mostly via non-covalent
links, while glutenin, which are polymeric proteins stabilized by disulphide bonds, determine its
elasticity [9–12].
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In the literature [13–22], conflicting results on the effect of high temperatures on the quality
of the gluten proteins have been reported. Studies made on bread wheat suggest that when high
temperatures occur in the middle of grain filling, they positively affect dough strength [13], while very
high temperatures near physiological maturity can have a negative effect [14]. Ciaffi et al. [15] reported
that in bread wheat, high temperatures increased the accumulation of glutenins compared to gliadins.
On the contrary, O’Leary et al. [16] reported that water or thermal stress conditions throughout the
grain filling period determine a delay in the synthesis of glutenins while the synthesis of gliadins is not
altered. Furthermore, for common wheat, it is reported that short periods of very high temperatures
can significantly reduce the proportion of SDS-insoluble polymers (UPP) [15,17], which in bread
wheat (Triticum aestivum L.) have been positively correlated with dough viscoelasticity [7,8]. On the
contrary, some authors have reported that short periods of very high temperatures can lead to an
increase in the size of glutenin polymers in both soft and durum wheat [18,19]. While numerous are
the studies available in the literature on the effect of high temperatures on gluten protein concentration,
composition and on polymeric proteins size and distribution in common wheat [20–22], very few are
the studies relative to durum wheat and to its pasta-making quality [8]. Moreover, pasta-making
quality in durum wheat is mostly determined by low-molecular-weight glutenin subunits (LMW-GS),
especially the B-type [23], whereas in bread wheat high molecular weight glutenin subunits (HMW-GS)
play the major role in determining dough technological properties [24].

In the Mediterranean areas, after climate conditions, the nitrogen (N) availability represents the
main constraint in obtaining adequate yield and quality in durum wheat [25]. Some studies on bread
wheat have suggested that high doses of N tend to increase the amount of monomer proteins [26,27]
and to reduce the percentage of UPP causing an increase in the extensibility of the dough [28–31].
Moreover, some authors have highlighted that the effect of nitrogen on gluten proteins composition
and on polymers organization may vary according to the genotype [26,30,32]. Finally, for the same
parameters, significant effect of the interaction between the high temperatures and N availability has
been reported [29,33]. Malik et al. [33] highlighted that the combinations of cultivars, nitrogen and
temperature were needed to explain the variation in the quantity and size distribution of the polymer
proteins and their effects on the quality of the end-product. To the best of our knowledge, for durum
wheat, this type of information is still lacking.

Thus, the aim of the present study was to evaluate the variation in gluten proteins quality, in terms
of their capacity to assembly in a visco-elastic structure, of four durum wheat genotypes in relation to
the growing season and different nitrogen levels, including a low input rate.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Field Trials

Four durum wheat cultivars, Marco Aurelio, Quadrato, Pietrafitta and Redidenari, that are used
in an important Italian pasta supply chain, (Table 1), were grown in two rain-fed field experiments
carried out at Foggia (latitude 41◦46′ N and longitude 15◦54′ E, 74 m a.s.l.) during two growing seasons
(2016–2017 and 2017–2018, hereafter indicated as 2017 and 2018, respectively) in a clay loam soil.

Table 1. Main characteristics of the genotypes under study.

Genotype Year of Release Pedigree Earliness

Pietrafitta 1999 Grazia x Isa medium-late
Quadrato 1999 Creso x Trinakria medium early

Marco Aurelio 2010 Orobel//Arcobaleno/Svevo medium
Redidenari 2015 Kofa x N185 early

The main chemical and physical soil characteristics in the two experimental year, 2017 and 2018,
are reported in Table 2.
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Table 2. Soil physical and chemical characteristics in the two experimental years.

Soil Characteristics 2017 2018

Sand % 21.5 25.2
Silt % 39.8 36.2

Clay % 38.7 38.6
pH 8.1 8.2

Organic Matter * % 1.9 1.9
Total Nitrogen ** %� 1.3 1.3

Assimilable Phosphorus
√

mg kg−1 80 64
Exchangeable Potassium ♦ mg kg−1 461 422
Field Capacity (−0.03 MPa) % 37.3 33.13

Wilting Point (−1.5 MPa) % 19.7 18.5
Bulk Density Mgm3 1.15 1.10

* Walkley-Black method; ** Kjeldhal method;
√

Olsen method; ♦Ammonium acetate method.

The four cultivars were sown on November 17 in 2016 and November 25 in 2017, at a seeding rate
of 240 kg ha−1. In both years, the experiment was in a field where the previous crop was durum wheat.

Three different nitrogen levels were adopted corresponding to 36, 90 and 120 kg ha−1 (N36, N90 and
N120, respectively). The fertilizers used were Yara Mila Supersemina (18% nitrogen) at pre-sowing
fertilization and Yara Bela Sulfan (24% nitrogen) at tillering, stem elongation and inflorescence
emergence fertilization.

Each year, the experiment was arranged in a split-plot design with two factors (genotype in plots
and nitrogen levels in sub-plots) and three replications; each sub-plot was 20.4 m2.

The grain harvest was carried out at physiological maturity on 13 June 2017 and on 22 June
2018. During the experimental period, the daily climatic parameters of rainfall and temperature were
recorded by a weather station near the experimental area.

2.2. Yield and Technological Quality Parameters

At harvest, grain yield (t ha−1) and thousand kernel weight (TKW) were determined.
Moreover, grain protein content (GPC) was performed by NIR System Infratec 1241 Analyzer (Foss,
Hillerod, Denmark).

Semolina flours have been obtained from kernels milled by Bona mill 4 cylinders (sieve 180 μm).
The gluten index (GI), an indicator of the gluten strength, was determined on semolina samples

using the Glutomatic system according to ICC standard 155 [34].

2.3. Calculation of %UPP and Analysis of Gluten Protein Molecular Size Distribution

The percentage of Unextractable Polymeric Proteins (%UPP) was measured trough the SE-HPLC
procedure according to the method reported in Tosi et al. [35] with minor modifications. The SDS-soluble
fraction was obtained by adding to the semolina a solution consisting of 0.5% (w/v) SDS in 0.05 M
sodium phosphate buffer, pH 6.9 to a final concentration of 10 mg/mL (0.3 g semolina on 30 mL buffer).
The mixture was stirred for 30 min at room temperature and then centrifuged at 20.000 g for 20 min
at 15 ◦C. The supernatant was filtered through 0.45 μm PVDF filters and 20 μl were injected into a
Biobasic Thermo Scientific SEC-300 Columns (300 mm × 7.8 mm; flow rate: 0.7 mL/min) and run for
40 min, with an eluent consisting of 0.05 M sodium phosphate buffer pH 6.9, containing 0.08 M NaCl
and 0.1 % (w/v) SDS, using the UHPLC Ultimate 3000 Thermo scientific. Detection was at 214 nm.
The SDS soluble fraction profiles were divided into four areas, corresponding to HPLC fractions F1, F2,
F3 and F4 (Figure S2a). The first two areas correspond to large and medium size polymers, with both
being enriched in HMW-GS (mainly F1) and B-type LMW-GS (mainly F2) of glutenin. F3 corresponds
to ω-gliadins and small oligomers enriched in C-type and D-type LMW-GS subunits [23], while F4
corresponds to monomeric gliadins (α-type and β-type) and non-gluten proteins [35].
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The SDS-insoluble fraction was obtained from the residue of the centrifugation step. The pellet
was resuspended in 30 mL of the same extraction buffer and sonicated in a probe type sonicator
(SONICS Vibracell Model VCX 130 -max output power 130 W at a frequency 20 KHz) for 30 s at 45%
power setting. After centrifugation at 20.000 g for 20 min at 15 ◦C, the supernatant was filtered through
0.45 μm PVDF filters and 20 μL were injected into column in the same condition described above.
The SDS-insoluble fraction profile (Figure S2b) showed only one peak (F1*) containing the largest
glutenin polymers, insoluble in SDS solution alone, but rendered soluble by sonication.

Samples were extracted in duplicate and two replicate separations for each extraction were
performed. The proportions of each peak (%F1* and%F1–%F4) were calculated as percentages of
the total areas of the two chromatograms (SDS-insoluble and SDS-soluble fractions). The amount of
monomeric over polymeric proteins (mon/pol) was calculated as the ratio between the sum of F3 and
F4 areas and the sum of F1*, F1 and F2 areas. %UPP was determined as the ratio between F1* area and
the sum of F1 and F1* areas (*100).

2.4. Statistical Analysis

The dataset was tested according to the basic assumptions of analysis of variance (ANOVA).
The normal distribution of the experimental error and the common variance of the experimental
error were verified through Shapiro–Wilk and Bartlett’s tests, respectively. When required, Box-Cox
transformations [36] were applied prior to analysis. The ANOVA procedure was performed according
to a split-plot design with three replicates. Three-way ANOVA procedure was performed considering
the factors (growing season, genotype and nitrogen level) as fixed factors. The statistical significance
of the difference among the means was determined using Tukey’s honest significance difference post
hoc test at the 5% probability level. A principal component analysis (PCA) was performed on the
correlation matrix of technological and SE-HPLC parameters. We obtained Principal Components (PCs)
on centered and scaled variables, through diagonalization of the correlation matrix and extraction of the
associated eigenvectors and eigenvalues. Grain protein content, gluten index, and SE-HPLC parameters
were set as quantitative variables and used to define PCs, while genotype, N level and growing season
were used as categorical variables, not considered in the computation of PCs. The coordinates of the
categorical variables were calculated in order to enhance the interpretation of data and were represented
as barycenter in the Principal Component biplot. The number of factors needed to adequately describe
the data was determined on the basis of the eigenvalues and of the percentage of the total variance
accounted by the different factors. The results of PCA were graphically represented in two-dimensional
plot, using the SigmaPlot software (Systat Software, Chicago, IL, USA). ANOVA and PCA analyses
were performed using the JMP software package, version 14.3 (SAS Institute Inc., Cary, NC, USA).

3. Results

3.1. Weather Condition

The climatic data related to the two growing seasons are reported in Table 3, while the rainfall
distribution and maximum and minimum daily mean temperatures of the 2017 (a) and 2018 (b) crop
seasons are reported in Figure S1 (Supplementary File).

The first growing season was characterized by lower rainfall compared to the second year (about
340 mm vs. 401 mm). Moreover, in the first experimental year the rain distribution was not regular,
with the most intense rainfall occurred in the second decade of January, the third decade of February,
the second decade of April and the first decade of May. As for the second growing season, rainfall
was observed throughout the crop cycle, especially during the grain filling period, in the first ten days
of May and June. In addition to rainfall, the two years differed also for the maximum temperatures
during the grain filling period showing the second year the highest values. Moreover, during 2018,
more days with temperatures between 30 and 35 ◦C and three days with temperatures higher than
35 ◦C, compared to 2017, occurred.
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Table 3. Climatic data related to the two growing seasons.

2017 2018

Crop cycle duration d 209 210
Crop cycle rainfall mm 339.9 401.4

From seeding to heading rainfall mm 204.2 198.6
Grain filling rainfall mm 135.7 202.5
Crop cycle Mean T ◦C 12.3 13.1

Grain filling Mean T ◦C 18.3 21.7
Grain filling Mean T max ◦C 25.5 29.1

30 ◦C < T < 35 ◦C d 15 23
T > 35 ◦C d - 3

3.2. Yield and Technological Parameters

The analysis of variance (ANOVA) generally showed a significant effect of year (Y), genotype
(G) and nitrogen (N) on the parameters considered (Table S1). The two growing seasons differently
influenced the yield and the technological parameters considered. In the second growing season
(Table 4), a significant lower yield, a thousand kernel weight and gluten index were observed with
respect to the first one. On the contrary, grain protein content was higher in 2018 than in 2017. Relative
to the nitrogen level (Table 4), a significant positive effect on grain yield was evident only under N90,
while for protein content the highest value was observed under N120. Finally, the gluten index values
decreased with N level increasing.

Table 4. Effect of the year, nitrogen level and genotype on grain yield, thousand kernel weight, grain
protein content and gluten index.

Experimental
Factors

Grain Yield
(t ha−1)

Thousand Kernel
Weight (g)

Grain Protein
Content (%)

Gluten Index
(-)

Year

2017 6.66 a 60.91 a 14.53 b 64.44 a
2018 5.91 b 50.21 b 16.00 a 58.50 b
Nitrogen level

N36 6.20 b 55.16 a 14.25 c 63.83 a
N90 6.36 a 55.90 a 15.33 b 62.71 a
N120 6.28 ab 55.62 a 16.23 a 57.88 b
Genotype

Marco Aurelio 7.11 a 50.62 d 15.74 b 57.72 bc
Pietrafitta 5.75 c 64.47 a 15.29 c 56.50 c
Quadrato 6.42 b 54.56 b 14.08 d 61.39 b
Redidenari 5.85 c 52.60 c 15.97 a 70.28 a

For each experimental factor, values in column followed by different letters are significantly different at P ≤ 0.05
according to Tukey’s test.

Among the genotypes (Table 4), Marco Aurelio showed the highest yield value even if associated
with lower thousand kernel weight. Instead, Redidenari was the genotype with the best technological
quality performance showing the highest protein content and gluten index values. However,
the behavior of the genotypes changed in relation to growing seasons (Table 5) and nitrogen levels
adopted (Table 6). In particular, the yield decrease observed in the second year was different among
the genotypes (Table 5); it was 5% and 9% for Marco Aurelio and Redidenari, and 14% and 17% for
Pietrafitta and Quadrato, respectively. Moreover, Marco Aurelio in addition to presenting lower yield
decrease in the second year also showed an increase in the protein content that was double compared
to the other genotypes (3.1% vs. 0.4%, 1.36% and 1.07% for Pietrafitta, Quadrato and Redidenari,
respectively). Finally, as for gluten index, Marco Aurelio and Redidenari showed a significant decrease
in the second year, more marked for Redidenari (Table 5).
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The nitrogen fertilization did not significantly affect the grain yield response in Marco Aurelio,
while for both Pietrafitta and Redidenari, the highest values were observed under N90 level;
for Quadrato the highest value was observed under N120 even if not significantly different from N36
(Table 6). On the contrary, for all genotypes a positive effect of the nitrogen level on grain protein
content was evident with the highest values observed under N120. The effect of nitrogen fertilization
on gluten index was not clear; only Quadrato showed a significant decrease under N120 level (Table 6).

3.3. Measurement of %UPP and Analysis of Gluten Protein Molecular Size Distribution

SE-HPLC was used to compare the molecular size distribution of the semolina proteins by a
quantitative comparison of elution profiles.

The analysis of variance performed on the percentage of SDS-insoluble protein fraction (F1*),
SDS-soluble protein fraction (F1–F4), monomeric/polymeric ratio (mon/pol) and proportion of
unextractable polymeric protein (%UPP) showed a general significant effect of the year (Y), genotype
(G), nitrogen level (N) and their interactions (Table S2). A significant decrease of F1* and %UPP was
observed in 2018 compared to 2017. Moreover, in 2018 a significant increment of the polymeric fraction,
due to an increase of both F1 and F2 was observed. On the contrary, in the same year, a decrease of
the monomeric fraction, due to a decrease of F4 was evident, determining also a lower mon/pol ratio
with respect to 2017 (Table 7). As for the nitrogen levels, a general positive effect of N90 compared
with N36 was observed for F1*, %UPP and for the monomeric fraction, while there have never been
significant differences between N36 and N120 (Table 7). Finally, as for genotypes, Marco Aurelio
showed higher values of %UPP and polymeric fraction, due to higher values of F1* and F2, and lower
value of mon/pol ratio. On the contrary Redidenari and Pietrafitta showed lower values of polymeric
fraction (again mainly due to lower F1* and F2 values) and higher values of monomeric fraction and
mon/pol ratio (Table 7). Finally, Quadrato showed intermediate values for all the fraction considered.
The behavior of the genotypes changed in relation to growing seasons (Table 8). A significant decrease
of F1* in the second year was evident for Marco Aurelio and Pietrafitta, more marked for the former.
As consequence also %UPP significantly decrease in 2018 for Marco Aurelio (13.7%) and Pietrafitta
(4.2%). On the contrary, a significant increase of F1* and %UPP was observed in the second year
for Quadrato. All genotypes showed the increase of F1 values in the second year and only Marco
Aurelio and Pietrafitta the increase of F2 values. Also for the polymeric and monomeric fraction
the effect of the growing season was observed only for Quadrato and Redidenari. In particular,
in 2018 these two genotypes showed higher polymeric and lower monomeric fraction values than 2017.
The increase in polymeric fraction was due mainly to the significant increase in 2018 of both F1* and F1
for Quadrato, and of F1 for Redidenari, while the decrease of the monomeric fraction was due mainly
to the F4 decrease.
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Relative to the effect of the genotype x nitrogen level interaction (Table 9), a significant effect of
nitrogen level on F1* was evident for Marco Aurelio and Redidenari; in particular, for the former the F1*
values increased with N level increasing, while for Redidenari the highest value was observed under
N90. Both of these genotypes showed also highest %UPP values under N90. Moreover, only Redidenari
showed a significant effect of the nitrogen level on the polymeric and the monomeric fraction, showing
under N120 lower polymeric and higher monomeric fraction values.

Table 9. Effect of the genotype x nitrogen level interaction on SDS insoluble (F1*) and soluble protein
fraction (F1–F4) separated by SE-HPLC, monomeric/polymeric ratio (mon/pol) and proportion of
unextractable polymeric protein (%UPP).

(%) Marco Aurelio Pietrafitta Quadrato Redidenari

F1* N36 11.18 bcd 9.25 efg 10.26 cde 9.58 def
N90 12.70 ab 8.33 fg 9.80 def 11.91 abc
N120 13.10 a 7.80 g 10.77 cde 7.55 g

F1 N36 25.86 ab 26.51 ab 25.81 ab 26.72 a
N90 25.07 b 25.10 b 25.17 b 23.42 c
N120 26.21 ab 25.86 ab 25.18 b 25.98 ab

F2 N36 13.01 a 10.73 de 11.71 bc 11.54 bcd
N90 13.45 a 11.02 cde 12.05 b 10.50 e
N120 13.20 a 10.98 cde 12.02 b 11.32 bcde

F3 N36 23.10 abc 23.38 abc 22.97 abc 20.9 c
N90 23.28 abc 24.10 ab 23.36 abc 23.09 abc
N120 21.8 bc 25.45 a 22.57 abc 23.39 abc

F4 N36 26.85 e 30.13 bcd 29.26 d 31.26 ab
N90 25.51 f 31.45 a 29.63 d 31.09 abc
N120 25.70 ef 29.91 cd 29.46 d 31.77 a

F1*+F1 N36 37.04 abc 35.76 bcde 36.07 bc 36.29 bc
N90 37.76 ab 33.43 f 34.96 cdef 35.32 cdef
N120 39.31 a 33.66 def 35.95 bcd 33.53 ef

Polymeric fraction N36 50.04 ab 46.49 cd 47.77 bc 47.88 bc
(F1*+F1+F2) N90 51.22 a 44.46 d 47.01 cd 45.82 cd

N120 52.51 a 44.64 d 47.97 bc 44.84 d

Monomeric fraction N36 49.95 cd 53.51 ab 52.23 bc 52.17 bc
(F3+F4) N90 48.78 d 55.54 a 52.99 ab 54.17 ab

N120 47.49 d 55.36 a 52.03 bc 55.15 a

UPP N36 30.2 bc 25.8 def 28.5 cd 26.2 def
N90 33.8 a 24.9 efg 27.7 cde 33.7 a
N120 32.5 ab 23.2 fg 29.9 bc 22.4 g

mon/pol (-) N36 1.00fg 1.15 b-e 1.10 def 1.10 de
N90 0.96 g 1.25 a 1.14 cde 1.19 abcd
N120 0.91 g 1.24 ab 1.09 ef 1.23 abc

For each parameter, values in each row and column followed by different letters are significantly different at P ≤ 0.05
according to Tukey’s test.

3.4. PCA Analysis

A principal component analysis (PCA) was performed on the correlation matrix. The results of
PCA allowed two factors to be identified explaining 51% and 20.9% of total variance, respectively
(Table 10). The first factor (PC1) was highly and positively associated with the largest insoluble
polymers (F1*), the medium size soluble polymers (F2), the largest glutenin polymers (both insoluble
and soluble; F1*+F1) and with the polymeric fraction (F1*+F1+F2). Moreover, it was highly and
negatively related with the small oligomers fraction (F3), the monomeric gliadin fraction (F4), the total
monomeric fraction (F3+F4) and mon/pol ratio. Thus, PC1 could be considered a factor linked to the
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degree of polymerization, mostly depending on the capacity to form covalent bonds. The second
factor (PC2) was positively associated with gluten index (depending on the interactions among gluten
proteins, both gliadins and glutenins), with the largest insoluble polymers (F1*) and with %UPP
(depending on glutenin polymers size and amount) and negatively related with grain protein content
(that can affect mostly gliadin accumulation) and the large size soluble polymers (F1) (that affect
negatively %UPP). Thus, PC2 could be considered as a “gluten proteins assembly” factor, including
the different interactions occurring in the gluten network. Both the factors linked to the degree of
polymerization and the gluten proteins aggregation are major determinants of technological quality.

Table 10. Loading matrix values for the first two principal components (PC1 and PC2), considering the
original variables. The corresponding percentages of accounted variation are also reported.

Original Variables Loading Matrix Values

PC1 PC2

Grain protein content 0.09 −0.57
Gluten index −0.21 0.47
F1* (%) 0.72 0.64
F1 (%) 0.29 −0.80
F2 (%) 0.54 −0.35
F3 (%) −0.57 −0.26
F4 (%) −0.81 0.29
F1*+F1 (%) 0.94 0.04
F1*+F1+F2 (%) 0.99 −0.09
F3+F4 (%) −0.99 0.09
UPP (%) 0.55 0.77
mon/pol −0.99 0.10

Percentage explained variation 51 20.9

Percentage cumulative variation 71.9

In Figure 1, the biplot relative to the principal component analysis is reported. Based on the
barycenter of the categorical variables (Figure 1, yellow marks), the nitrogen level did not show a clear
separation along the two factors considered. On the contrary, the separation between the two years
was observed mainly along the “gluten proteins assembly” factor (PC2) with the 2018 in the lower part.
However, the separation between the crop seasons has to be interpreted also considering the genotype
behaviors. Only for Quadrato the two years were separated mainly along the PC1 (polymerization
degree factor), with the 2018 showing the positive and higher values. No clear separation was observed
for the early maturing genotype Redidenari along the two PC factors. On the other hand, Marco Aurelio
and Pietrafitta showed a clear separation of the two years only along the PC2, more marked for Marco
Aurelio, with the 2018 showing the lower values. Finally, only the two genotypes, Marco Aurelio
and Pietrafitta were clearly separated along PC1, presenting Marco Aurelio positive values and RDD
negative values.
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Figure 1. Biplot relative to the principal component analysis performed on grain protein content,
gluten index, SDS insoluble (F1*) and soluble protein fraction (F1–F4) separated by SE-HPLC,
monomeric/polymeric ratio (mon/pol) and proportion of unextractable polymeric protein. In yellow,
the barycenter of the categorical variables, growing season (2017 and 2018), genotype (MA, Marco
Aurelio; PF, Pietrafitta; QUAD, Quadrato; RDD, Redidenari) and nitrogen level (N36, N90 and N120)
are shown.

4. Discussion

In the Mediterranean climate, the rainfall variability together with the frequency of high
temperature during the grain filling period, may cause large fluctuations in durum wheat grain
yield and technological quality aspects [3,37]. In semi-arid regions, a further increase in temperatures
together with reduced rainfall are expected following the ongoing climate change [38,39]. This trend
will influence also the crop responses to nitrogen fertilization, which depend on rainfall amount and
distribution during the crop cycle, to the amount and timing of nitrogen applications as well as to
the initial soil nitrogen levels [40,41]. Moreover, Malik et al. [33] highlighted that the combinations
of cultivars, nitrogen and temperature are needed to explain the variation in the quantity and size
distribution of the polymer proteins and their effect on the quality of the end-product. To the best
of our knowledge, for durum wheat, this type of information is still lacking. The results obtained
in this study represent a tile of the complex mosaic depicting the interactions among environment,
fertilization and genotype.

Glutenin polymers are among the major determinants of wheat quality. Polymers are formed
by different types of subunits that are functionally divided into chain terminators, chain extenders,
and chain branches, according to their possibility to form one, two, or three (or more) intermolecular
bonds, respectively (reviewed in [23]). The combination of these three functional glutenin classes gives
rise to a range of glutenin polymers with different sizes and structures, that contributes to dough
rheological properties. In general, the higher the size and amount of glutenin polymers, the better
dough strength, that can be predicted by the %UPP value [7].
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In our experimental condition, the two growing seasons showed a different climatic trend in
terms of rainfall distribution and temperatures. Significant lower yield and thousand kernel weight,
together with higher protein concentration were observed for all the genotypes in 2018, characterized
by higher temperatures during the grain filling with respect to the first growing season. Moderate
high temperature during grain filling, between 25 ◦C and 35 ◦C, and short periods of very high
temperature (>35 ◦C) at the end of grain filling phase, as those we observed in the second growing
season, are frequently associated with a decrease in grain yield and an increase in grain protein
concentration [8,42]. However, the genotypes Marco Aurelio and Redidenari (released in 2010 and
2015, respectively) were less influenced by the growing season with respect to Quadrato and Pietrafitta
(both released in 1999). The positive effect of nitrogen fertilization was clearer for the protein content
than for grain yield as also reported in literature under Mediterranean climate [43–46]. However,
the high yield response observed for Redidenari under N90 level was particularly interesting, indicating
the possibility of limiting nitrogen inputs by adopting genotypes capable to optimize the use of nitrogen.

The growing season differently affected the gluten index, an indicator of gluten strength for durum
wheat, in relation to the genotypes, showing only Marco Aurelio and Redidenari lower values in the
warmer year. In bread and soft wheat, dough strength has been often positively correlated with the
proportion of UPP [15,18,47–49]. As for durum wheat, the relation between %UPP and gluten index
has been less investigated. In our experimental condition, this relation was genotype dependent, since
only Marco Aurelio and Redidenari showed simultaneous decrease of gluten index and %UPP in the
second year.

The composition and functionality of storage proteins have been significantly affected by growing
season and genotype, while the effect of N fertilization level was rather small (Table S2) [50] as also
resulted by PCA analysis. Several studies reported an increase in the proportions of the monomeric
gliadins with increasing N availability [26,27]. In our experimental conditions, this was true only for
the genotype Redidenari due to an increase of F4 component represented mainly by α/β type gliadin.
An interesting result was the increase of %UPP for both Marco Aurelio and Redidenari under N90 level
due to the increase of the F1*. The significant decrease of the larger insoluble polymers fraction (F1*)
and %UPP observed in the second growing season for Marco Aurelio and Pietrafitta has to be discussed
in relation to their earliness. Indeed, the very high temperature recorded at the end of the crop cycle
(3 days with T > 35 ◦C) could have negatively influenced these two genotypes that are medium and
medium-late maturing genotypes. This result is probably due to the fact that the assembly of the storage
proteins takes place at the end of the grain filling phase [10,51,52]. Shewry et al. [53] proposed that at
the end of the cycle, the loss of water favors the polymer chains contact inducing the assembly through
disulphide crosslinking or through inter-chain hydrogen bonding. The effect of the temperatures on
gluten protein assembly, have been studied mostly in bread wheat and only few studies are available for
durum wheat. In common wheat, several research studies suggested that moderate high temperature
or few days of very high temperature resulted in a significant reduction in the proportion of the
SDS-insoluble protein fraction [15,17,47]. Other studies showed that the size of the glutenin polymers
increased in response to short periods of very high temperature [18]. Ferreira et al. [8], in durum
wheat, reported also a positive effect of the high temperature during the whole grain filling period
on gluten protein assembly. Thus, the relationship between the gluten protein assembly and high
temperatures is still not clear and needs more investigation. In our experimental conditions, in the
second growing season, the two late maturing genotypes (Marco Aurelio and Pietrafitta), together
with the decrease in F1* and %UPP showed an increase of both F2 and F1 fraction, the latter together
with the other genotypes, confirming that the synthesis of the SDS soluble polymers continued also
under high temperature condition [14,47]. Due to the concurrent decrease in F1* and increase in F1
and F2 fractions, Marco Aurelio and Pietrafitta did not significantly change their polymeric fraction
between the two years. The increase of both %UPP and polymeric fraction observed in Quadrato
and only of polymeric fraction observed in Redidenari in the second growing seasons is also linked
to their earliness. Indeed, it seems like that on these genotypes, which are medium-early and early
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maturing, respectively, only the moderately high temperatures occurring during the grain filling acted,
but not the extreme ones recorded at the end of the crop cycle. Indeed, also the results of the PCA
highlighted the negative effect of the extreme temperatures on the gluten proteins assembly properties
(PC2) only for Marco Aurelio and Pietrafitta, while for Quadrato a separation of the values only along
the polymerization degree factor (PC1) was observed, with the warmer year showing the positive and
higher values.

Because %UPP depends on protein distributions among the four areas typically used for its
calculation, with the chain branchers and extenders mostly present in the fractions F1 (in particular
F1*) and F2, it is important not only to select durum wheat varieties with proper glutenin compositions
able to give rise to polymers of adequate size and amounts, but also that are synthetized in periods
less susceptible to environmental changes, such it has occurred here for the medium early and early
maturing varieties.

5. Conclusions

In the two growing seasons, the four durum wheat genotypes showed different capacities of the
gluten proteins to assembly in a visco-elastic structure in relation to their earliness. In particular, in the
second warmer year the late maturing genotype, Marco Aurelio and Pietrafitta showed a significant
decrease of larger insoluble polymers fraction (F1*) and %UPP with a negative effect on their protein
assembly level, despite Marco Aurelio always showed higher degree of polymerization. On the
contrary, the medium-early and early maturing genotypes Quadrato and Redidenari, probably due to
their earliness, did not change their “protein assembly level” in relation to the growing season.

The effect of N fertilization on the gluten protein polymerization and assembly was rather small,
but among the N levels utilized the increase of F1*, %UPP and monomeric fraction under N90 was
observed. Moreover, also the highest yield and gluten index values were obtained under N90. This was
true especially for Redidenari.

In general, the effect of the growing season on the parameters evaluated was more evident than
those of genotype and nitrogen level.

The results obtained in this study regarding four durum wheat genotypes clearly indicate different
patterns of protein assembly in relation to the growing season, a factor that has a great influence
on quality characteristics, thus contributing to the rational selection of the durum wheat genotypes,
in particular those to include in supply chains, suitable for facing the ongoing climate changes in
Mediterranean area.

Supplementary Materials: The following are available online at http://www.mdpi.com/2073-4395/10/5/755/s1:
Table S1. Mean square of effects (year, Y; genotype, G; nitrogen level, N) resulting from analysis of variance
(ANOVA) performed on yield and technological parameters. Table S2: Mean square of effects (year, Y; genotype,
G; nitrogen level, N) resulting from analysis of variance (ANOVA) performed on sonicated protein fraction (F1*)
and SDS-soluble protein fraction (F1–F4) separated by SE-HPLC, monomeric/polymeric ratio (mon/pol) and
proportion of unextractable polymeric protein (UPP). Figure S1. Rainfall distribution and maximum and minimum
mean temperatures for the two growing seasons 2017 (a) and 2018 (b). Figure S2. SE-HPLC chromatograms of
SDS-extractable protein fraction (a) and of SDS-unextractable protein fraction (b).
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